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the dawning of a brighter day
mormon literature after 150 years

eugene england

I1 ask you to consider the following mormonism is a genuine
religious movement with persistent and characteristic religious and
cultural experiences growing out of a unique and coherent theology
and a true and thus powerful mythic vision and it has already pro-
duced and is producing the kinds and quality of literature that such
experiences and vision might be expected to produce it is in fact
right now enjoying a kind of bright dawning if not a flowering then
certainly a profuse and lovely budding in its literary history

many of us at least until recently could be excused for not
knowing there is a mormon literature A serious anthology of mor-
mon literature providing a full view of the quality and variety over
our nearly 150 year history was first published only a few years ago
that was richard cracroft and neal lamberts A believing people 1I1

at about the same time these two scholars inaugurated at brigham
young university the first course in mormon literature the associ-
ation for mormon letters the first professional organization intended
to study and encourage mormon literature is only aa few years old
we have as yet no scholarly bibliography of mormon literature no
full scale literary history or developed esthetic principles little prac-
tical and less theoretical literary criticism the most basic scholarly
work the unearthing and editing of texts development of bio-
graphical materials and serious literary analysis of our acknowledged
classics is still largely undone

but then again many things are happening and perhaps there isis
now less excuse for any continued ignorance or inaction the anthol-
ogy has had a second printing the mormon literature class continues

eugene england isis an associateassociate professor inin the english department at brigham young university
this article isis a shortened versionversion of the charles C redd address presented at BYU inm february 1980

the complete talk isis published as panpart of the charles C redd lecture series no 13 mormonism after 150
years his title isis taken from the chorus of parley P pratts hymn the morning breaks

richard H cracroft and neal E lambert A believing people literature odtheoftheof rhethe lartertatterlatterlatten day saints 1974

reprint ed salt lake city bookcraft 1979
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to prosper and mormon classics are being used in other literature and
humanities courses new journals like exponent II11 sunstone and
sunstone review are succeeding and are following the older dialogue
and BYU studies in publishing good mormon literature and criti-
cism official church magazines like the ensign publish serious mor-
mon stories and poetry more often than previously we have seen the
publication and widespread approval of the biography of spencer W
kimball the first mormon study of a general church leader that
meets the essential criterion for genuine literary biography phrased by
virginia woolf those truths which transmit personality 2 and
now others are being published that do the same for past church
leaders 3

in the last few years three books by established mormon poets
clinton larson ed hart and marden clark have been published

and some impressive younger poetic voices have appeared in the jour-
nals 4 douglas thayer has expanded his range to an experimental
novel still in draft dealing with the development of consciousness of
evil and redemption in a young mormon bruce jorgensen has writ-
ten a well crafted mature story on baptism and initiation that is fine
literature not merelymormorlmerely mormon 5 bela petsco has published a collec-
tion of stories centered in missionary experience 6 the small body of
serious mormon drama has been augmented by performances of
thomas rogerssrogergsRogerss reunion a study of classic mormon family conflicts
ed geary working to stretch and develop the genre I1 think most con-
genial to the mormon vision and experience the personal essay has
made good on his earlier promise in goodbye to Poplarpoplarhaven7poplarhavenhaven 7

with an even better exploration of mormon consciousness called
hying to kolobdolob that is fine literature accessible to both mormonscormons

and others 8 so my hope is high the morning breaks
but you may rightly be saying one or even three bursting for-

sythia do not make a spring nor a larson and a thayer and a geary a
flowering of literature mormon or not and others of you might

virginia woolf the new biography granite and rainbow new york harcourtHarcoun brace and com-
pany 1958 ppap 149 50

edwardedwardledwardiL kimball and andrew E kimballjrkimball jr spencer Wly kimball salt lake city bookcraft 1977
eugene england brotherbrotherbnghambigghambiigham salt lake city bookcraft 1980 stanley B kimball heber C kimball
mormon patriarch andrioneerandpioneerundand PioneerRioneer urbana university ofillinoisof illinois press 1981 truman G madsen defenderdefenderof of
the faith the B H roberts story salt lake city bookcraft 1980 frank W fox J reuben clarhdarkclark the
public years salt lake city deseret book company and provo utah brigham young university press

1980
see appended bibliography
bruce jorgensen born of the water sunstone 5 january february 1980 20 25
bela petsco nothing very important and other stonesstories provo meservydaleMeservy dale publishing co 1979

adwardedward geary goodbye to poplarhavenPoplar haven dialogue A journal ofmormonof mormon thought 8 summer
1973 56 62 reprinted inin cracroft and lambert A believing people ppap 242 47

edward geary hying to kolobdolob dialogue 13 fall 1980 93 101
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ask what is this mormon literature anyway something like
lutheran literature or christian science literature if you have

been exposed to some of the agonizing that has been going on for
some twenty years about our not having an obviously impressive
literature you might ask arent we too young a culture or too small
a community to expect to have a literature or arent mormonscormons too
superficially happy too anxiety and conflict free to produce a
literature or too busy or too smug or too anti intellectual or too
materialistic or too censored the answer to all these questions is

no we do in fact have a literature one whose shape dimen-
sions and quality are becoming more and more apparent and im-
pressive these questions and anxieties are now simply outdated
reality has long passed them by and good theoretical thinking has
caught up with them the real question now is not how good is what
we have but how is it good how in fact do rejudgewejudgewe budgejudgehuyge how it is good
and how do we prepare better to respond to it and to encourage more
of the good

but some might still be saying suppose we do have some good
writers why talk about mormon literature rather than american
literature or better yet just literature shouldnt our writers just do
their best write honestly and well about the universal human con-
cerns and address themselves to mankind in general perhaps but
let me suggest another case shakespeare and milton had access to
audiences a literate community smaller than that which is now
made up of well educated english speaking mormonscormons which is prob-
ably approaching three million does it in any way count against
those great poets that they spoke directly and consciously to that
limited audience from a base in particular problems perspectives
and convictions that were essentially english or does it count
against dostoevskidostoevsky that he was consciously even self consciously
russian or faulkner that he was consciously southern

the only way to the universal is through the particular the only
honesty ultimately is honesty to that which we know in our own
bones and blood and spirit our own land and faith our own doubts
and battles and victories and defeats mormonism cannot be
separated from these things because unlike religions such as
lutheranism or christian science it makes a large number of rather
absolute claims about the nature of the universe and god and human
beings about specific historical events past and future about
language and form and content and because it is grounded in a suf-
ficiently unusual and cohesive and extended historical and cultural
experience growing directly from those claims that it has become like
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a nation an ethnic culture as well as a religion we can speak of a
mormon literature at least as surely as we can of a ajewishjewish or southern
literature and it is as legitimate as promising for a writer to be con-
sciouslyscious ly mormon as it has been for flannery oconnor to be southern
catholic or for isaac bashevisBashevis singer to be emigre polish and jewish

mormon writers have much to learn from both of these writers
skills and vision of course but also how not to be so universal they
lose contact with their roots so antlparochialantiparochialparochialantlanti they adopt the worst
kind of parochialism that of not knowing oneself and ones own
generic community theythig can learn from them how to translate reli-
gious commitment and the tragedy of religious struggle and paradox
into honesty and craft into fictive creations rather than ppackaged
preachmentspreachments As oconnor has said 1 I see from the standpoint of
christian orthodoxy this means that for me the meaning of life is
centered in our redemption by christ and what I1 see in the world I1

see in its relation to that I1 dont think that this is a position that can
be taken halfway or one that is particularly easy in these times to
make transparent in fiction 9 but of course her special catholic
vision however effectively pointing beyond itself to the universal
cannot be adopted by the mormon writer the mormon vision has
unique and equally powerful implications for both form and content
what are they just what is mormon literature

I1 think karl keller is right in suggesting that mormon
writers possibly due to that parochial antiparochialismparochialismanti I1 mentioned
and an understandable aversion to didactic simplisticallysimplistically preachy
mormon writing have produced fiction that is by and large irrele-
vant to the doctrinal interests ofofmormonismmormonism he calls most of what
we ve written jack fiction 10 in contrast to flannery oconnor
many mormon writers seem to have strained in the fashion of various
schools of emancipated realism to be far from orthodoxy even the

orthodox have not written imaginative visions of the possibilities
of our theology it is not really mormon fiction by way of contrast
this is oconnor describing what she feels she must work out
imaginatively in her fiction

it makes a great difference to the look of a novel whether its author
believes that the world came late into being and continues to come by a
creative act of god or whether he believes that the world and ourselves
are the product of a cosmic accident it makes a great difference to his
novel whether he believes that we are created in gods image or

flannery oconnor the church and the fiction writer mystery andmannersand kannersmanners ed sally and robert
fitzgerald new york farrar straus and giroux 1969 p 148 quoted in karl keller the example of
flannery oconnor dialogue 9 winter 1974 62

keller example of flannery oconnor p 62
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whether he believes we create god in our own it makes a great dif-
ference whether he believes that our wills are free or bound like those
of the other animals

surely we could make an equally specific list for a mormon
writer but notice that neither oconnor nor keller are suggesting
some sophisticated form of packaged message any artists first
responsibility is to the form the embodiment the word made flesh
if he or she cannot do justice to the visible world and make of it
fictions that are believable he or she cannot be trusted to bear
witness to the invisible world like flannery oconnor mormon
writers must see and imagine steadily and whole and in convincing
formal structures the surface including oppositions and evil the
terror in natural human experience before they can see and imagine
how the supernatural supports or intrudes upon that surface

but if keller is right we may have a major explanation for the
unfulfilled promise of mormon fiction it has effectively imagined
the mormon past and some of the conflicts inherent in contemporary
mormon public and private life but has left mormonismsMormoni sms unique
god and the dramatic and unusual mormon view of mans cosmic
dilemma and destiny out of the picture the fact that some are mak-
ing a beginning in those new directions is a major reason I1 expect the
dawning of a brighter day

let me try here to expand our awareness of fruitful possibilities in
these new directions and though it is ultimately impossible to
separate form and content and dangerous to try let me begin with a
few comments on form in the king follett discourse itself a
classic piece of mormon literature joseph smith refers to chaotic
matter which is element and in which dwells all the glory 12 that
helps bring into imaginative focus the hints throughout scripture and
the writings of mormon thinkers that suggest a certaincertain metaphysics of
form order is wrought from a pluralistic chaos but a chaos that is

potent genuinely responsive to the creative powers of god and man
embodied in mind and language characteristics god and his children
share as literally related beings the doctrine and covenants section
886 11 ties together the divine mind and cosmic creative power of
christ with mans perception through the media of physical and
spiritual light which are pronounced to be fundamentally the same
all this suggests the seeds of a philosophy of form at least as

oconnor novelist and believer mystery andmannersand mannensmannersmannery ppap 156 57 in keller example of flan-
nery oconnor p 68

stan larson the king follett discourse A newly amalgamated text brigham young university
studies 18 winter 1978 203
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interesting and defensible as the epistemological skepticism that has
contributed to the breakdown in structure characteristic of modern
literature A truly mormon literature would stand firm against
secular mans increasing anxiety about the ability of language to get
at the irreducible otherness of things outside the mind to make
sense and beauty of that chaotic matter which is element

if mormon writers take seriously their faith that language is a gift
from god the creator a gift that gives them access to the glory that
dwells in matter and in other intelligences including gods they can
confidently use language not like others merely to imitate albeit
with compassionate despair the separated meaningless raw ele-
ments and experiences of a doomed universe but to create genuinely
new things verbal structures of element and intelligence and ex-
perienceperience that include understanding and judgment as well as imita-
tion and empathy we can like our contemporaries create of words
what wallace stevens called things that do not exist without the
words 13 but we can do so without his undermining fear that what
he was doing was merely an ephemeral human activity a game to
occupy until final doom we can be sustained by the faith that what
we are doing is rooted in the nature of the cosmos and shared by god

in other words there should be in mormon writers a special
respect for language and form attention to their tragic limitations
but also to their real possibilities this would mean I1 would think a
rather conservative respect for proven traditional forms until they are
genuinely understood and surpassed at least it would mean unusual
resistance to the flight from form from faith in language toward
obscurity and proud assertion of the purely personal vision that af-
flicts much writing in our time and energizes the popular form of
criticism called deconstruction

now what about content obviously mormon literature will
draw as much of it already has on certain specially evocative charac-
teristicste of mormon history and scriptural narrative I1 dont mean
irrigation and polygamy and lamanite warriors but rather a certain
epic consciousness and mythic identification with ancient peoples and
processes the theme of exile and return of the fruitful journey into
the wilderness the pilgrim traveling the dark and misty way to the
tree of salvation the lonely quest for selfhood that leads to conversion
and then to the paradox of community the desert as crucible in
which to make saints not gold the sacramental life that persists in

wallace stevens the language ofofpoetrypoetry ed allenalienailenmilen tatetare princetonnjprinceton NJ princeton university press

1942 p 122
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spiritual experience and guileless charity despite physical and cultural
deprivation the fortunate fall from innocence and comfort into a
lone and dreary world where opposition and tragic struggle can pro-
duce virtue and salvation much remains to be done with these and
it would be mormon literature though ofcourse not exclusively so
since we share forms of these mythic truths with various others

then there are certain contemporary implications of our under-
lying cultural heritage and beliefs that provide unusually rich though
again not unique dramatic possibilities for instance both the
unusual sense of order and also the openings to tragic failure provided
a life by the making of covenants of promises to self and god in bap-
tism and weekly communion through bread and water or the fearful
solemn and nobly exciting dimension given marriage by promises of
obedience and fidelity and consecration made before god and angels
on holy ground what can be done with a physical and mental land-
scape peopled perhaps even more literally than isaac bashevisBashevis singer s

with devils with embodiments of ultimate intransigent evil who
mock and betray and also peopled with translated beings from
ancient america who bemuse folklorists and bless simple folk from
panguitch and downey and also with angels who bring glad tidings
to wise and holy men and women and children who are thus inspired
to speak great and marvelous unspeakable things and what can be
done with the mormon animism that hears the earth groan with its
wickedness or the mountains shout for joy that moves people to bless
oxen and crops even automobiles and trees what can be made of
the spiritual literalness that hears a daughter calling for help on the
other side of the world or takes in stride faithfulness that is stronger
than the cords of death and brings dead friends and family on
privileged visits back to comfort and instruct

fine non mormon poets W S merwin for one have written
beautifully of the deep yearning we have for the miracle of a loved
one s return to us and of the strange possibility 14 mormonscormons with a
more literal belief have the resources to do as well and better if they
have the courage of their convictions and the discipline to work as
hard to create an honest visible world that the invisible world can
break through it is because for mormonscormonsMormons as for gerard manley

awW4w S merwin come back quoted and discussed inm robert pinsky the situation ofpoetryof poetry
princeton NJ princeton university press 1976 p 95 see also frederick goddard tuckerman the
complete poems offrederickof frederick goddard tuckerman ed N scott momaday new york oxford university
press 1965 ppap 15 35 36
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hopkins the holy ghost over the bent world broods with warm
breast and with ah bright wings 15

but there is even a deeper layer as yet hardly touched in mor-
mon literature but with I1 believe the greatest potential for unique-
ness and power the one suggested directly by flannery oconnors
list it would require more theological literacy and more imaginative
response to our theology karl keller in the essay mentioned earlier
suggests that mormon writers should begin with careful reading of
sterling mcmurrinsMurrinsmcmurrineMc the theological foundations of the mormon
religion which he calls essentially an outline of esthetic possibilities
of mormon articles of belief 16 1I would recommend joseph smith
and B H roberts and john widtsoe and hugh B brown and
truman madsen and yes brigham young and joseph fielding
smith and spencer W kimball and the doctrine and covenants and
the pearl of great price and from the book of mormon 2 nephi 2
and alma 42 and so forth and what would that do for a mormon
writer other than tempt him toward a suicidal didacticism it could
nurture his imagination with the most challenging and liberating set
of metaphysical possibilities and paradoxes I1 have been able to
discover in all human thought consider only a few beginning with
the keystone that human beings like the gods are at core uncreated
and underived individual intelligences without beginning or end
they are possessed of truly infinite potential literal gods in embryo
but are bound inescapably in a real environment of spirit and ele-
ment and other beings that impinge upon them and that as they
learn successfully to relate to the environment exact real costs in
suffering and loss and bring real joy in relationship and growth
freedom for a mormon writer or fictional character is not a
mysterious illusion as it must be for traditional christians with their
absolute omnipotent god nor is it a pragmatic tautology as it must
be for existentialists who define existence however temporary as
freedom freedom is ultimate and inescapable responsibility in a real
world that is neither a shadow of something more real lying beyond it
that god determines at will nor a doomed accident

the consequences for dramatic action and lyric reflection seem to
be considerable for one thing as I1 think truman madsen has said

suicide is just a change of scenery for another as the mormon
theologian B F cummings put it the self is insubordinate

15 15gerardgerard manley hopkins gods grandeur inin poems ofofgerardmanleygerard munleymanley hopkins ed robert bridges
and W H gardner new york oxford university press 3dad ed 1948 p 70

keller example of flannery oconnor p 70 sterling mcmurrin the theological foundations of
the mormon religion salt lake city university of utah press 1965
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wandering imperially aloof solitary lonely withdrawn unvisited
impenetrable it cannot escape from existence nor can it escape
from the awareness of its existence nor from the inevitable sense of
solitude that is born of the very fact of individuality of being
an eternally identical one 17 put that together with the equally firm
teaching that man without god is nothing less than the dust of the
earth for the elements are at least obedient to gods creative will
that mortals are utterly dependent on god who sustains moment by
momentmoment their existence in mortality though not their eternal essence
and who provides the only way of salvation through relation to his
son and put it together with that strange paradox of atonement
the fortunate fall each individual must lose innocence experience
opposition and sin know failure struggle with justice and guilt
before he or she will let christ break the bonds of justice tear down
barriers within to bring the bowels of mercy and so accept himself in
love and thus have strength to develop the conscious intelligent
virtues of christ and put all this together with the idea that im-
periallyperially alone and impenetrable as the individual is he and she can-
not fully and ultimately realize their own true nature and achieve
their fullest potential and joy except in the ongoing achievement of
an eternal fully sexual companionship an idea authenticated by
the mormon image of god as being god precisely and only in such a
female and male oneness

I1 am not proposing a formal creed for mormon writers I1 am
merely suggesting that there is available to mormon writers part of
what they in fact already are a rich loam a topsoil of historical
experience mythic consciousness and unique theology as rich as
that available to any other writers more rich than that of most of
their gentile contemporaries to change the image to one that has
characteristically been made into a mormon cliche I1 suggest we put
down our buckets where we are rather than complaining of thirst or
rowing so madly for foreign shores even if rooting ourselves in that
rich topsoil would tend to limit us to a mormon or traditional chris-
tian audience and I1 am not on the example of oconnor and
singer ready to grant that even so that is a large enough and wor-
thy enough audience and one that needs as much as any to be served
by the values that literature can provide we in the mormon com-
munity need to be brought out of our existential loneliness to ex-
perienceperience what other mormonscormons feel to understand imaginatively and

17bB F cummings the eternaleternalindividualselfsaltindividual serySelfseafselfsaltsaitSalt lake city utah publishing co 1968 ppap 7 69
70 quoted in brucebrucejorgensenjorgensen herself moving beside herself out there alone the shape of mormon
belief in virginia sorensenssorenseniSorensens the evening and the morning dialogue 13 fall 1980 43 6611
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share with each other our fears and doubts and joys and visions and
small victories in the communal and individual working out of our
salvation for those who believe the gospel is true in any essential
sense there need be no greater ambition for mormon literature at
least to begin with than to speak truly and well about what is
essential to mormonscormonsMormons

these suggestions I1 have made about a definition of mormon lit-
erature and about a mormon esthetic are again only preliminary
but even with this small beginning we have I1 think enough on
which to base some useful outlines for a literary history let me sug-
gest based on this definition one scheme that may be helpful con-
ceptually and may evoke further study one way of seeing our
literary history is in terms of three fifty year periods and three kinds
of rebels during the first fifty years or so into the 1880s a uni-
quely mormon nontraditional literature was produced by men and
women caught up in the restored gospels rebellion against the world
against babylon for them it was literally and ecstatically true as one
of their fine hymns expressed it that the morning breaks the
shadows flee and that the glory bursting from afar wide oer the
nations soon will shine 18 they rejected with powerful arguments
the economic political and moral conditions of england europe
and america and with incredible courage and self sacrifice they built
genuine alternatives that continue to thrill us and I1 submit they
produced an extraordinary and valuable literature about their feel-
ings thoughts and experiences literature we have too long neglected
but are beginning to recover and appreciate to learn how to
appreciate as we should

many of us who study literature professionally have become
increasingly uneasy in the past twenty years about the inadequacy of
formalist criteria that is those concerned mainly with esthetic
qualities such as structure style organization the matters em-
phasizedphasized in the new criticism that held sway in mid twentieth cen-
tury literary criticism we have discovered their inadequacy to
account for our experiences and that of our students with certain
literature such as that for instance called to our attention as ethnic
or womens literature some of which has powerfully affected us
despite its apparent lack of great formal or esthetic qualities we
have been brought slowly to recognize that there are also in good

parley P pratt the morning breaks hymns no 269 salt lake city the church ofjesusofjesus christ of
latter day saints 1948
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have been brought slowly to recognize that there are also in good
literature important social and religious and moral values these are
sometimes bound inseparably with the formal perfections they some-
times provide some compensation for lack of formal training or tradi-
tional stylistic ability and sometimes these values actually push naive
or inexperienced writers toward formal qualities they did not con-
sciouslysciously work for for instance in the powerful reminiscences of mary
goble pay 19 the moving formal purity of understatement comes I1
believe from her own religious and moral qualities and the religious
and moral extremity of the situation not from any literary training or
models most of which would have been bad anyway ironically it
has been mainly non mormon scholars who have done the most to
help us deal with these new problems and possibilities critics like
yvor winters ianlan watt wayne booth robert scholes E D
hirsch andjohnandyjohnand john gardner have explored some of the neglected social
moral and religious values in literature and the critical means for
understanding and evaluating literature in terms of them if we are
to evaluate properly or ever understand and appreciate our mormon
literature particularly in its first fifty years we must build on theirthen
work

the second fifty years from about 1880 to 1930 is a barren
period in mormon literature with I1 believe hardly anything of
lasting value published or written at least in the usual literary
genres but there are important literary as well as historical questions
to be answered by a study of that period questions about the nature
of hetherhe church after the disappointment of the popular expectation of
christ s coming in 1890 the manifesto of that year in the view of
many a capitulation to the government and secular american
society and the period of accommodation to american styles and
values that followed statehood in 1896 historians and literary critics
need to work together to understand the relations between church
and culture in this difficult period and one phenomenon they will
need to look at carefully is that during this time there was an outpour-
ing of poems stories and novels mainly in the church magazines
and press that were known as home literature and were designed
for the edification of the saints at first look many have assumed
that such literature was so bad and so deadening an influence on mor-
mon literary culture in general because it was too mormon I1 believe it
was not mormon enough edward geary is right in making a distinc-
tion that applies to that literature and fromgrom which we can learn some

19paypay mary goble death strikes the handcart company in cracroft and lambert A believing
people ppap 143 50
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lessons that apply directly today when we face the same dangers as
well as the equally great danger of overreactionoverreaction to those dangers in
his landmark essay on mormon regional fiction geary notes that the
home literature movement which began in the 1880s was an explicit
instrument for spreading the gospel one which in apostle and poet
orson whitney s words like all else with which we have to do must
be made subserviantsubservient to the building up ofofzionzion 20 in explaining
why that movement has not met elder whitney s hope that mor-
monism would produce miltonsmillonsMiltons and shakespearesShakespeares of our own
geary writes

it is one thing to ask the artist to put his religious duties before his
literary vocation or to write from his deepest convictions it is quite
another to insist that he create from a base in dogma rather than a base
in experience home literature is not a powerful literature
artistically nor is it pure in most cases its distinctive mormon
characteristics are only skin deep masking an underlying vision which is
as foreign to the gospel as it is to real life 21

for example think of the popular entertaining and edifying
saturdays warrior with its slick sophistication its misleading if not
heretical theology and its stereotyping toward bigotry in the social
references under the skin as foreign to the gospel as to real life
geary continues the early home literature borrowed the tech-
niques of popular sentimental fiction and the values of the genteel
tradition with a superficial adaptation to mormon themes and this
practice continues only slightly modified

you can easily see the continuing influence of that movement in
the official magazines and in church press novels of today but it is

perhaps at least as unfortunate that the reaction against that move-
ment however well intentioned also too often fails to see the
superior mormon literature available or the importance and possibili-
ty of trying to produce it we forget geary s distinction that
though it is illegitimate and destructive to insist that a writer create
from dogma rather than experience it might well be legitimate and
valuable to ask him as I1 think the church properly does to put his
religious duties before his literary vocation and to write from his
deepest convictions

after that long hiatus in the middle of mormon literature we
have had a period of about fifty years of considerable output and

orson F whitney home literature contributor julyouly 1888 reprinted inm cracroft and lambert
A believing people p 205

edward geary the poetics of provincialism mormon regional fiction dialogue 11 summer
1978 15
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much quality but by two quite different kinds of rebels from two
literary generations that overlap the first of these began most prom-
inently with vardis fisher in the 1930s and has lingered in samuel
taylor up into the early 1970s it has been aptly characterized by ed
geary as mormondomsMormondoms lost generation 22 and geary has shown
that the writers were like american literatures lost generation of
twenty years before defined by various degrees of rebellion against
their provincial culture by a patronizing alienation infused with
nostalgia for a vanishing way of life that would not let them turn
completely away to other loyalties and subject matter even when
they became in one way or another expatriated they were the first
generation of the twentieth century growing up when mormon isola-
tion was breaking down rural mormondom was depopulating and
urban mormonism was apparently becoming crassly materialistic it
was easy for them to see the church however heroic in the nine-
teenth century as failing the mormon experiment as rapidly ending
and they saw themselves as the first well educated generation of
mormonism able to look with some amusement upon the naivete of
mormon thought

such rather adolescent alienation has persisted in many intellec-
tuals of that generation it has persisted despite the refutationsreputations pro-
vided by historical analysis that recently has been done and despite
the achievements that were being made even during that period in
such areas as well written theology and history by B H roberts
john A Widtwldtsoewidtsoesoe and others

the lost generation of writers and those who shared their
sense of mormonismsMormonisms decline actually thought there would not be
another generation after them and as late as 1969 dale morgan
writing on mormon literature could say A lot of the urgency has
gone out of the mormon sense of mission as the millennial expecta-
tion has subsided and the powerful gathering phase of mormon
history has run its course 23 that was written just before the
remarkable new missionary energies the growth to genuine world
status and millennial vision that have come in the 1970s As geary
writes from the viewpoint of the present expansionist period in
mormon history the dead end vision of the lost generation seems
rather quaint 24 but he adds a warning that each generation has
its own provinciality that just as the views of those writers of the

edward geary mormondomsMormondoms lost generation the novelists of the 1940s byustudiesBYU Studies 18 fall
1977 89 98

daiedale L morgan literature inin the history of the church the importance of involvement dialogue
4 autumn 1969 32

geary poetics of provincialism p 24
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1940s now seem as naive to us as their parents views seemed to them
so our own views may appear naive to our children it is certain that
despite my criticism of various kinds of provincialism I1 have my own
kind my best hope is to help us all guard against provinciality by
suggesting additional possibilities more and better perceived
options for our thinking about mormonism and its literary tradition

one other option less provincial I1 believe because more in-
clusive than that of the mormon novelists of the 1940s is the direc-
tion taken by the third literary generation of rebels in my historical
scheme it is the second one within the past fifty years of renewed life
in mormon literature after the empty or perhaps given the harvest
that followed what could be called the fallow middle fifty year
period this generation overlaps with the lost generation some-
what and is I1 believe the one coming into flower right now carrying
my hope for the dawning of a brighter day these writers are
characterized by various kinds of degrees of sincere commitment to
the unique and demanding religious claims of mormonism as well as
to its people history and culture yet they are as clear sighted and
devastating in their analysis and criticism of mormon mistakes and
tragedies both historical and present as were the lost
generation in some cases more incisive because less naive and more
emphatically involved themselves in mormon conflicts and mistakes

for instance richard bushman in his important essay ten years
ago called faithful history suggested some innovative charac-
teristicallyteristi cally mormon approaches to writing history one of those sees
the fundamental dramatic tension in religious history not in the way
most mormon history has been written as that between anan all
righteous church and an evil world but as in fact most scriptural
history is written as that between god and his church in the sec-
ond the lord tries to establish his kingdom but the stubborn people
whom he favors with revelation ignore him much of the time and
must be brought up short 25 here is one area where mormon
literature is perhaps ahead of mormon historiography because many
of this latest generation of what I1 have called rebels are writing
with just that perspective focusing like the prophets on the strug-
gles with faith and righteousness among the so called chosen people
as well as in the world but with these unlike the lost
generation there is no patronization no superior pointing of
fingers but rather full identification they draw much of their power
of specification from their own experience their own conflicts and

richard L bushman faithful history dialogue 4 winter 1969 18
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failures and also the redemptive charity that comes from their own
genuine attempts in their own lives to repent to live out the conflicts
and sacrificial duties faith demands bushman concludes his essay
with a suggestion that the finest mormon history would be written
not by writers who simply transfer various mormon ideas or perspec-
tives into their work or merely use certain techniques they think are
mormon but by real changes in all things that shape their vision of
the world in response to the self within which they encounter inin
moments of genuine faith in a challenging inversion of the tradi-
tional mormon axiom about being saved no faster than we gain
knowledge bushman suggests that a mormon cannot improve as a
historian 1I would add writer without improving as a human being
in moral insights spiritual commitment and critical intelligence As
writers we gain knowledge no faster than we are saved I1 believe
this latest generations growing quality is related to that kind of
wholeness they are finding out tentatively and awkwardly but sure-
ly what it can mean for an artist to be a latter day saint a genuine
follower of christ

it ought to mean something for mormon literature that mor-
monism begins with a book but that book is one which has been
laughed at villifledvillifiedvillifledfied and ignored as well as one which has dramati-
cally changed the lives of millions of people most suprising despite
its obvious verbal weight and complexity the book of mormon has
until fairly recently not been carefully read as a literary text even by
mormonscormonsMormons ironically it was a non aformonmormon douglas wilson who ten
years ago reviewed this rather amazing situation and predicted that
critical scrutiny from an archetypal perspective would be very pro-
ductiveductive 26 that work has now begun and is proceeding apace bruce
jorgensen dilworth rust and george tate have done some exciting
work on the controlling mythic structures the power and unity of the
typological patterns to use a concept from the books narrators them-
selves and their controlling vision centering on lehisgehis dream as an
archetypal source for much of the history and teaching of the entire
book others such as robert thomas jack welch and steven son-
drup have looked at specific poetic structures and at the rhetorical
consistency and power which even we who are the books defenders
trained in quite a different rhetorical tradition than that of the

douglas wilson prospects for the study of the book of mormon as a work of american literature
dialogue 3 spring 1968 3741574137 41
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hebrews or the nineteenth century have tended to be somewhat
uneasy about steven walker has even set about to convince us that
in rhetorical concentration the book of mormon compares favorably
with the kingjamesking james bible even when we include all those and it
came to passes and look and beholds 27 and not only that but
john seelye the fine melville scholar has joined with dilworth rust
in a project to prepare and publish with a national press a hand-
book of the book of mormon as literature

but what of the other early writings those indubitably byjosephby joseph
smith himself let me spend a moment on the king follet
discourse perhaps the best piece of discursive literature yet pro-
duced in the church and one of the finest anywhere fortunately
historians have stepped over into the neglected stewardship of literary
scholars to give us a professionally amalgamated and edited text and
have very helpfully provided the historical and philosophical back-
ground that enables us better to understand the sense of personal
vulnerability and of cosmic import that thrills us in the sermon itself
but there still remains the task of literary analysis and judgment that
would promote wider reading of this valuable text and better
understanding of its powerful literary qualities the loosened and
spontaneous characteristically mormon version of puritan sermon
structure the laying of a foundation stone for a mormon esthetic in
references to the glory that dwells in matter the creation of enduring
mormon symbols both visual and sensual such as joseph s dramati-
cally removing and using his own ring as an image of eternal personal
identity his talk of the taste of good doctrine and of the paradoxical
burnings in the breast of the righteous and in the mind of the
damned and finally this

you never knew my heart no man knows my history I1 cannot do it I1

shall never undertake it I1 don t blame you for not believing my
history if I1 had not experienced what I1 have I1 could not have believed
it myself I1 never did harm any man since I1 have been born in the
world my voice is always for peace I1 cannot lie down until my work is

finished I1 never think evil nor think anything to the harm of my
fellowman when I1 am called at the trump and weighed in the
balance you will know me then 28213

we have here a piercing cry from a person discovering himself whom
we do not yet know as fully as we might if we knew him as a great
writer

27 steven C walker more than meets the eye concentration of the book of mormon BYU studies
20 winter 1980 199 205

stansranstanscan larson the king follett discourse p 208
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in that sermon joseph smith also establishes both through the
theology and his literary creation what seems the most promising
central theme for mormon literature the search for self I1 do not
mean the unconscious revelation ofvarious selves of the author or the
creation ofofpersonaepersonae or the investigation of identity crises all popular
themes in recent literature but rather the author s own successful
search for and creation of his best personal resources in the process of
his own writing mormon theology as I1 have already suggested pro-
vides the most radically individualistic doctrine of self accepted by
any religion or philosophical persuasion the mormon ontology of
self contained in the doctrine of eternalism is uniquely powerful to
energize and direct the quest for self that is why I1 believe mormon
theology is all other things being equal an exceptionally positive aid
toward better literature and why the best mormon literature would
tend to be characterized by that quest like for instance those fine
examples from the first generation mary goble pay s reminiscences
and eliza R snow s pioneer diary 29

but we have yet to explore in our recent literature our fiction
and poetry and drama the most demanding spiritual frontiers for
modern mormonscormonsMormons possible equivalents to those brigham young
found and created on the physical frontiers of our beginnings as a
people that produced the authentic personal literature of that time
one place that definitely can stimulate an authentic search for self
that can be true to our theology as well as our deepest reality and
needs is the mission field I1 mean of course not that pale demean-
ing search most often meant in our time when someone says that hor-
ribly self indulgent 1 I want to get in touch with my real self and
then too often with expensive self help therapy defines himself by
his worst imaginings doubts and desires as if his truest self were a
static minimum his lowest common demoninator which he must
then conform to I1 mean rather that discovery of ones inner
dynamic his creatable and creative core his eternally grounded
potential his swelling growing seed self

with such a focus the missionary experience as reality and arche-
type can do more for mormon life and letters than serve as an exotic
area for exploring religious identity crises of course it is natural and
necessary that modern mormon writers find their true subject matter
and their craft in their own way but there are useful models what
I1 am suggesting has already been done remarkably well in some

19paypay death strikes the handcart company inin cracroft and lambert A believing people
ppap 143 50 eliza R snow eliza R snow an immortal selected writings salt lake city nicholas G
morgan sr foundation 1957 p 292 370
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missionary diaries such as that ofofjosephjoseph millett he gives us a day
by day account of his discovery and development of self as an
eighteen year old called on a mission in 1852 who made his way
alone and mainly afoot across the continent to novianovlanoviavla scotia found
his savior on his own learned the gospel developed his own re-
sources and lived a life of remarkable spiritual perception and of
pure service an entry at the end of his journal chosen from an
earlier experience to summarize his life captures the central moral
vision and sense of self acquired by one who has lived a true religion
his life is capped both religiously and artistically by his telling of this
story from the hard days of his settlement of spring valley nevada
where he was called to pioneer by brigham young after returning
from his mission and where his daughter had died and many had suf-
fered great sickness and hunger

one of my children came in said that brother newton hall s folks
were out of bread had none that day I1 put our flour in sack to
send up to brother halls just then brother hall came in says I1

brother hall how are you out for flour brother millett we have
none well brother hall there is some in that sack I1 have divided
and was going to send it to you your children told mine that you were
out brother hall began to cry said he had tried others could not
get any went to the cedars and prayed to the lord and the lord told
him to go to joseph millett well brother hall you neednt bring
this back if the lord sent you for it you dont owe me for it you
can t tell how good it made me feel to know that the lord knew that
there was such a person as joseph millett 30

that way of telling that experience not only created a new version
of what it means to find oneself through losing oneself but embodied
it movingly in real experience authentically and artistically recreated
it in words certainly fine literature

while the first generation s contribution was mainly in sermons
and diaries the lost generation s literary achievement was almost
totally in fiction the finest examples are maureen whippleswhipplerWhipples the
giant joshua and virginia sorensonsSorensons the evening and the
morning 311 joshua is the richest fullest most moving the truest
fiction about the pioneer experience of anyone not just mormonscormonsMormons

journal ofofjosephjoseph millett library archives historical department church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city ppap 88 89 Milmiimilieusletts journal isis partially reprinted min eugene england without purse
or scrip A nineteen year oldoid missionary inin 1853 new era julyouly 1975 ppap 20 28 and eugene england

great books or true religionreligion7religions7 defining the mormon scholar dialogue 9 winter 1974 44 46
maureen whipple the giantjoshuaglantgiant joshua boston houghton miflin 1941 virginia sorenson the eve-

ning and the morning new york harcourt brace 1949
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but whipple finally remains too much a part of that second major
generation of mormon writers like them properly energized by her
independence and disillusionment with her people and church but
not finally reconciled to her characters and subject in the way great art
requires and the novel falls off badly in the last hundred pages her
powerful theme of human struggle and her fine central characters are
a victim of the sentimental emersonian romanticism she substitutes
for a genuine mormon theology and finally the muscular plot is
betrayed by melodrama but if it is true as some say that one cannot
understand the mormon experience without understanding the strug-
gle of the dixie mission the human cost and the faith that was will-
ing to meet the cost and the human results won in the struggle then
we have in the giantjosbuaglantgiant joshua a most direct and perceptive means for
understanding mormonexperiencemormon experience it is our finest fictional access to
our roots as mormonscormons and as rocky mountain high desert people
our most profound imaginative knowledge of the spiritual ancestors
of all mormonscormonsMormons the dixie pioneers

virginia sorensen s novel if not quite as remarkable as
whipple s flawed masterpiece is certainly the best novel yet about
twentieth century mormon experience sorensen shares some of
whipple s lost generation flaws such as a certaincertain patronizing
attitude toward mormon thought which she obviously doesnt
understand too well it occurs to me for instance that sorensen and
her protagonist kate alexander understand sin very well its complex
beginnings in small tragic misunderstandings and impulses its way
of continuing even when the pains and costs become much greater
than the pleasures and rewards but sorensen does not seem to
understand the atonement the processes costs and unique chris-
tian resources that make up repentance on the other hand our first
generation seems to have understood the atonement quite well at
least its power in their initial change as they came out of the world
into zion but they apparently did not understand much about in-
dividual sin the mystery of iniquity and its continuing chal-
lenge in their lives my greater hope for the third generation of
writers is that they understand sin well enough both that of the
world and their own and they also understand the atonement and
can struggle to make its grandeur part of their art sorensen once
identified herself with writers in the middle incapable of severe
orthodoxiesorthodoxies 32 1I think the greatest mormon literature will be written

virginia3virginiaavirginia sorensen Is it true the novelist and his materials western humanities review 7
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by those who like the first generation are capable of severe or
thodoxies but who are also able to transcend the narrowness and
limitations orthodoxy implies into new freedom enlarged possibil-
ities some are learning this and one fine place for them and their
potential audience to learn is from the evening and the morning
As ed geary has commented we are not likely to have better novels
than those ofofwhipplewhipplewhippie and sorensen until we learn what they have to
teach 33 one besides geary who is helping us is brucebrucejorgensenjorgensen who
has written about the evening and the morning why it is mormon
and what it achieves one of the subtlest and most useful pieces of
literary criticism I1 have read 34

eileen kump is one in the third generation who has shown her
ability to learn from her mormon literary tradition and go beyond
her few slowly crafted short stories especially the willows on a
smaller scale than giantjoshuaglantgiant joshua but without its problems reach the
heights of whipplewhippie s achievements with fiction as a mode of histori-
cal apprehension 35 doug thayer and don marshall have shown
what they have learned in remarkable meditations on initiation into
the complexities of inner evil and of the demands of outer reality in-
cluding ones family and community 36 and younger writers of fic-
tion are coming along with authentic skills and also the grounding in
mormon thought and conviction that I1 think characterize the third
generation I1 will mention only one example the finely tuned un-
compromising but compassionate story about a young mormon
mother published recently by dian saderup 37 these writers still
have some things to learn from the second generation mainly about
handling significant mormon materials on a large canvas the size of a
novel

that process of learning from but moving beyond the second
generation has in some ways been more fully accomplished by our
poets but they still face some of the same great challenges and could
also use much more of our support and help clinton larson was the
first real mormon poet the groundbreakerground breaker for the third literary
generation in achieving a uniquely mormon poetic and is still by

33 33gearygeary poetics of provincialism p 24
34jorgensenorgensen herself moving beside herself out there alone ppap 43 61
35 eileenelleenelieen kump bread and milk and other storiesstones provo brigham young university press 1979
36 36douglasdouglas thayer under the cottonwoodsCottonwoods and other mormon storiesstones provo frankson books 1977

donald R marshall the rummage sale collections and recollections provo heirloom publications
1972 donald R marshall frost inin the orchard provo brigham young university press 1977

dlandian saderup A blessing of duty sunstone 4 may june 1979 17 20
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virtue of both quantity and quality of work our foremost literary art-
ist he is a writer I1 respect and love for both his genius and his per-
sonal sacrifice in making his difficult and costly way essentially alone
certainly only a part of his work is first rate but he has produced a
significant number and variety of poems that will stand with the best
written by anyone in his time for instance homestead in idaho 38

which captures with great power unique qualities of our pioneer
heritage that intense faith testing loneliness and loss that incredi-
ble will to take chances and their consequences even to be defeated
the challenge posed by experience to our too easy security within the
plan the seeing how the tragic implications of our theology are borne
out in mortality and larsons range goes all the way from that long
narrative work to a perfectly cut jewel like to a dying girl 39

to a dying girl

how quickly must she go
she calls dark swans from mirrors everywhere
from halls and porticos from pools of air
how quickly must she know
they wander through the fathoms ofotherher eye
waning southerly until their cry
Is gone where she must go
how quickly does the cloudfirecloudfire streak the sky
tremble on the peaks then cool and die
she moves like evening into night
forgetful as the swans forget their flight
or spring the fragile snow
so quickly she must go

to a dying girl develops with the ultimately irrational
unanalyzable poignancy of pure lyricism the same theme that pre-
occupied emily dickinson in her finest work the incomprehensible
imperceptible change of being from one state to another symbolized
most powerfully for her in the change of seasons but felt most directly
in the mysterious adamant change of death her best work on this
theme such as farther in summer than the birds and theres a
certain slant of light lives in the mind as a constant antidote to

31 31clintonclinton F larson homestead in idaho in the lordofexpeiiencelord of experience provo brigham young univer-
sity press 1967 ppap 70 74 also in clinton F larson and william stafford eds modemmodern poetry ofwesternof western
america provo brigham young university press 1975 ppap 87 92

larsondarson to a dying girl in the lord of ofexperienceexperience p 2211 also in larson and stafford modemmodern
poetry p 92
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both sentimentality and despair about deaths change larson uses a
wider multiplicity of images she moves like evening into night
forgetful as the swans forget their flight but with similar metrical
brilliance varying the line lengths to bring up the rhymes in special
intervals and dropping the first slack syllable from certain of his pen-
tameter lines in order to image the balanced hesitation and release of
emotion he wants to create read it a few times and it will live in your
mind as surely and deservedly as dickinsonsDickinsons best work

two poems by younger poets show characteristic third generation
devotional mormon themes and the variety of stylistic handling see
linda sillitoesSillitoes letter to a four year old daughter BYUbyustudiesstudies
16 winter 1976 234 and the following by brucebrucejorgensonjorgenson

A litany for the dark solstice

dead of winter
dead of night
neither center
left nor right

teach me error
within reason
stay me with terror
out of season
when I1 have most
whirl it as dust
salt be the taste
of all I1 love best
in earth and rust
be the iron I1 trust

in my distress
bless me to bless
on urgent water
gone oar and rudder
still me this rest

break me to christ

the differences I1 have described between the first and third
generations are well exemplified in the differences between the essays
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produced by the two groups the first generation was too uniformly
embattled against the outside world for the kinds of complex revela-
tions of personal feelings and differences or the subtle examinations
of more universal problems existing within as well as without the
church that characterize the modern mormon personal essay only
a beginning has been made at describing this genre and evaluating its
examples but we have mary bradfordsbradfordtBradfords provocative analysis of what
has been written4owritten40written40 and ed geary s and laurel ulrichs and others ex-
perimentsperiments with the form the experiments show how the essay can
work not so much to convey information as to give the reader
vicarious experience like other forms of imaginative literature and
yet still retain its unique abilities to deal directly with the most
challenging dimensions of mormon theology

for instanceinstance as clifton jolley has pointed out 41 mormon
thought exposes those who know it and take it seriously to the conse-
quences of living in an ultimately paradoxical because nonabsolutis
tic universe where opposition must needs be or otherwise there is
no existence where god cannot achieve his purposes through his will
alone and therefore has problems and suffers not only through
choice but through necessity because he has perfect power to bring
salvation with our cooperation but not without it the conse-
quences include terror and awful responsibility as well as the hope of
exciting eternal adventure the mormon personal essay can have
both a substantive and a formal advantage over any other approach to
the terror of life because while lacking somewhat the indirection in
other forms it can combine many of those forms other virtues the
rich textural element of fiction for instance without separating itself
from the directness and responsibility involved in dealing with the
literally true as well as fictively true experience As jolley writes
the personal essay is utterly responsible its point of view is owned

in it one may take neither comfort nor refuge in the satisfactions of
pose orformoriformor form one must face the beast naked and alone 42 1I have
faith that the personal essay developed into new dimensions and
powers by mormon writers may serve as our most productive genre
the one best tuned to the particular strengths and tendencies of mor-
mon thought and experience including of course the search for self
it provides naturally for the widest possible appreciation by mormon
readers and the widest involvement by mormon writers because of its

mary bradford 1 I eye aye A personal essay on personal essays dialogue 11 summer 1978
81 89

clifton holtjolleyholthoit jolley mormonscormonsMormons and the beast dialogue 11 autumn 1978 137 39
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accessible but powerful form and it may well be our most important
contribution to the wider world literary culture

now let me conclude with some problems and possibilities I1

realize that the challenge of properly relating scholarship and artistic
achievement to moral character or religious faith of connecting
truth and goodness to beauty is a huge and treacherous one one
that has not been met with very great success by many past or pres-
ent but I1 find even at brigham young university a surprising lack
of interest in trying to meet the challenge an almost secularist
distrust particularly in the social sciences and humanities of any
attempt to directly apply gospel perspectives and standards to scholar-
ship or artistry part of that distrust stems from a very proper revul-
sion which I1 share fully at seeing such combinations made naively or
superficially or self righteously but we are untrue to our professional
responsibilities as well as our faith if we do not somehow come to
terms with the charge given us by the chairman of the BYU board of
trustees president spencer W kimball in his second century
address

we surely cannot give up our concerns with character and conduct
without also giving up on mankind much misery results from flaws in
character not from failures in technology we cannot give in to the
ways of the world with regard to the realm of art our art must be
the kind which edifies man which takes into account his immortal
nature and which prepares us for heaven 43

I1 feel certain president kimball was not talking about simple piety
superficial mormonism of the kind our home literature has fostered
later that day when he asked the lord to let the morality of the
graduates of this university provide the music of hope for the in-
habitants of this planet 44 it was a beautiful and lucid but also very
challenging moment that we have not yet come to terms with and
we will not if we on the one hand resist that charge as too pious and
unacademic for serious scholars or on the other hand think it only has
to do with the word of wisdom and dress standards rather than the
serious and extremely difficult moral issues our graduates will face in
the world such as the increasingly shrill and violent struggles of
various groups for and against certain rights the overwhelming
hopelessness of the poor and ignorant and suppressed and the wars
and the perplexities of the nations doctrine and covenants 8879

43spencer W kimball second century address BYU studies 16 summer 1976 454
441bidibid p 457
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president kimball was speaking in a great tradition of the latter
day prophets a tradition we sometimes forget listen to brigham
young

there is not has not been and never can be any method scheme or
plan devised by any being in this world for intelligence to eternally exist
and obtain an exaltation without knowing the good and the evil
without tasting the bitter and the sweet can the people understand
that it is actually necessary for opposite principles to be placed before
them or this state of being would be no probation and we should have
no opportunity for exercising the agency given us can they understand
that we cannot obtain eternal life unless we actually know and com-
prehend by our experience the principle of good and the principle of
evil the light and the darkness truth virtue and holiness also vice
wickedness and corruption45corruption45

or listen to joseph smith

the things of god are of deep import and time and experience and
careful and ponderous and solemn thoughts can only find them out
thy mind 0 man if thou wilt lead a soul unto salvation must stretch
as high as the utmost heavens and search into and contemplate the
darkest abyss and the broad expanse of eternity 46

nothing superficial or pious or sentimental there it would be hard to
find better statements of what the greatest the most challenging
literature and other works of art succeed in doing and for these pur-
poses the kind of art I1 have been describing and proposing to
you that is genuine mormon literature is I1 believe one of our
richest and most direct resources such literature has unique and
long proven ability to teach not only moral rigor and sensitivity but to
teach specific moral intelligence but we who are the teachers the
critics the literate audience must not be overly optimistic too easy in
our criticism slothful in our expectations of what a truly mormon
literature will be and will cost I1 trust I1 am not guilty of those faults
here I1 have really been trying to show that it is not easier to be a
good christian or mormon writer but more difficult piety will not
take the place of inner gifts or tough thinking or hard training and
work

the dangers of mixing religion and art are clear and present
from both sides literature is not a substitute for religion and making
it such is a sure road to hell and just as surely religious authority is no

45 45brighambrigham young et al journal ofofdiscoursesdiscourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot
1854 1886 723772577 237

4646josephjoseph smith to the church from liberty jailJOjlii march 1839 history of the church ofjesusof jesus chiist of
latter day saints ed B H roberts 7 vols 2dad ed rev salt lake city deseret news press 1932 1950
32953 295
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substitute for honest literary perception and judgment and didac-
tic apologetic or sentimental writing however true in some
literal sense is no substitute for real literature in its power to grasp
and change in the direction of such sentimentalism lies spiritual
suicide we must stop rewarding the pious trash as flannery
oconnor called much catholic literature a phrase that well de-
scribes much of our own and we must on the other hand also stop
awarding prizes to those stories which for instance in reaching for
unearned maturity use sexual explicitness or sophomoric skepticism
as faddish but phony symbols of intellectual and moral sophisti-
cation and freedom or merely to titillate their mormon audience
various forms of scylla and charybdis threaten all about and we
must proceed with some caution along straight and narrow courses

but we should also have the courage of our supposed convictions
people outside the church are calling mormonism such things as the
only successful american religious movement or recognizing joseph
smith as the most interesting religious mind in america or brigham
young as one of the worlds most impressive empire builders and
practical thinkers many of us have even stronger convictions about
the inherent greatness and interest of our heritage and its people we
now need to be willing to do the scholarship to recover and explicate
the texts to write the biographies the literary criticism the theory to
teach even to do the simple reading that will help bring to full
flower a culture commensurate with our great religious and historical
roots
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A selected bibliography of mormon literature

both primary texts and criticisms are listed together alphabetically
in each category

anthologies

cracroft richard H and lambert neal E A believing people literature of the
latter day saints provo utah brigham young university press 1974 salt
lake city bookcraft 1979

england eugene review ofA believing people brigham young university studies
15 spring 1975 365 72

jorgensen bruce digging the foundation making and reading mormon
literature dialogue A journal ofmormonof mormon thought 9 winter 1974 50 61

lambert neal E and cracroft richard H 22 young mormon writersTVriters provo
communication workshop 1975

FIRST generation 1830 1880

I1 book of mormon salt lake city utah the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints 1981

jorgensen bruce W the dark way to the tree typological unity in the
book of mormon encyclicencycliaEncy clia vol 54 no 2 1977 16 24

II11 diaries
england eugene ed george laubs nauvoo journal brighumbrigham young

university studies 18 winter 1978 151 78
the journal of joseph millett LDS church archives partially reprinted in

england eugene without purse or scrip A 19 year old missionary in
1853 the new era 5 july 1975 20 29

lambert neal the representation of reality in nineteenth century mormon
autobiography dialogue 11 summer 1978 63 74

larson andrew karl and larson katharine miles eds the diary of charles
lowell walker 2 vols logan utah state university press 1980

snowsnowelizarelizaeilzaElizaRR elizaelizarR snow an immortal selected writings salt lake city
nicholas G morgan sr foundation 1957

111IIIlii autobiography
christmas R A the autobiography of parley P pratt some literary

historical and critical reflections dialogue 1 spring 1966 33 43
pay mary goble death strikes the handcart company the autobiography

of mary goble pay in A believing people ppap 143 50
pratt parley P autobiography of parley parker pratt edited by parley P

pratt jr new york russell brothers 1874 reprint salt lake city
deseret book 1938

smith joseph jr the history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day
saints edited by B H roberts 6 vols salt lake city deseret news
press 1932 1951 see especially the account of joseph smiths early
religious experiences reprinted in pearl of great price salt lake city the
church ofjesus christ of latter day saints 19811981
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IV letters
ellsworth S george dear ellen salt lake city tanner trust fund univer-

sity of utah library 1974
jessee dean C my dear son letters of Brigham young to his sons salt lake

city deseret book co 1974
kane elizabeth twelve mormon homes visited in succession on a journey

through utah to arizona philadelphia npap 1874 reprint salt lake
city tanner trust fund university of utah library 1974

mulder william fatherly advice a review of my dear son letters of
brigham young to his sons dialogue 9 winter 1974 77 80

V sermons
journal of discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot

1855 1886

larson stan the king follett discourse A newly amalgamated text
brigham young university studies 18 winter 1978 193 208 see also
ppap 179 225 of the same issue for two additional articles on the king follett
discourse

widtsoeWidtsoe john A comp discourses of brigham young salt lake city
deseret book co 1925

MIDDLE FALLOWFAUOW PERIOD 1880 1930

I1 home literature
anderson nephi added upon salt lake city deseret news publishing co

1898 reprint salt lake city bookcraft 1973
lester amsdensAmsdens love in A believing people ppap 349 54

snow eliza R poems religious historical and political vol 2 salt lake
city latter day saints printing and publishing establishment 1877

spencer josephine A trial of hearts in A believing people ppap 333953955939 49
whitney orson F elias an epic ofodthetaethe ages new york the knickerbocker

press 1904
the poetical writings of orson F whitney salt lake city

published by the author 1889
II11 history

roberts B H A comprehensive history of the church ofofjesusjesus christ of
latter day saints 6 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1930

111IIIililii theology
roberts B H joseph smith the prophet teacher salt lake city the deseret

news 1908
roberts B H comp and ed the seventysSev entys course in theology salt lake

city deseret news 1907 reprint dallas S K taylor publishing co
1976

widtsoeWidtsoe john A rational theology salt lake city npap 1915

SECOND LOST generation 1930 1960

I1 fiction
cracroft richard H freshet in the dearth samuel W taylors heaven

knows why and mormon humor proceedings of the symposium of the
association for mormon letters 1978 1979 npap 1980
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geary edward the poetics of provincialism mormon regional fiction
dialogue 11 summer 1978 15 24

jorgensen bruce herself moving beside herself out there alone the
shape of mormon belief in virginia sorensenssorenseniSorensens the evening and the monnmommorn
I1ingng 11 dialogue 13 fall 1980 43 61

retrospection giantgiantjoshuajoshua sunstone 3 september october
1978 6 8

sorensen virginia the darling lady in A believing people ppap 354 59
the evening ansandandthetaetherae morning new york harcourt brace and

co 1949
where nothing Is long ago new york harcourt brace &

world 1955
taylortay lor samuel heaven knows why new york A A wyn 1948 reprint

thousand oaks calif millennial productions 1979
whipple maurine the giantioshuaGiantigiant joshuaoshua boston houghton mifflin co 1941

reprint salt lake city western epics 1976

THIRD generation 1960

1I poetry t

clarkdarkoark marden J moods of late provo brigham young university press
1979

hall randall L mosaics salt lake city utah state poetry society 1979
harris john B review of the lord of ofexperienceexperience brigham young university

studies 8 winter 1968 240 42
harris john S barbed wire provo brigham young university press 1974
hart edward L to mhutah provo brigham young university press 1979
keller karl pilgrimage of awe dialogue 3 spring 1968 111 18
larson clinton F A letter from israel whiton 1851 in A believing

people ppap 292 94
the lord of ofexperienceexperience provo brigham young university press

1967 see especially homestead in idaho ppap 70707474
the mantle of the prophet and other plays salt lake city

deseret book co 1966
the western world provo research division brigham young

university 1978 see especially jessie ppap 56 57 and lovers at
twilight p 28

schwartz thomas sacrament of terror violence in the poetry of clinton F
larson dialogue 9 autumn 1974 39 48

thayne emma lou spaces inin the sage salt lake city parliament publishers
1971

see also poems by carol lynn pearson bruce jorgensen linda sillitoe clifton
jolley dennis clarkdarkoarkaariclariciari eloise bell and vernice pere in various periodicals

II11il fiction
kump eileen G bread and milk and other stories provo brigham young

university press 1979
marshall donald R frost in the orchard provo brigham young university

press 1977
the rummage sale collections and recollections provo

heirloom publications 1972
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petsco bela nothing very important and other stories provo meservydaleMeservydale
publishing co 1979

saderup dian A blessing of duty sunstone 4 may june 1979 17 20
thayer douglas the red tail hawk dialogue 4 autumn 1969 83 94

under the cottonwoodsCottonwoods and other mormon stories provo
frankson books 1977

III111ili personal essay
bradford mary 1 I eye aye A personal essay on personal essays dialogue

11 summer 1978 81 89
geary edward goodbye to poplarhavenPoplarhaven dialogue 8 summer 1973

56 62 reprinted in A believing people ppap 242 47
hansen carole the death of a son dialogue 2 autumn 1967 91 96
jolley clifton holt mormonscormonsMormons and the beast in defense of the personal

essay dialogue 11 autumn 1978 137 39
keller karl every soul has its south dialogue 1 summer 1966 74 79
nibley hugh nibley on the timely and the timeless provo religious

studies center brigham young university 1978
peterson levi A mormon and wilderness the saga of the savages

sunstone 4 december 1979 69 72
see also the personal voices section of dialogue published in many issues

after 1971
IV drama

elliott robert fires of the mind sunstone winter 1975 ppap 23 93
rogers tom huebner unpublished drama

reunion unpublished drama
V general

england eugene great books or true religion dialogue 9 winter
1974361974561974 36 49

see also special issues of dialogue devoted to mormon literature winter 1972
winter 1974 and summer 1977

VI biography
england eugene and tate charles Ddjrajr jr review of spencer TV kimball

brighamb7igham young university studies 18 summer 1978 591 98
fox frank W JJ reuben clarhdarkclark jr the public years provo and salt lake

city brigham young university press and deseret book co 1980
kimball edward L and kimball andrew Eejrjr spencer IV kimball salt

lake city bookcraft 1977
riggs robert E review oft reuben clark jr the public years brigham

young university studies 22 winter 1982 113 18
VII history

arringtonarlington leonardjleonard J and bitton davis the mormon experience new york
alfred A knopf 1979

arrington leonard J fox feramorz Y and may dean L building the city
of god community and cooperation among the cormonsmormonsMormons salt lake
city deseret book co 1976

VIII folklore
fife austin and alta saints of sage and saddle bloomington indiana

university press 1956
special folklore issue utah historical quarterly 44 fall 1976
wilson william A the paradox of mormon folklore brigham young

university studies 17 autumn 1976 40 58
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emmeline B wells
am I1 not a woman and a sister

carol cornwall madsen

two thousand suffragists packed deguiversDeGuivers opera house in atl-
anta georgia for the annual convention of the national american
woman s suffrage association on 2 february 1895 emmeline B

wells delegate from utah had just concluded her report on the
status of womanscomans suffrage in utah territory with utahs constitu-
tional convention only a month away she expressed confidence the
convention delegates would see fit to include womanscomans suffrage in the
organic law of the new state she reviewed the work of the utah
womanscomans suffrage association which she headed in achieving a
favorable disposition of the convention delegates toward this issue
and expressed hope that utah would join wyoming and colorado as
the only three states in the union granting suffrage to women

it was a satisfying and long awaited occasion for the mormon suf-
fragistfr but the moment was marked indelibly as a milestone when
susan B anthony the grande dame of the suffrage movement came
forward and put her arm around the utah delegate the stately suf-
frage leader towered above the tiny emmeline but their dedication
to the cause of women knew no such disparity enthusiastically en-
dorsing the work ofotherher utah colleague the elder anthony spoke with
such fervor that the audience was visibly moved by this spontaneous
display of deep affection 1

for emmeline wells it wasthewaithewas he capstone to twentyfivetwenty five years of
public work in behalf of women matched only fifteen years later by
another expression of confidence in her leadership in 1910 at
eighty two she was appointed general president of the relief society
the highest ecclesiastical position available to mormon women

how did it happen that this tiny mormon woman could rise to
such prominence in two seemingly diverse spheres of activities the

carol cornwall madsen isis a research historian for the joseph fielding smith institute of church history
brigham young university

convention inm atlanta comanswomans exponent 23 1 and 15 february 1895 237 see also emmeline B

wells diary 2 february 1895 photocopy library archives historical department of the church ofjesusof jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter referred to as church archives originals are
located inin the harold B lee library brigham young university
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answer lies in the fact that to emmeline B wells they were not
so dissimilar they were tributariestributaries of the same stream following
their own course toward the advancement of women appraising the
broadened opportunities for women that had occurred during her
lifetime she linked those achievements with the purposes god had
for his children the inspiring influences that have been causing
this uplifting she wrote in a 1902 relief society handbook

are all in the program marked out for the children of our father in
heaven let those who dare deny it but as sure as the scriptures are
true and they are true so sure woman must be instrumental in bring-
ing about the restoration of that equality which existed when the world
was created perfect equality then and so it must be when all
things are restored as they were in the beginning 2

emmeline wellsswellas entrance into these two public spheres came
almost by chance the circumstances of her life her interest in
writing and her deep concern for the condition of women all merged
propitiously with the vehicle that would provide her passage into
these spheres the comanswomans exponent established in 1872 as a mor-
mon womanscomans journal to provide a forum of public expression on
womens issues the comanswomans exponent spread a network of com-
municationmunication to women throughout utah territory and even beyond
and became a broker of information for the three womens organiza-
tions of the church the relief society the young womanscomans mutual
improvement association and the primary

first a contributor later associate editor and within five years
editor emmeline wells used the thirty seven years of her editorship
to speak clearly and boldly on issues of greatest concern to her as a
mormon woman it is through these editorials and her forty seven
diaries now located in the brigham young university archives that
she is best studied and most completely understood she became a
leading exponent of the mormon cause and served for more than thir-
ty years as a connection between the women of the church and the
national women s councils

near the end ofotherher life she wrote in an editorial 1 I believe in
women especially thinking women 3 her faith was well placed for
she had learned early in life the necessity for women to think and act
for themselves deserted by her husband and deprived ofotherher new-
born son by the time she was sixteen emmeline stepped into a whirl-
wind of events which would carry her a long way from the pleasant
stable and secure new england setting ofotherher childhood

the general reliefsocietyretiefrelief society officersoffi-cers objects and status salt lake city apnpn p 1902 ppap 74 75
3whyowhywhy ah why romans exponent 3 30 september 1 october 1874 67
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born on 29 february 1838 in petersham massachusetts
emmeline belos woodward joined the church as a girl of fourteen
the next year she married james harris and moved with him and his
parents the following spring to nauvoo illinois six months later the
prophet joseph smith was dead her parents in law had apostatized
and emmeline had lost both child and husband the following year
at seventeen she became a plural wife of fifty year old newel K
whitney and in 1846 she joined the exodus of saints to the west

emmeline bore newel two daughters after arriving in utah but
was then thrown again on her own resources upon his death in 1850
marrying a third timetime inin 18521832 as the seventh wife of daniel H
wells she seemed to have finally found a measure of security the
prosperous wells was at various timestimes a counselor to brigham young
mayor of salt lake city superintendent of public works chancellor
of the university of deseret and lieutenant general of the nauvoo
legion his other wives shared a large home on south temple street
known as the big house while emmeline and her five daughters
three more were born to her after her marriage to daniel H wells
lived in a smaller home several blocks away

when wells s financial circumstances faltered emmeline was
obliged to make adjustments like many other women she found it
difficult to meet the exigencies that often accompanied plural mar-
riage learning to become both economically and emotionally self
reliant was a painful process for her and caused her frequently and
apologetically to explain no wonder im forced to be strong
minded 4 A resolution evolved from this self appraisal which even-
tually became her own course of action

I1 am determined to train my girls to habits of independence so that they
never need to trust blindly but understand for themselves and have suf-
ficient energy of purpose to carry out plans for their own welfare and
happiness 5

the process toward independence was expedited by her association
with the comanswomans exponent and though nearly a decade of diaries is
filled with feelings of inadequacy loneliness and constant need for

the shelter and protection of a strong arm such entriesentries became
fewer after 1879 and disappeared altogether within a few years

her focus began to move outward her attention transferred from
the dissatisfactions she felt in her own life to those experienced by
women generally at this time she expressed what would become her

wellswelisweils diary 6 january 1878
ibid 7 january 1878
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primary motivation for half a century 1 I desire to do all in my power
to help elevate the condition of my own people especially women
adding later and to better her condition mentally morally spiritu-
ally temporally 6 igniting and fueling this commitment was the
continual flow of calumny from the eastern press and pulpit against
LDS women giving emmeline the determination to counter the at-
tacks along with a similar determination to expose the social in-
equities undermining the position of women generally

an unusual set of circumstances arose which enabled emmeline
wells to serve both purposes simultaneously circumstances which in-
advertently united the cause of national suffragists with that of mor-
mon women an unlikely alliance at the outset in 1870 utah women
were given the right to vote by the territorial legislature for the
previous three years various members of congress had proposed bills
granting women suffrage in the territories primarily as an experiment
but also as a ploy to enable mormon women in utah territory to un-
shackle themselves from the chains of polygamy hopefully stamping
out the practice altogether while congress vacillated the utah terr-
itorialritorial legislature acted upon the proposed measure and passed it
unanimously woman suffrage became law in utah on 12 february
1870 the motives for adopting such progressive legislation may have
been varied but it was obvious that taking the initiative for such a
gesture measurably countered the enslaved image of mormon
women A hidden bonus for this action came in the form of unfore-
seen support for the mormon cause by national suffragists when suf-
frage became the scapegoat of polygamy for unlike the prognosis of
antipolygamistsanripolygamists mormon women did not rise up en masse and vote
down the practice congressional strategy thus made an about face
the new posture was to strengthen existing antipolygamyanripolygamy legislation
by adding stiffer penalties including disfranchisement of mormon
women declaring they were ready to render all the aid in their
power to fight this proposition 7 national7national suffragists increased their
efforts each time congress considered disfranchising utah women

while the united states supreme court was deliberating
the constitutionality of antipolygamy legislation in the reynolds case
of 1878 the time seemed propitious for mormonscormons to reinforce the
battle on the national scene with supplementary support for their

ibid61bid 4 january 1878 why a woman should desire to be a mormon comanswomans Fxexponentponent 36
january 1908 48

george Q cannon to john taylor 14 january 1882 cannon papers church archives as quoted inin
beverly beeton woman suffrage inin the american west 1869 1896 phdph D diss university of utah
1976 p 101
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congressional delegate though other utah women had made the
initial contact with national suffragists as early as 1869 their indepen-
dent efforts had not been recognized by mormon officials or by suf
fragists as representative of the territory 8 thus it was that emmeline
wells and zina Y williams were selected by church leaders to per-
form a twofoldtwo fold mission to washington in 1879 the first was to
memorialize congress against proposed antipolygamy legislation that
would invalidate existing plural marriages and illegitimatize the
children of such unions secondly the two women were to attend the
annual suffrage convention in order to cement relations with national
suffragists in their common suffrage cause

it was not easy for these two representatives of the much
maligned women of utah to brave the ridicule and derogation of
easterners they were however cordially met by elizabeth cady
stanton and susan B anthony and given opportunity to speak at the
convention not everyone was pleased to have the controversial mor
mons join the suffrage cause an article in the boston comanswomans
journal organ of the american womanscomans suffrage association
criticized these two womens presence at the convention an attitude
which noticeably disturbed the liberal elizabeth stanton she an-
swered if george Q cannon utahs delegate to congress can sit
in the congress of the united states without compromising that body
on the question of polygamy I1 should think mormon women might
sit on our platform without making us responsible for their religious
faith 9 suffragists always made clear that their sympathies were not
with the mormon cause per se only against any move to use
womanswomancomans s suffrage as a weapon to strike at polygamy 10 despite efforts
of both mormon women and national suffragists the edmunds
tucker act of 1887 along with outlawing polygamy carried among
its stringent enforcement measures the repeal of womanscomans suffrage

emmeline wells used the comanswomans exponent as a vehicle
through which to express her views on suffrage and on womanscomans posi-
tion in the social order her first efforts for the comanswomans exponent
were strong feminist arguments submitted under the name blanche
beechwood when she became editor she used the editorial column
to express these views and soon dropped her pseudonym but

annieannlesannie thompson godbe mary hampton godbe and charlotte ives cobb godbe plural wiveswives of
william S godbe were all activeactive inin the suffrage movement and associated with the liberal splinter group
the godbeitesGodbeites charlotte remained the most activeactive and visible oftheodtheof the three inin the womanscomans rights movement
for additional information see beeton woman suffrage ppap 43 46

9mrsmrs stanton and mormon women comanswomans exponent 7 15 may 1879 240
WI mormonwimormon ladies calling at the white house philadelphia times 19 19januaryjanuary 1879 reprinted inin

woman s exponent 7 15 march 1879 212
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interestingly she added a new one aunt em in tracing these
writings one finds an interesting literary dichotomy a dichotomy
which characterized emmeline herself while articles by blanche
beechwood and editorials by emmeline B wells voiced primarily
feminist ideas aunt em provided a balancing counterpoint
reflecting the ideals of godelsgodeys ladys book a popular womanscomans
magazine of the day she wrote the typical sentimental pieces of that
genre eulogizing friends romanticizing the past and extolling
nature as the source of cosmic truths

emmeline the woman was both of these voices As feminist suf-
fragistfr and organizer she was a rebel with a cause but she was also a
romantic embodying more the traces of the romantic literary legacy
inherited by the victorians than the ideals of womanhood developed
by them measured by barbara welters definition of the true vic-
torian woman emmeline was only halfway in the fold both pious
and pure she was never domestic and only selectively submissive 11

her dyadic nature is beautifully demonstrated by two pieces of
her writing one a diary entry and the other an exponent article
written within days of each other on 30 september 1874 an article
by blanche beechwood appeared posing the question

Is there then nothing worth living for but to be petted humored and
caressed by a man that isis all very well as far as it goes but that man is

the only thing in existence worth living for I1 fail to see all honor and
reverence to good men but they and their attentions are not the only
source of happiness on the earth and need not fill up every thought of
woman and when men see that women can exist without their being
constantly at hand that they can learn to be self reliant or depend upon
each other for more or less happiness it will perhaps take a little of the
conceitconceit out of some of them 12

on the day this article appeared emmeline wrote an extensive
entry in her diary part of it reads

oh if my husband could only love me even a little and not seem so
perfectly indifferent to any sensation of that kind he cannot know the
craving of my nature he is surrounded with love on every side and I1 am
cast out 0 my poor aching heart where shall it rest its burden only on
the lord only to him can I1 look every other avenue seems closed
against me I1 have no one to go to for comfort or shelter nostrongpostrongno strong
arm to lean upon no bosom bared for me no protection or comfort in
my husband 13

for a full description of true womanhood inin thevictorianerathe victorian era see barbara welter the cult of
true womanhood indimityintimityinin dimity convictions athens ohio university press 1976 ppap 21 41

12whywhy ah why comanswomans exponent 3 30 september 1 I1 october 1874 67
wells diary 30 september 1874
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her feminism served as a catharsis for these feelings as she struggled
to come to terms with the conditions of her life which she could not
control consciously or unconsciously she addressed this and similar
articles to her own husband whose attention was a desired but absent
element in her life thus the exponent became in effect a game
board for her the opposing elements of both her nature and her
situation the pawns she moved about at will

As a feminist theorist and activist emmeline used both pen and
petition combining the conservative and moralistic stance ofotherher
contemporaries with the libertarian and rationalist style of the ear-
ly feminist theorists 14 her feminism reflected the major themes of
the woman question that historian nancy cott identified and
labeled as sexual equality and sexual propriety 15 emmeline
believed wholly in the principle of sexual equality espoused by
mary wollstonecraftWollstonecraft and other early theorists As explained by
wollstonecraftWollstonecraft this idea was predicated on the assumption that both
women and men partake of a common humanity both are endowed
by the creator with the capacity for rational thought and both are
responsible for their own perfectabilityperfectibilityperfect ability restraints on individual
growth and progress for either sex could not be justified almost a
century later emmeline explained this idea to her exponent readers

woman s highest motive is she wrote that she may be
recognized as a responsible being capable of judging for and main-
taining herself and standing upon just as broad grand and elevated
a platform as man 16 only by overcoming centuries of custom
would women be able to comprehend the advantage arising from
the progress of independence of thought and action and a knowl-
edge for themselves 17 she was convinced that if women had the
same opportunities for an education observation and experience in
public and private for a succession of years it would be obvious that
they are equally endowed with man and prepared to bear their
part on all general questions socially politically industrially and
educationally as well as spiritually 18 her mission was to raise the
consciousness of women to the point where they would no longer let
lie dormant the highest faculty of their nature thought
women must be responsible for their own progress may itit not be

allceaiicealice S rossi ed the feminist papers new york columbia university press bantam press 1974

P 6

for517or further elaboration of this analysis see nancy F cott the bonds of womanhood woman ss

sphere inin new england 1780 1835 new haven and london yale university press 1977 ppap 202 205
woman s expectations woman s exponent 6 1 july 1877 20

7 7womanwoman s progression woman s exponent 6 15 february 1878 140

action or indifference comanswomans exponent 5 1 september 1876 54
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said of any of us she counseled that we neglected to im-
prove the talent committed to our care 19

woman s distinctiveness rather than her similarity to man was
the basis for the second major feminist theme sexual propriety
this view assumed a unique womanscomans sphere in which women per-
formed specifically designated female duties different from male
responsibilities but equally valued As long as women could justify
their activitiesactivities as essentially female in nature they could expand
the perimetersperimeters of that sphere the emphasis on differences thus cir-
cumventedcumvented at least at the outset the issue of inferiority and
superiority the concept of an extended womanscomans sphere not only
gave it a socially acceptable instrumentality but did so while reinforc-
ing its distinctive qualities 20 elements of both theories equality and
propriety constituted feminism in the last century recognizing the
inherent variances in the two views emmeline wells borrowed dis-
cretely from both that logical lapses occasionally occurred in her
position only placed her more squarely in the mainstream of nine-
teenth century feminism whose parameters underwent repeated re-
examination and definition throughout the century

emmeline saw that to function with excellence in either the
home or in society women needed to be educated and experienced
many of the important issues of the day reform temperance the
woman question all pointed significantly to the home she told her
readers and she argued that

in the name of justice reason and common sense let woman be for-
tified and strengthened by every possible advantage that she may be
adequately and thoroughly fitted not only to grace the drawing room
and manage every department of her household but to perform with
skill and wisdom the arduous and elaborate work of molding and
fashioning the fabrics of which society is to be woven 21

thus women whose mental capabilities were equal to those of
men should not be fettered in their efforts to obtain the skills and
knowledge necessary for them to take an equal part in the work of
the world but she envisaged this partnership as beginning at
home critical of the submissive or subservient role imposed on
women by prevailing victorian standards she urged her exponent
readers to be something more than just a toy a painted doll a

wwhywahywhy ah why comanswomans exponent 3 30 september 1 I1 october 1874 67
feminists of the last century did not see the advancement of women inin contradiction to womanscomans

domestic role this was alwaysalwaysconsideredconsidered womanscomans first duty the one inin which society most highly esteemed
heher and from which she herself attained most legitimacy

impromptu ideas of home comanswomans exponent 4 15 may 1876 19191igi1
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household deity or a subject rather than a joint partner in
the domestic firm 22 when women have learned to be self reliant
and self sustaining and comprehend that in marriage there is a
higher purpose than being a mans pet or even housekeeper she
averred they will choose to become the wives of men who are
living for lofty purposes 23 almost plaintively she queried why
is it not possible for man and woman to love each other truly and
dwell together in harmony each according to the other all the free-
dom of thought feeling and expression they would grant to one who
was not bound to them by indissoluble tiesties2424 she firmly believed
that if men would recognize the advantages to themselves they would
help develop womanscomans powers rather than placing almost insur-
mountable barriers to hinder their progress 25 educating both men
and women in the new definition of womanscomans place was basic to the
feminists task

A third dimension ofofemmelinesemmelinesEmmelines feminist philosophy found its
roots in her mormon beliefs which not only encompassed elements
of the first two ideologies but also broadened the base from which
emmeline viewed womanscomans place and purpose in life the concept of
individual progression and accountability a foundation stone ofofmorodmormor
monismsmonisms plan of salvation had no gender based restrictions or
limitations it derived from the eternal principle of individual
agency explained by apostle erastus snow in 1883

we have come to the understanding that every soul of man both male
and female high and low is the offspring of god that their spirits are
immortal eternal intelligent beings and that their entity depends
upon their agency and independent action which is neither tramelledtravelledtramel led
by god himself nor allowed to be restrained by any of his creatures with
his action and approval 26

it was not the partiality of god she affirmed that created
inequality of the sexes but the denial of opportunity to women to
develop and utilize the rational powers with which they had been en-
dowed any artificial barriers to individual growth and development
were deplorable no limits are set for what men can do she ob-
served women should enjoy similar freedom it is this longing for

woman A subject comanswomans exponent 313 1 november 1874821874 82 and real women comanswomans
exponent 2 1 january 1874 118

aa3aA mormon womanscomans view of marriage comanswomans exponent 6 1 september 1877 54
comanswomans14womansWomans progression woman s exponent 6 15 february 1878 140
15 15womanwoman A subject comanswomans1vomans exponent 3 1 november 1874 82

21journalofdiscoursesjournal of discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1854 1886 reprint ed 1967
2469
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freedom she explained that is inspiring women to
make war against the bondage with which they have been enslaved
and seek by every available means to inspire a universal feeling
among men and women for equal rights and privileges in the sphere
god has assigned them 27 and for mormon women woman s

sphere was not the tightly defined domestic circle of the middle class
victorians building a commonwealth in the west they were con-
stantly advised was a mutual effort of women and men requiring
business mathematical merchandising medical legal educational
administrative and organizational skills especially from women
releasing men to use their strength in the harsh demands of building
the physical structure of that commonwealth 28

emmeline and other mormon feminists thus found institutional
support for their views and at a relief society conference in 1895
joseph F smith further clarified his opinion regarding the woman
question why shall one sex be admitted to all the avenues of
mental and physical progress and prosperity and the other be pro-
hibitedhibi ted and prescribed within certain narrow limits affirming the
right of a woman to be whatever she had capacity to be he had a
word for those who would restrain her

women may be found who seem to glory in their enthralled condition
and who caress and fondle the very chains and manaclesmaraclesman acles which fetter
and enslave them lelctlett those who love this helpless dependent condition
and prefer to remainremain inin itit and enjoy it but for conscience and for
mercy s sake let them not stand in the way of those of their sisters who
would be and of right ought to be free 29

while the relief society offered a means whereby women
participated in the nontraditional vocations demanded by empire
building its organization in nauvoo was an event of singular
importance to mormon feminists although ostensibly formed for
benevolent purposes as its name indicates the organization in time
became an educational economic and spiritual resource for its
members as well as for the general church membership benevolent
and reform societies had been formed as early as the late eighteenth
century and proliferated in the area in which mormonism was born 30

21special21 special life missions romans exponent 6 1 march 1878 148
see for example brigham young journal of discourses 8 april 1867 123212 32 8 december 1867

1211612 116ilg 18 july 1869 1361156113 61 7 april 1873 161616 16
9reliefrelief society conference romans exponent 24 15 august 1895 45

30 30studiesstudies inin early women s organizationsorgani2ations include keith E melder beginnings of sisterhood the
american woman s rights movement 1800 1850 new york schocken books 1977 mary P ryan the
power of women s networks A case study of female moral reform inin antebellum america feminist
studies 5 spring 1979 66 85 mary P ryan A womanscomans awakening evangelical religion and the
families ofofuticautica new york 1800 1840 american quarterly 30 winter 1978 602 23 cott bonds of
womanhoodW Oman hooshood ppap 126 59
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thus many mormon women were well acquainted with the structure
and purposes of such an organization but the women of nauvoo
were informed that the relief society was not to be another charitable
or moral reform association formed after the pattern of the priest-
hood which the women understood as the saving power of god it
had been organized according to the law of heaven explained
john taylor present at its inception joseph smith himself had told
the women that the church was not fully organized until the women
were and elder reynolds cahoon addressing the society stated

there are many benevolent societies abroad designed to do good
but not as this ours isis according to the order of god connected with
the priesthood according to the same good principles knowledge
will grow out of it 31 thus while many of its functions and pro-
cedures resembled those of other womens groups of the period and
while some members may well have belonged to such groups this
organization was perceived as distinct in origin and design

although emmeline wells did not participate in the relief
society in nauvoo she learned of its beginnings from her lifelonglife long
association with her plural sister wife elizabeth ann whitney
counselor to emma smith in the first relief society presidency she
heard the oft repeated words of joseph smith to the women of the
society on 28 april 1842 1 I1 now turn the key to you in the name of
god and this society shall rejoice and knowledge and intelligence
shall flow down from this time this is the beginning of better days
to this society 32 for emmeline and numerous other mormon
women those words had prophetic meaning imposing a literal and
universal interpretation on that symbolic gesture they attached a
direct relationship between that event in nauvoo in 1842 and the
seneca falls convention six years later which marked the beginning
of an organized woman s movement and gave to the world a

declaration of sentiments enumerating woman s legal and social
disabilities the declaration patterned after the declaration of
independence cited man as having usurped womanscomans autonomy by
denying her inalienable right to the elective franchise by declar-
ing her civilly dead upon marriage thus denying her any claim to
her own or her husbands property wages or children by limiting
her access to education and employment by allowing her a subor-
dinate position and participation in the churches and by assigning
her to a sphere of action independent ofotherher own choice thereby

minutes nauvoo female relief society 17 march 1842 p 8 and 13 august 1843 p 91 church
archives

321bidibid 28 april 1842 p 32
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coming to destroy her confidence in her own powers to lessen her
self respect and to make her willing to lead a dependent and abject
life 33 the organization of the relief society emmeline noted years
later opened

one of the most important eras in the history of woman it presented
the great woman question to the latter day saints previous to the
woman s rights organizations the question did not present itself in
any aggressive form as woman opposed to man but as a workercoworkerco and
helpmeet in all that relates to the wellbeingwell being and advancement of both
and mutual promoting of the best interests of the community at large 34

for emmeline and other LDS feminists the nascent womanscomans move-
ment was but a secular manifestation of the organization of mormon
women both heralding a new age for women looking back at the
two events she was persuaded that the key of knowledge was turned
for her woman and men no longer had the same absolute sway 35

others perceived the same relationship louisa lula greene
richards first editor of the comanswomans exponent wrote in 1901

joseph declared when he organized the sisterhood of the church into
the relief society that he turned the key in favor of woman since
that time what a noble work has been accomplished in womanscomans favor
by hundreds of heroic women in this and other nations including many
of the society which the prophet organized 36

susa young gates daughter of brigham young remarked
from the hour the key was given great and restless activity has

marked every phase of womanly life 37 sarah M kimballkimbailKmiball onetimeone time
president of the utah womanscomans suffrage association and longtimelong time
president of the fifteenth ward relief society declared in 1870
when utah women were enfranchised that she had always been a

womanscomans rights woman and she later stated the sure founda-
tions of the suffrage cause were deeply and permanently laid on the
17th of march 1842 38311

some of the brethren concurred apostle orson F whitney
longtimelong time advocate for women opinedopened that the

33susansusan B anthony et al history of woman suffrage 6 vols rochester NYN Y susan B anthony
1881 1701 70 71

31 womens31womens organizations comanswomans exponent 8 15 january 1880 122 see also stray notes
Tylomans exponent 8 15 july 1879 28 for her ideas on how the relief society qualified women for the
responsibility of suffrageofsuffrage and other rights see alsaisalsoaisoojohnjohn A widtsoeWidtsoe evidences undand andreconciliationsreconciliations salt lake
city bookcraft 19431943 p 242455 for a further interpretation of the broad purposes of the relief society

35aA wonderful age homanswomansiromans exponent 27 1 february 1899 100
36comanswomansromansWomans exponent 2299 1 january 1900 1901190igo1 69
31whatwhat hath the century wrought woman s exponent 29 1 january 1900 1901 7711

woman31woman suffrage leaflet salt lake city january 1892 p 3
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lifting of the women of zion was the beginning of a work for the
elevation of womankind throughout the world 1 I have turned the
key said the prophet on that historic occasion and from what has
since taken place we are justified in believing that the words were big
with fate 39

As late as 1945 president george albert smith in a relief society
general conference told the sisters

you were the first women to have the franchise the first women to have
a voice in the work of a church it was god that gave it to you and it
came as a result of revelation to a prophet of the lord since that time
think what benefits the women of this world have enjoyed not only
you belonging to this church have enjoyed the blessing of equality but
when the prophet joseph smith turned the key for the emancipation of
womankind it was turned for all the world and from generation to
generation the number of women who can enjoy the blessings of
religious liberty and civil liberty has been increasing 40

it is little wonder that emmeline wells could conclude that the
women of the world were acted upon by an influence many com-
prehendedprehended not which was working for their redemption from
under the curse 41

the curse to which she referred was the nemesis of bible
believing feminists the biblical edict pronouncing eves subjuga-
tion to adam because of her disobedience in the garden of eden
genesis 316 had long been the basis for defining male female rela-

tionshipstionships in jewish and christian cultures so thoroughly embedded
in traditional attitudes was the concept of womanscomans secondary status
not only in the church but in marriage and in society that only when
the traditional relationship of men and women was challenged by
nineteenth century feminists did it become necessary to invoke
genesis from the pulpit to reinforce the status quo

from her mormonism emmeline found assurance on the dilem-
ma posed by eve eve s punishment for disobedience in the garden
presupposed a different status before the fall As emmeline ex-
plained in a talk to a womanscomans group in new york eves curse was
not perpetual and when the conditions of redemption were met
men and women would again be equal 42 the punishment a req-
uisite of law was temporal a part of mortality not an eternal

yoang39youngyoung comanswomansvlomansjournaljournal 17 july 1906 295
meileereliefsocietyoreliefsocietyRelief Society magazine 32 december 1945 717
41selfseifself made women comanswomans exponent 9 1 march 1881 148
421nin answer to a request from the womens clubs ofnew york emmeline wells wrote why a woman

should desire to be a mormon in which she discussed in length her viewpoints on the redemption of
women from the curse emphasizing her belief that women would be instrumental in their own behalf and
that the curse was only temporary see comanswomans exponent 36 december 1907 39 40 and 37 uanuaryjanuary
190846481908461908 464846 48
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condition and in no way represented the essential nature of woman
moreover while eve was blamed for the subordination of women she
was also honored as the mother of the human race brigham young
in 1869 explained her important role to the saints

we understand why god permitted mother eve to partake
of the forbidden fruit we should not have been here todayto day if she had
not we could never have possessed wisdom and intelligence if she had
not done it it was all in the economy of heaven and we need not talk
about it it is all right we should never blame mother eve not in the
least 434

emmeline wells preached the same principle to her audience in
new york explaining that eve was a willing instrument in effecting
a grand purpose for the ultimate good of the human family 44 A
relief society lesson in 1916 written during emmelinesEmmelines presidency
also praised eve as a woman who dared to disobey a compound
of curiosity and unselfish willingness to suffer that her loved ones
might enjoy 45 eve thus presented a mixed message of subordina-
tion through disobedience and honor through self sacrifice while
her subordination was temporal her honor was etereternalrial 46

overcoming the curse of eve inexplicably found a corollary in
the principle of plural marriage mormon women continually af-
firmed the possibility of redeeming themselves from the effects of
eves transgression and returning to a station of equality with man
joseph had been given the keys of this last dispensation which would
bring forth the restitution of all things in giving the key of
knowledge and intelligence to women he gave them the power to
regain that original equality eliza R snow explained how this could
be done

the lord has placed the means into our hands in the gospel
whereby we can regain our lost position but how it was
through disobedience that woman came inintoto herpresenther present position and
and it is only by obedience honoring god in all the institutions he has

410urnalofdiscoursesjournal of discourses 11july11 july 1869 1314513 145
44 why a woman should desire to be a mormon Tylomans exponent 36 december 1907 40
bertee4reliefsocietyreliefsocietyRelief Society magazine 2 december 1915 548

there isis a similarity inin the mormon and puritan attitudes toward eve cotton mather wrote of her inin
1713

and that brave woman being styled the mother of all living itit has induced learned man
to conceiveconceive that EVE was by being the first of them all inin a peculiar manner the mother
of all that live unto god and that she was on this account oh most happy woman a
mother to her own husband and the instrument of bringing him to believe on the great
redeemer tabitha redivivoredivivaRediviva an essay to describe and commend the good works ofaodaof a
virtuous woman boston apnpn p 1713 p 23

thisibis point isis elaborated inin laurel thatcher ulrich good wives image andrealityand reality inin the lives of women in
northern new england 165017501650 1750 new york alfred A knopf 1982 ppap 146 63
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revealed to us that we can come out from under that curse regain the
position originally occupied by eve and attain to a fulnessfalness of exaltation
inin the presence of god 47

plural marriage was one of those institutions to which eliza referred
and it became the pivotal measure of obedience for mormon women
polygamy emmeline wrote required the most pure minded and
high souled women who could sufficiently comprehend the
designs of these covenants to endure the trials and temptations which
are incident to a higher spiritual development 48 plural wife of
joseph homehorne mary isabella homehorne acknowledged those trials no
one can ever feel the full weight of the curse she wrote till she
enters into polygamy 49 but the promise of redemption from the
curse emmeline affirmed was worth all the sacrifices it is possible
to make 50

in a sermon on celestial marriage given in 1869 george Q
cannon confirmed the principle as the route to redemption plural
marriage he said will exalt woman until she is redeemed from the
effects of the fall and from that curse pronpronouncedouncedbounced upon her in the
beginning 551 on another occasion he prophesied that as the gen-
erationserations roll by nobler types of womanhood will be developed until
the penalty that was laid upon woman in the beginning that thy
desire shall be to ththy husband and he shall rule over thee will be
repealed and she willwiliwillwili stand side by side with man full of that queen-
ly dignity and self control which will make her his suitable companion
rather than his inferior 52

although the evolutionary ramifications of cannons statement
raise more questions than the statement answers his willingness to

LDS47lds millennial star 33 12 september 1871 578
patriarchal0patriarchal marriage comanswomans exponent 6 15 august 1877 44

from41frorn an autobiographical sketch located inin the bancroft collection huntington library typescript
copy church archives one of the earliest recorded statements of a mormon woman concerning the curse
was made by emma smith inin a blessingblessingjosephblessmgjosephjoseph asked her to writewrite for herselfwhichherself which he would sign in itit she ex-
pressed the hope that through humility she would be enabled to overcome the curse which was pronounced
upon the daughters of eve emma smith blessing inm vesta P crawford papers marriott library universi-
ty of utah salt lake city

A few thoughts comanswomans exponent 13 1 june 1884 4 another viewview was expressed by
Presprescindiaprescmdiacindia kimball inin 1870 she exclaimed the day isis approaching when woman shall be redeemed from
the curse placed upon eve and I1 have often thought that our daughters who are inin polygamy will be the first
redeemed minutes of a general meeting of the female relief society 19 february 1870 as recorded inin
edward W tullidge women ofmormondomof Mormondommormon dom new york tullidge & crandall 187711877 ppap 503 504

51 51journaljournal ofdircoursesofdiscoursesof Discourses 9 october 1869 1320713 207
52juvenile instructor 19 1 february 1884 38 39 another example oftheodtheof the employment ofthisorthisof this essential-

ly darwinian notionnotion min connectionconnection with woman s nature and consequent place min society appeared min a
publication men and women edited inm salt lake city by apostle orson F whitney and calvin reasoner
the article states that the womanscomans movement isis a stage inm the order of the divine evolution of humanity
that itit isis as truly a partpan of progress as the revelation of christianity or the vast unfoldment of the wonders and
treasures of the material world which has signalizedsignalizes the advancement of the last two centuriescenturies the granting
to women the privilege to vote under our institutionsinstitutions isis a necessary part but is a very small partpan of the enlarge-
ment that isis to be given to her sphere and missionmission inin the world men and women 1 14 may 189511895 8
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acknowledge that equality of the sexes was indeed a potential reality
even in this life however developed was beyond the prophetic scope
of most of the clergy of his time subscribing to at least part of his
argument emmeline wells urged women to educate themselves for
that day the very genius and spirit of the age is in keeping with
the cry of woman for recognition of her position by the side of
man she wrote it is the consciousness in woman everywhere if
even a latent spark of her inherent divinity lingers that the hour is

hastening when the curse will be removed 53

the adam and eve model however continued to set the pattern
for male female relationships in the nineteenth century and mor-
monism reinforced this pattern with its priesthood based patriarchal
system always advocating a mutually supportive marriage relation-
ship emmeline seldom addressed the uses of patriarchal or priest-
hood authority in a mormon marriage her own experience could
only have underscored the desirability of strong decision making
women adequately fortified to bear the responsibilities for their own
families polygamous marriages virtually demanded such self
reliance

the mormon theological concept of the eternity of the marriage
relationship gave further impetus to emmelinesEmmelines views the promises
of exaltation bound men and women inextricably together in their
pursuit of godhood in which both would have all power
and be above all because all things are subject unto them
dacd&c 13220 the possibilities of such an awesome celestial union
undoubtedly defined emmelinesEmmelines perspective of its temporal begin-
nings marriage for her was but a microcosm of the relationship of
the sexes inin all aspects of life in this world and in the next thus it
should provide for both men and women unrestricted opportunity for
continuing development full and equal participation and the free
exercise of rational and spiritual powers in one ofotherher more poetic
passages she expressed her hope of this ideal

do you not see the morning star of woman s destiny in the ascendant
why the whole civilized world is becoming enlightened with its beams

there are some wise men who recognize the star and who even
say peace and good will to woman and take her by the hand and
welcome her to their circle and would fain assign to her all that nature
gave her intelligence and capacity to do would lift her up to their
level and say there is room for us both let us walk side by side 54

53 patriarchal marriage comanswomans exponent 6 15 august 1877 44
51peace51 peace and good will woman s exponent 17 15 september 1878 60
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emmelinesEmmelines attempt to resolve the tension between spiritual
equality and social inequality sometimes resulted in compromise or
inconsistency but her struggles to reconcile those inconsistencies put
her among a host of other religious feminists whose loyalties to both
traditions posed continual dilemmas As one historian of patristic
writings explained the logic of christian doctrine required a com-
mitment to sexual equality the difficulty lay in reconciling that
doctrine with the practical conditions of life burdened as they were
with the effects of the curses of adam and eve 55

under no illusions that her religious feminism was logically
unassailable emmeline seemed to find sufficient reinforcement with-
in mormon theology to transcend the obvious difficulty of coalescing
an egalitarian philosophy with an authoritarian theocracy but
perhaps their disparity was no greater than those disparate elements
which characterized mormonism itself from the outset as historian
gordon woods analysis of mormonism observes it was a religion

in tension poised like a steel spring by the contradictory forces pull-
ing within it creating this tension he explained were elements
both mystical and secular restorationist and progressive com-
munitarianmunitarian and individualistic hierarchical and congregational
authoritarian and democratic antinomian and arminian anticlericalanti clerical
and priestly revelatory and empirical utopian and practical
ecumenical and nationalist 56

somewhere within the antitheses of this intricately balanced
religious structure emmeline found a niche for her own belief system
in her efforts to accommodate the dialectic between religion and
feminism she was not unique in her time but her time was unique
in mormon history

joann mcnamara sexual equality and the cult of virginityofvirginity inin early christian thought feminist
studies 3 spring summer 1976 145

56 gordon56gordon S wood evangelical america and early mormonism new york history 61 october
1980 380
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the challenge and craft
of mormon biography

ronald W walker

and he said unto me son of man can these bones live and I1

answered 0 lord god thou knowest
ezekiel 373

ezekiel saw a valley full of dry and lifeless forms but with the
promise of becoming no doubt filled with mausoleums and ala-
baster statuary its name is not given though the prophet probably
glimpsed the valley of mormon biography lytton strachey whose
verve and mood did so much to father modern biography assaulted
victorian life writing with similar metaphors and his lamentation is

not ill fitting here he wrote of those two fat volumes with which it
is our custom to commemorate the dead who does not know them
with their ill digested masses of material their slipshod style their
tone of tedious panegyric their lamentable lack of selection of
detachment or design they are as familiar as the cortege of the
undertaker and wear the same air of slow funereal barbarism I11

during the past several months with increasing exasperation and
distemper I1 have asked what possibly could have possessed me to
assume this role like henry higgins I1 am a very gentle man

the sort who never could ever would let an insulting remark
escape his lips yet here I1 stand gracelessly impugning my mentors
and betters at the outset I1 acknowledge their talent and integrity
but that is not the larger problem biography is a demanding art
form which rarely surrenders itself to excellence and religious
biography only escalates these odds

ronald W walker isis a seniorsenior research historian for the joseph fielding smith institute of church history and
an associateassociate professor of history brigham young university

panspam of this paper were read at the april 1981 mormon history association convention inin rexburgredburgRex burg
idaho and the august 1981 sunstone theological symposium inin salt lake city utah

lytton strachey eminent victorians new york the modern library 1918 p xiiixiuxin while mormon
biography isis largely ignored as a critical study there are signs of growing interestinterest see james B alienallen

writing mormon biographies world conference on records preserving our heritage serlesseries 116
august 1980 1 16 and davis bitton mormon biography biography an interdisciplinary quarterly 4
winter 1981 1 16
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my bleakness flows partially from my definition of biography
carlyle used a similar debaters trick when after demanding impossi-
ble standards he held a well written life was almost as rare as a well
spent one prompting andre mauroisbaurois to declare that the scotsman
thereby revealed himself to be as much an optimist in his criticism
as he was a pessimist in his ethics 2 to be sure biography requires
merlinsberlinsMerlins alchemy with deceptive simplicity the oxfordoxfordenglishenglish dict-
ionary defines the term as the history of the lives of individual men
and presumably women as a branch of literature but these

elements seldom mix few biographies have produced both the sci-
ence of history and the creative illusions of literature to simulate
accurately a human life fewer mormon works have even tried

on one hand the canons of history are overwhelming hot on
the trail for additional samuel johnson source material james
clifford tells of his delicate maneuvers which won his admittance to
the cavernous vaults of londonslondonaLondons barclay bank where he toiled with
huge and dusty ledgers all for what became a single sentence in his
book 3 modern biography requires backbreakingback breaking research with the
impossible aim of comprehensiveness and then it is expected to
speak without mealymouthingmealymouthing or dissimulation at least during an
initial stage the life writer will assume an adversary relationship with
his materials the biographer does not trust his witnesses living or
dead one critic has written he may drip with the milk of human
kindness believe everything that his wife and his friends and his
children tell him enjoy his neighbors and embrace the universe but
in the workshop he must be as ruthless as a board meeting smelling
out embezzlement and as suspicious as a secret agent riding the
simplonsimolon orient express 4

to history s touchstones of thoroughness candor and tough
minded accuracy the biographer adds the grace of art A narrative
flow cannot be created by simpleminded beaverlike piling of facts
the life writer should allow his research to suggest a controlling point
of view passion or insight which must be arrived at independently
of any preconception then as the narrative is written it can be
shaped paced and perhaps rearranged through flashback A sub-
jects inner thoughts might be probed by reverie by use of the sub-
junctive mood or by psychological montage scene description

adrendreandre maurolsmauroismaurodisMau rolsroismoismols aspects of ofbiographybiography trans sidney castle roberts new york D appleton century
company 1939 p 204

james L clifford from puzzles to portraits Problemproblemsproblemsofsofsotjotofaa literary biographer johnjohnwW harrelson lec-
tures chapel hill university of north carolina press 1970 ppap 62 64

4paulapaulaul murray kendall the art of ofbiographybiography new york W W norton & co 1965 ppap 22 23
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density of detail idiom and even authentically obtained dialogue
may create the illusion of life but if the modern biographer apes the
novelist and dramatist his purposes are dissimilar paul murray
kendall has pointed out that these older literary arts seek to evoke
reality from illusion but biography hopes to fasten illusion upon
reality to elicit from the coldness of paper the warmth of a life
being lived 5

this twentieth century amalgam of history and literature has pro-
duced unprecedented biography both in terms of quality and num-
bers and has led some critics to declare that the art form now deserves
literary attention as a distinct genre but there have been unhappy
results also the novelist working as biographer used to the free-
dom of unrestricted imagination has found historical facts to be
vexing and at times irreleventirrelevantirre levent when livy said he would have made
pompey win the battle of pharsaliapharsalianPharsalia if the turn of the sentence re-
quired it strachey held he was not talking utter nonsense but
simply expressing an important truth in a highly paradoxical way
that the first duty of a historian is to be an artist 6 strachey was
speaking autobiographically for he frequently allowed the artist
within him to overwhelm the historian however brilliant his prose
and subsequently the writing of those who have followed him some
even fictionalizingfictionalizing to the point of inventing scene and dialogue the
inevitable result is ersatz biography for when a life writer reaches
beyond his materials he destroys the dramatic veracity unique to his
mode the value of every story dr johnson lectured on the need
for verisimilitude depends on its being true if it be false it
is a picture of nothing 7 in biography truthfulness or sticking with

the facts and nothing but the facts is a basic and preeminent law
there is yet another quality of life writing potentially more

trying even exasperating to mormonscormons and the religious minded
einhard suggested it in his charlemagne here you have a book
containing the life of that great and glorious man the monk pref-
aced his volume over eleven centuries ago there is nothing for you
to wonder at or admire except his deeds 8 instead of heavyhandedheavy handed
didacticism institutional glorification or religious mythmakingmyth making
einhard and his modern successors write about human life as it
actually was lived their subjects are fallible individuals

ibid p 28

cited inin john A garraty the nature of ofbiographybiography new york alfred A knopf 1957 p 122
james boswell boswelllboswellsBoswells life of ofjohnsonjohnson ed george birkbeck hall 4 vols oxford clarendon press

1934 2433245324552 433435455
A J grant ed and trans farryearlyfarlyeartyearry lives of charlemagne by eginhardEgin hard and the monk ofoastofstst gall new

york cooper square publishers 1966 p 6
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unfathomable in complexity and contradiction at times torn with
tension pulled periodically heavenward or downward by what faust
described as the two souls working within his breast biography
understands that men grow and atrophy that virtue to have any
meaning must be tested

such human realism requires the life writer to paint as oliver
cromwell demanded of his own portraitist warts and all this is

not a prescription for voyeurism or debunking as poet stephen
spender reminds warts are not the same as intestines 9 still a
modern audience cannot be satisfied by cardboard one dimensional
personality unless the character is portrayed with some depth the
audience can have no empathy for him if nothing but the bright
side of characters should be shewnchewn to quote again dr johnson
who remains one of biography s most astute critics we should sit
down in despondency and think it utterly impossible to imitate them
in any thing 10

the accurate portrayal of human personality is not easily
achieved pressures constantly weigh upon biography to depart from
this primary role and instead serve as commemoration or homily in
each case the temptation to tamper with evidence or retouch a por-
trait is almost beyond the power to withstand if an author is working
for hire today outright prevarication is infrequent but by selectivi-
ty arrangement and the use of emphasis a more satisfactory or
useful character can be created the resulting biography usually will
correspond to a preconceived view with occasional foibles squeezed
into the text to render apparent balance and truthfulness 1 I would
rather be a dog and bay at the moon american biographer henry
S randall disparagingly said over a century ago than write in that
sickly silly adulatory mutual admiration society mutual scratch-
back tickle m ebil l& illlii tickletickie you eyoubilly spirit in which most of
our american biographies have been written n similar results occur
when biography attempts to evangelize fervid passions not only
distort personality but often refocus a book into something which is
no longer biography the religious movement or philosophy replaces
the subject person at center stage and whatever is deleterious to the
higher cause is screened from view

stephen spender how much should a biographer telptellteliteil saturday review 2255 january 1964 p 16

lo boswell boswelllboswellsBoswells life of ofjohnsonjohnson 4534554 53

cited inin garratygarrity nature of ofbiographybiography p 173 randalls experiences with the thejeffersonjefferson family which
prompted the quotation are described inin F J and F W klingberg eds the correspondence ofofhenryhemryhenry
stephens randall and hughhufhhuga blair grigsby berkeley university of california press 1952 ppap 15 65
110 11
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this warping of human emotion led english biographer harold
nicholsoncholsonNt to lay down this primary rule so long as the intellect is
undisturbed by emotion you have good biography the moment
however that any emotion such as reverence affection ethical
desires religious belief intrudes that biography is
doomed 12 no doubt the antireligion of sir harolds time prompt-
ed him to overstate things it is difficult to imagine any intellect
sanitized completely from emotion whether religious or skeptical in
its variety our present generation understands the need for voice
and perspective and a reverential affectionate and even religious
view if tempered with openness scholarly detachment and a gentle
narrative hand can produce fine biography yet nicholson s verdict
largely stands religionists and religious times do not do well at life
writing the religiously inclined medieval and victorian periods
produced hagiography and commemoration which by vigorously
sandpaperingsandpapering personality created an endless shelf of stylized and
faceless figurines their blandness impeccability and consequent
lack of humanity stand in contrast with the flesh and blood of good
biography

II11

biography has limitless variety like the men and women it
describes we have sketched but one strain an ideal hybrid that
might be called narrative biography which has history science
literature art and human realism as its three primary qualities
strachey and the twenties had a hand in creating it by introducing
into biography wit and fancy in 1918 a british warden was dis-
turbed by the uproarious glee of a prisoner it was the pacifist
bertrand russell relishing his first introduction to eminent vic-
torianstoztoitodansriansians serious minded historians made the next advance aware of
the supercilious contrived and at times unfair techniques of the
debunkers yet also cognizant of their literary flourishes this
twentieth century mixing of literati and historians has produced a
wide spectrum of biography from the historical novel at one ex-
treme to the dry boned catalogue of biographical facts on the other
somewhere in the middle lies narrative biography

over a half dozen mormon biographers have produced works at
various points on the history literature continuum but few if any
at the solid center samuel taylors portraits of his father and

harold nicholson the development of english biography new york harcourtHarco urturr brace and com-
pany 1928 p 110
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grandfather the fictionalized family kingdom john W taylor
19519311 and the more history minded the kingdom or nothing the

life ofjohnof hohnjohnbohn taylor militant mormon 1976 exhibit the cares and
techniques of the novelist in contrast academic scholarly books are
more numerous leonard arringtonsArring tons charles C rich mormon
general and western frontiersman 1974 and from quaker to
latter day saint bishop edwin D woolley 19761976juanitajuanita brookss
john doyle lee zealot pioneer builder scapegoat 1962 donna
hillshillsjosephjoseph smith the first mormon 1977 stanley B kimballsKimballs
heberhe oerher C kimballKimaueimhallmadei mormon patriarch andpioneerand Pioneer 1981 and karl
larsons erastus snow the life of a missionary and pioneer for the
early mormon church 1971 are examples of solidly sometimes
stolidly undertaken research larsons verbosity is fitting given the
legendary discursiveness of snow s sermonizingsermonizing nearer the middle
combining narrative talent with able but controversial research are
harold schindler s orrin porter rockwell man of god son of
thunder 1966 and fawn brodie s no man knows my history the
life ofjosephof joseph smith 19451943 although its focus is on the mormon
periphery frank fox s recent JJ reuben clark the public years
1980 also agreeably combines history and fine writing

using the criteria of science and literature these books represent
some of the best of mormon biography obviously LDS life writing
is a product of the present generation reflects a strong nineteenth
century male church leader bias and is very much tilted toward the
writing by historians it is possible however that samuel taylor may
yet play a stracheanstrachmanStrachean role both in forcing an increased literary con-
sciousnesssciousness and in setting a precedent for mixing facts and

poetry into a blend which seems neither 13

taylor is not alone much of the best written and researched
mormon biography receives lower marks when judged by the third
touchstone in life writing the question of truth pilate ironically
asked of its nature and then turned aside without a response per-
haps he did well to make a joke of it rupert hughes a seasoned
biographical campaigner of the twenties and thirties acknowledged

since if he had stayed for an answer he would be staying yet 14

certainly the first generation of mormon biographers would not have
helped much typified by edward tullidge george Q cannon
matthias cowley and bryant S hinckley they chiseled their heroes

the phrasing and astute critique are those of robert B flanders review of nightfall at nauvoo
courage A journal ofofhistoryhistory thought andan cf action 2 winter 1972 393 96 while a reviewreview of one of
taylors historical novels flanderssFland erss comment seems equally apropos to taylors biographies for taylors
reply see ibid 3 fall 1972 62 63

rupert hughes pitfalls of the biographer racinepacific historical review 2 march 1933 2
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to be demigodsdemigods truth lay in the unfolding of social and religious
causes in which the actors played a larger than human role the very
things which biographically matter most like the victorians exposed
ankle were thought better unseen personality psychology physi-
ology and health sexuality religious striving and human relation-
ships especially among church leaders and family members these
taboos were not evenly applied but clearly the closer an LDS subject
character was to the locus of power the less the likelihood of careful
probing early mormon biography provided a helpful point of depar-
ture for further research but its characters were as heavily shrouded
by the mists of darkness as those ofoflehisofLelehisgehishis dream 15

well intentioned obscurantism continues in mormon biography
though today with a softer hand and subtler technique some
authors meet the issue headonhead on after some reflection per-
sonalities hundreds of which have entered my life have been almost
entirely omitted apostle john A widtsoe prefaced his autobiog-
raphy if mentioned comments would probably follow that
might hurt the feelings of some 16 equally forthright is richard
poll whose recent volume on howardjhowardihowardJ stoddard is one of the best of
the commemorative books this biography accents the positive
poll unblushingly admits but the reader will have no difficulty
discovering why howard stoddard was a controversial figure 17

more ominously however reticence is implicitly conveyed by the
selectivity of facts or by the lack of balance truman madsensmaddensMadsens
defender of the faith the B H roberts storystod 1980 is in many
ways artful and courageous recorded are robertss early struggles
with alcohol it would not only beat him to his knees but to his
elbows and chin his well intentioned but maladroit attempts at
husbandhood and fatherhood and his unremitting cycles of pug-
nacity and reconciliation madsen rightly subordinates these tenden-
cies to robertss strengths yet the feeling is inescapable that the
information of several evil bearing footnotes belong in the text

george Q cannon the life of ofjosephjoseph smith the prophet salt lake city juvenile instructor 1888
matthias F cowley wilford woodruff history ofairofhirof hirhis life and labors salt lake city deseret
news press 1909 bryant S hinckley heberdheberj grant highlights inin the life ofaodaof a great leader salt lake
city deseret book co 1919515 1 bryant S hinckley briant stringham and his people salt lake city
stevens and walliswalks 1949 bryant S hinckley daniefflanmerdaniel hanmer wells andeventsand events ochesofhesof his time salt lake city
deseret news press 1942 edward W tullidge life ofBrigham young or utah ancherandherand her founders new
york apnpn p 1876 edward W tullidge life of ofjosephjoseph smith the prophet new york npapn p 1878 edward
W tullidge the women ofmormondomof Mormondom new york apnpn p 1877

john A widtsoeWidt soe in a sunlit land the autobiography ofofjohnbohnjohnbogn A widtsoe salt lake city deseret
news press 1952 p vmtidvid

richard D poll howardj stoddard founder michigan national bank east lansinglansmglansng michigan
state university press 1980 p viivilvirviivrr
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that some nonchalant and understated sentences should actually be
paragraphs and that likewise a few paragraphs could be transformed
with advantage into chapters the unfortunate result is an under-
current of defensiveness which prevents a good book from becoming
something of a classic 18

madsen is representative of a general tendency many conscien-
tious LDS biographers are solicitous of the art of telling that is
how they can place important and disturbing facts into the record
without giving offense their byword anything may be said if
said rightly and while a few stylistsstylists such as john henry evans and
leonard arrington have managed to balance truth with fine phras-
ing the less skillful and less knowledgeable have generally fumbled
the act their caution and sleight of hand produce a simple and har-
monious portrait where simplicity and harmony often are out of
place the real brigham young for example will not be found by
neatly countercounterposingcountcrposingcounterpostingposing his strengths and weaknesses and seeking within
him some kind of common denominator of behavior like that of
many men the edges of youngs personality cannot be smoothed
his complexity and incongruity should be frankly acknowlegedacknowledged

mormon biography lacks the telling anecdote the offhand com-
ment the characteristic trivia that great biographers have seized upon
to reveal their subjects it might be the excited platform style of an
introverted daniel wells struggling to control his flinging arms as
they move perilously close to the scriptures stacked beside him on the
podium or it could be the self confident charles nibley cracking a
salty joke as he lay dying what could be more descriptive of brother
brigham than his motto 1 I ve got the grit in me to do it and
what better way to summarize the saintly and otherworldlyother worldly life of
wilford woodruff than by speaking of his favorite hymn god
moves in a mysterious way this sense of detail and anecdote is not
a part of our tradition partly because of the failure of art but more
largely because of a hesitancy to penetrate the inner man 19

the bland quality of mormon biography its spirit of under-
statement harmony and circumspection is explained only partly by
the didactic and commemorative tendency of religious literature
biography conforms as closely to its zeitgeist as any other art form

trumantmmangtumangG madsen defender ofodtherhethe faith thebthe B H roberts story salt lake city bookcraft 1980
ppap 70 254 273 and 275

wellswelkweikweih heberdheberj grant to hannah C wells 25 february 1902 letterpress copybook 3555555535 55 heberjheberd
grant papers library archives the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints hereafter cited as church
archives young john taylor sermon I11 november 18518577 journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 26 vols london latter
day saintsbookSaints Book depot 1855 1886 6186 18 woodruff heberjheberd grant to ed H snow 22 22januaryjanuary 1915
letterpress copybook 5060650 606gog 607 church archives nibley heber J grant to W W wilson
14 Decemdecemberbcr 1931 letterpress copybook 6927469 274 church archives
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and the spirit of the LDS times has understandably been defensive
the saints have been a persecuted and persecuted minded people
and while possessed with a towering and unsettling sense of destiny
they are only now emerging from their insecure and intellectually
adolescent world consequently they have enjoyed the assurance of
a heroic biography with clean lines strong contrasts and flattering
hues

the mormon concern with genealogy and family history has
increased this impulse mr everyman in this case mr every family
has picked up a pen or sat at the typewriter this is amateur history
basically chronicle and vignette not interpretation historian mark
leone observed its skeleton is kinship not politics or economics
and it is unreservedly uncritical 20 besides fostering inexacting stan-
dards family history by building upon the mormonscormonsMormons already strong
sense of family and tradition has promoted a feeling of proprietary
guardianship about the past the result is the cramping of the
already confined atmosphere

despite these inhibiting conditions there are signs of growing
candor perhaps pilate should have paused after all john henry
evanssEvenss joseph smith an american prophet 1933 spoke with re-
markable detachment for its time but its promise only lately has
been realized edward and andrew kimballskimbalfsKimbKimbalisbailsballsalFsairs spencer W kimball
1977 and caroline eyring miner and edward kimballsKimballs camilla A

biography of camilla eyring kimball 1980 cast mormondomsMormondoms
first brother and sister into the texture of real life here are strug-

gling personality the depiction of genuine emotion and homely
details which are at times stark during president kimballsKimballs subdural
hematoma operation the pressure on his skull was so great that
fluid spurted out two feet 21 more scholarly but equally revearevealinglingisis
fox s treatment ofjofiafi reuben clark which probably owesowes a large debt
to its sponsor any biographer of president clark must write the
truth about him penned an insistent marion G romney second
counselor in the first presidency in the foreword

to tell more or less than the truth would violate a governing principle in
his life when I1 first met with those who are writing his biography I1 ex-
plained that I1 did not want them to produce a mere collection of uplift-
ing experiences about president clarkdarkoark I1 wanted a biography of
the man himself as he was written with the same kind of courage
honesty and frankness thatjthata reuben clarkdarkoark himself would have shown

omarkmark P leone roots ofofmodernmodemModern mormonism cambridge mass harvard university press 1979
p 194

caroline2carohne eyring miner and edward L kimball camilla A biography ofofcamillacamilla eyring kimball saitcsitobitobatasitsalt
lakiaklakedakee city deseret book co 1980 p 203
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an account of his life should tell of the decisions and indecisions sor-
rows and joys regrets and aspirations reverses and accomplishments
and above all his constant striving 22

these words may be inscribed and immortalized as the mormon
biographers credo

illlii

As LDS biography matures in research technique and realism it
will confront additional challenges the massive bulk of today s

manuscript collections once a life writers fondest reverie has
become an illusory nightmare an embarassmentembarrassment of riches the
joseph smith material is stored in the LDS library archives in six
boxes occupying several feet of shelving in contrast heber J
grants papers require almost two hundred boxes and one hundred
linear feet while the three times larger david 0 mckay collection
would run the length of a football field 23 in 1924 morris werner was
granted access to the brigham young papers an intermediate sized
collection and like at least one other subsequent brigham young
biographer decided he could do very well without it 24 the question
increasingly looms whether a single biographer can begin to master
the sources before him

but try he must LDS biography is filled with a second or third
tier of books perhaps best uncited that have little to recommend
them except their saleabilitysalvabilitysaleability often chapbook in size slapdash in
preparation and abetted by tolerant publishing standards these
books have hardly a speaking acquaintance with their subjects with-
in a few pages a recent publication imaginatively placed the heros
mother at his fathers funeral she was home critically ill miscounted
his siblings created his fathers estate largely outcutqut of fancy and failed
to report his heros subsequent mental and physical collapse classic
biography has often been achieved by writers who knew their subject
personally and intimately but for most only interminable digging
in the historical trenches will do a labor one biographer eleanor

marion G romney in frank W fox J reuben clark the public years salt lake city and provo

deseret book company and brigham young university press 1980 p xi
2312511 I am indebted to jeffrey 0ojohnsonjohnson of the church archives who undertook an informal survey of some

of the principal mormon and mormon related manuscript collections his computations are in linear feet
church archives joseph F smith 50 feet hugh B brown 50 feet henry D moyle 50 feet brigham
young 80 feet heber J grant 100 feet joseph fielding smith 5500 feet john A widtsoeWidtsoe 140 feet and
david 0 mckay 320 feet university of utah sherman lloyd 65 feet george albert smith 85 feet and
frank moss 338058080 feet brigham young university reed smoot so80 feetsfeetfeetjJ reuben clarkclarkjrjr 22505 0 feet and
wallace F bennett 500 feet

heberd24heberjheberj grant diary 19 may 1924 p 129 typescript church archives
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ruggles estimated to be at least two years before the subject
character becomes alive 25 then actual writing might commence

even as he searches into the behemoth manuscript collections
now at hand the biographer has never been so unsure of himself
non mormon writers no longer ask how much can be told but
the still more perplexing question how much in fact can be
knownknown2626 the problem lies not in establishing a chronicle but in
grasping the intimacy of a life in its totality sensing the interior and
sometimes the hiddedhadded aspects of a career dostoevsky s observation
in notesfromnoteynotes hromfrombrom undergroundstillundergroundstill pertains in the reminiscences of
every man there are some things that he does not reveal to anyone ex-
cept possibly to friends then there are some that he will not even
reveal to friends but only to himself and even so in secret but final-
ly there are some that a man is afraid to reveal even to himself 27

fortunately the life writer is not left emptyhandedempty handed in his
quest all sorts of keys to human behavior have been handed to the
biographer paul murray kendall observed which it is true he
has sometimes used to open the wrong door or has thrown away or
has played with like a small boy uttering squeals of delight 2821 with
marxistsmarxisms vying with freudiansFreud ians and preachers with philosophers the
biographer asks which key he should grasp with mormonscormons usually
grasping none at all brodie s study of joseph smith the primary
exception was explicitly psychoanalytical but her era which vaunted
technical analysis within biography has largely given way it is dif-
ficult enough to pronounce a diagnosis with the patient emitting a
stream of consciousness on the couch without being a biographer sep-
arated from a subject by time and distance nevertheless the twen-
tieth century speaks of defense mechanisms inferiority complexes
repressions rationalizations and sublimations and these insights
have an important and unfulfilled role in mormon biography james
clifford s advice is probably best be sensitive to possible psycho-
logical quirks of chcharacteraracterfacter and give all of the relevarelevantbelevant evidence but
make no attempts at technical analysis 29 and a further matter of
advice since a biographer often interprets his subject in his own
image or at least as a reflection of his own concerns the first method

25 garraty25garraty nature of biography ppap 24 25 215 examples of classic biography by intimatesintimates are
einhard s charlemagne vasansvasariscasans lives odtheof fhethe painters Boswells life of johnson and ernest joness life of
sigmund freud

alan shelstonchelstonShelston biography london methuen & company 1977 ppap 8 9
27 fyodor27fyodor dostoevsky notes from underground ed robert G durgy and trans serge shishkoff new

york thomas Y crowell company 1969 ppap 37 38
28kendall28kendall art of ofbiographybiography p 116
29 29cliffordclifford somfromromerombromeom portraits to puzzles p 131
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of modern biography is self analysis 30 by seeking to under-
stand his personal motivation in subject thesis and fact selection in
short by psychoanalyzingpsycho analyzing self the author may avoid distortions in in-
terpretationterpretation had she so analyzed herself brodie might have soften-
ed her portrait of joseph smith and perhaps those of her other
biographical subjects as well

other weapons in the modern biographers armory could be used
to advantage remembering tolstoy s warning that napoleon did
not lose the battle of borodinorodinoborodineBo simply because of a head cold
mormon biography could make use of an infirmary the medical
history of LDS presidents in fact is largely unexplored a startling
omission since biographers must judge the contributions of these men
during their declining and disease prone years could the elderly
john taylors irascibility and inconsistency be attributed in part to his
final and largely unknown disease too the life writer might seek
personality clues from less apparent sources handwriting analysis no
doubt would reveal much about president grants moods as his pen-
manship widely varied from a careful spencerian script to a wild
scrawling as during the crisis ridden panic of 1893 and if a biog-
raphy is ever undertaken of that brilliant scoundrel frank cannon
content analysis of life of joseph smith the prophet officially
authored by his father george Q cannon but in part ghosted by
frank might provide interesting glimpses of the father son relation-
ship as well as the lattersbatterslatters early religious convictions

but of all the challenges and opportunities facing the LDSIDS biograph-
er none is as tormenting as how he should treat his own religious
faith if at all while richly variegated the fabric of most modern
biography is decidedly secular nonjudgmental and more than faint-
ly skeptical can a religiously committed biographer write against
this current exploring what one LDS scholar described as the com-
plexities of the god man partnership 31 or must he stay his hand
concealing as best he can his cultures values and expectations

at stake is the question of faithful biography the phrase is a
contradiction in terms if faithful is taken to mean gilding the lily
miracle mongering tracing grand theological designs ignoring
historical context or supplanting characterization with religious ends
and emotions these practices may have their place but not within
the modest habitation of biography here characters must have their

robertrobero gittings the nature of ofbiographybiography seattle Univuniversityersty of washingtonofwashington press 1978 ppap 42 43
31 douglas F tobler sacred and profane writing mormon history inin a secular age unpublished

paper delivered at the annual meeting of the mormon history association 1978 logan utah
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feet firmly planted upon the earth even if their faces are turned
heavenward

still religious values have a place there is no reason why an
author should be less a christian because of his vocation after all
patience diligence humility charity indeed godliness are virtues
which admirably serve the biographers craft they can also provide
the life writer with empathy for a religiously inclined subject too
often the reverse is true the secular writer caricatures disclaims or
simply ignores religious striving and mystic experience marvin hill
has shown this flaw to be present in the seminal work ofofbrodiebrodiebrodle and
lesser biographers some with an ostensible mormon perspective are
as culpable 32 the resulting biographical sin is as deadly as the
bowdlerism of the misguided religionist

richard bushman has noted that virtually everyone who has
shown the human side of the church and its leaders has believed
the enterprise was strictly human of course this need not be so
bushman suggests that historians are needed who will mourn the
failings of the saints out of honor for god instead of relishing the
warts because they show the church was earthboundearthbound after all 33

perhaps a clever biographer will manage this highly sophisticated
task though arguing gods cause or even mourning in his behalf is
filled with hagiographic dangers other biographers may take a safer
course they will wish to give the transcendent its proper due and
while providing historical context for such phenomena they will
allow the biographical subject and his peers largely to speak for
themselves judgment of such an event will be left to those with
spiritual eyes to see with readers not authors mourning gods
cause such an unobtrusive and unassuming manner may offend
many gone will be the thunderous undulations of the nineteenth
century stylist who with olympian sureness described the pattern of
gods hand left to the biographer is a more discrete task freergreer from
conceit and hubris of describing earthly events as a caring mortal ful-
ly aware of his own fallibility

even on this limited stage the biographer has scope for his vir-
tuositytuosity for life writing is the stage of everyday life where the
abstract forces of the social scientist philosopher and theologian
come to center in the existence of a human being if a microcosm
biography also celebrates human life it declares with shakespeare

32 32marvinmarvin S hill brodie revisited A reappraisal dialogue A journal of mormon thought 7

winter 1972 72 85 and secular or sectarian history 7 A critique ofnooanoof no man knows my history church
history 43 march 1974 78 96

33 richard L bushman faithful history Didialoguedogue ajournalofmormonA journal of mormon thought 4 winter 1969
18
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what a piece of work Is a man and upholds the life of any in-
dividual to be of worth and worthy of preservation to the
religious minded it may even suggest the pattern of mankindsmankinds eter-
nal struggle for these reasons it retains tremendous appeal that is

why every public library has long rows of shelves of biography and
why at least in part the kimball biographies have become an LDS
marketing phenomena and schindlersschindlerySchindlers rockwell remains the all time
best seller at the university of utah press

biography is a limited and cumbersome craft its heroes are
recreated imperfectly its truths speak in a more precise yet modest
voice than those of literature but even within this limited realm
mormon biography has fallen short only recently has it begun to
fuse investigation technique and openness the three essentials of
biography and make use of the tools of the social sciences yet
because of the maturing confidence of LDS culture and because of
biography s continuing appeal the visionary hope remains of a more
substantial and artistic achievement
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panorama paintings in the 1840s
of the mormon temple in nauvoo

joseph earl arrington

the national movement of panorama painting in mid
nineteenth century america yielded a number of important paintings
of the mormon city of nauvoo and its temple there were four major
artists who created mississippi river panoramas before 1850 john
rowson smith samuel B stockwell leon de pomaredePomarede and henry
lewis each of these men painted the upper river where nauvoo is

located including scenes of the city and of the mormon temple in
their panoramas these were literally moving panoramas the
painted canvas was unrolled from one cylinder and rerolled onto
another across a stage these panoramas were produced and taken to
the people by traveling exhibitors for public entertainment mass
education and group artistic enjoyment each of these panoramas
received extensive patronage in america and two of them were taken
abroad these pictorial displays of the mississippi river were seen by
hundreds of thousands of people in america and probably millions
on both continents

JOHN ROWSON SMITH

one of the first mississippi river panoramistspanoramists was john rowson
smith who was born in boston in 181018 10 the son of engraver john
reuben smith and the grandson of the famous english engraver
john raphael smith 1740 1811 growing up in this artistic tradi-
tion young john lived in boston until his fifth year where his
fathers engraving business was located then the family moved to
brooklyn where his father was engaged for ten years painting por-
traits engraving and conducting a drawing school the son entered
a private school and then studied art in his fathers academy the

joseph earl arrington has writtenwritten extensively about the nauvoo temple thisibis article isis adapted from a
chapter of his book the architecture ofodtherhethe great mormon temple ofofnauvoonauvoo the chapter has been
adapted for this article by mr arnngtonsarringtonsArringtons nephew leonard J arrington director of the joseph fielding
smith institute of church history brigham young university
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family then moved to philadelphia to continue the father s engraving
career and later returned to new york where john sr died in
1849 1

john rowson smith began his own career as a scenic artist in the
national theater of philadelphia in the 1830s he also painted
theatrical scenery in new orleans st louis new york and boston
he later became interested in painting western scenery and claimed
to be the originator of the mississippi panorama his own panorama
was exhibited in boston and on its 200 foot length were views from
the lower mississippi and the ohio rivers he had sketched at inter-
vals the whole river and with the help of some assistants finished his
masterpiece in august 1848 it was divided into three sections

corn region from the head of the mississippi to the mouth of the
ohio cotton region from the ohio to the natchez and sugar
region from natchez to the gulf of mexico the smith panorama
was described as a leviathan panorama of the mississippi river
painted by john R smith esq extending from the falls of st
anthony to the gulf of mexico a course of 2000 miles running
through nine states of the union the scenery along the father of
waters covered an area of 20000 square feet of canvas and was
advertised as a four mile panorama in single linear footage 2 ex-
hibited before fashionable and wealthy audiences in america
smiths panorama had a good start in saratoga new york in august
1848 taking in 20000 in six weeks

the great mormon temple of nauvoo was included with a few
other scenes that local editors felt were worth the price of admission
the itinerary moved across the state to troy new york where
crowded audiences were said to have had two hours of unbroken
delight viewing river cities like nauvoo all before you in lifelikelife like
and natural aspect 3 the panorama was taken to philadelphia later
in 1848 before the artist went abroad for a tour of europe from
1849 to 1852 it was exhibited with distinguished success in lon-
don dublin edinburgh paris brussels rouen berlin antwerp
vienna christiana oslo and other places 4 while in england the
artist won the favor of the royal family and by invitation of queen
victoria showed the panorama at balmoral for her pleasure

mantle fielding dictionary ofamericanof american painters sculptors and engravers philadelphia printed for
the subscribers 1926 p 339 john francis mcdermottmcdermon the lost panoramas odtheof the mississippi chicago
university of chicago press 1958 ppap 47476767

johnyohngohn rowson smith A descriptive pamphlet ofsmithsof smiths leviathan panorama odtheof rhetherge mississippi river
now exhibiting at mason hall philadelphia philadelphia apnpn p 1848 ppap 3 4

ibid ppap 30 31

johnjoha rowson smith descriptive book ofaodaof a tour ofofeuropeeurope new york pettiner & gray 1855
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thereafter it was seen by huge audiences in england and on the
continent while he was in europe john rowson smith completed a
panorama of europe which he began showing to american audiences
upon his return in 1853 he then returned to his former craft of
theatrical scene painting and died in philadelphia in 1864 5

nauvoo one of the larger river towns represented in the smith
panorama was described in the exhibition guide as

A mormon city and settlement now deserted it is one of the finest loca-
tions for a town upon the river the great mormon temple stands
out conspicuous it isis the finest building in the west and if paid for
would have cost over half a million dollars it is built of a white stone
resembling marble 80 feet front by 150 deep and 200 feet to the top of
the spire the caps of the pilasterspi lasters represent the sun the base of them
the half moon with joe smiths profile the windows between the
pilasterspilasters represent stars A large female figure with a bible in one hand
is the vane an inscription on the front in large gilt letters reads as
follows the house of the lord built by the church ofjesusofjesus christ of
the latter day saints commenced april 6 1841 holiness to the
lord there is in the basement of the temple a large stone basin sup-
ported by twelve oxen of colossal size about fifteen feet high
altogether all of white stone and respectably carved A stair case leads
up to the top of the basin it is the fount where all the mormonscormons were
baptized it isis seen in the panorama standing aside the temple but in
the basement is its real situation the first view isis nauvoo and the
temple in the distance the next a large architectural elevation of the
temple showing all itsits details 6

in showings after 9 october 1848 the lecturer included the fact that
this splendid edifice was entirely destroyed by fire 7

nauvoo received more space in rowsonsRowsons panoramas than did
some of the other river towns because of the wide publicity the
famous city had received the public was anxious to see the great
temple and it was featured twice on the canvas the scale on which
it was painted is suggested by the fact that a common mississippi
riverboat that was only twelve feet long in real life was sixteen feet
long on the canvas 8

although the exact number of people who saw smiths
leviathan panorama is not known statistics are available concern-

ing other panoramas which were exhibited at about the same time as
that of smiths for example a panorama produced byjohnby john banvard

5dictionarydictionary ofamericanof American biography ed dumas malone 10 vols new york charles scribners 1935
9306

smithgsmith descriptive pamphlet p 11

cdermott7mcdermott lost panoramas ppap 59 69 italics inin the original
danieldarneldammel C haskell under the direction of I1 N phelps stokes american historicalprintshistorical prints new york the

new york public library 1927 p 120
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was seen by 400000 people in boston and new york alone and by
600000 in london 9 most likely smiths production enjoyed more
popularity than did banvards since smiths was larger and more
pretentious and showed scenes from the entire length of the river
whereas banvards contained scenes from only the lower part of the
river those who have studied these early panoramas agree that the
total viewers must have numbered high in the hundreds of
thousands 10

smiths panorama is lost but his painting of the nauvoo temple
has been preserved by an engraving found in grahams Ameiameiicanamericaniganicanegan

monthly magazine for april 1849 just a few months after the temple
was destroyed see page 197 the editor explained that by permis-
sion ofofmrjrmr J R smith we have caused a view of the mormon temple
at nauvoo to be engraved from his splendid panorama of the missis-
sippi and we give the engraving in this number As the building has
been recently destroyed by fire our engraving the first ever
published acquires additional value I111I1

the smith painting shows the temple from the customary front
and side views with the side disproportionately longer than the ac-
tual structure the relatively low walls may have been an adjustment
to the canvas space the building is generalized in many of its parts
there are no moonstone bases for the pilasterspilasters or stars on the
triglyphs the basement story is unusually high and the roof
balustrade pedestals are so high as to cover much of the chimney s

height above the roof
in comparison with photographs of the temple the steeple has a

revealed base a shortened clock section a lengthened observatory
and a low dome the angel over the dome faces the side rather than
the front smith places the baptistry outside for visibility and shows
one stairway and some of the oxen on either side

SAMUEL B STOCKWELL

the second mississippi panoramist who painted nauvoo and its
temple was samuel B stockwell he was born in boston in 1813 the
son of samuel stockwell an actor in the new york theaters before
his twentieth year young samuel became a scene painter at the old

bertha L heilbron the making ofaovaof a motion picture inin 1848 st paul minnesota historical society
1936 p 4 also joseph earl arrington john banvards moving panorama of the mississippi missouri and
ohio rivers the ersonfisonfilsonrisonellson club historical quarterly 32 lulyjulyouly 1958 2072074040

john10john F mcdermott to joseph earl arrington st louis missouri 11 june 1950
graham s american monthly magazine 34 april 1849 256 57 thisibis engraving was reproduced inin

mcdermottsMcDermotts lost panoramas odtheof fhethefae Mismlsmississimississippisissippiapi inin 1958 p 59 and inin the improvement era injulyinjuryin july 1962 ppap
513 17
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tremont theater in boston where many celebrities edwin forst
J B booth jenny lind john howard payne daniel webster and
charles dickens were to appear as actors singers and orators 12

stockwell was acknowledged as a most gifted and accomplished art-
ist who executed many fine scenic pieces in the palmy days of the
old tremont 13 he remained with the theater during the 1830

decade and then was called into the service of other theaters of the
south and west he was scenic artist for the ludlow and smith
theaters in new orleans mobile and st louis from 1843 to 1846
and acquired the reputation of being one of the cleverest scenic art-
ists in the country 14

before leaving his native boston in 1841 stockwell already had
ideas about painting the mississippi river and his theatrical work
helped to prepare him for that project which he undertook in 1847
and 1848 stockwell lived in a skiff on the river for some eight
months taking sketches and was occupied over eighteen months in
designing and painting the lower river was finished from march to
july of 1848 and the upper river from august to october of the same
year although he did all the sketching alone stockwell had the help
ofjohnofjohn RRJjohnstonohnston the landscape painter from cincinnati in paint-
ing it while it was in progress veteran captains and river pilots
visited stockwellsStockwells studio in st louis and gave high and en-
thusiasticthusiastic opinions of the merits of his work 15

the completed canvas measured 625 yards in length and twelve
feet high it was cut into four sections and wound around as many
rollers the rollers corresponded to the different parts of the 3500
miles of river scenery according to the boston transcript the first
section portrayed about 1000 miles on the lower river and com-
mences with a view of the gulf of mexico passes by gen
stonewall jacksons battle ground to the city of new orleans then
by lafayette natchez gen taylors plantation vicksburg mem-
phis to cairo and ohio city the second section shows the west
bank of the upper mississippi the mouth of the missouri a view at
sunset of rock island davenport and rock island town &cac the
third and fourth sections contain views of fort snelling lake pepin
the falls of st anthony galena at sunset the mormon city of

12 georgegeorfe C groce and david H wallace the new york historical societysSocie tys dictionary ofartistsof artists inin
america new haven conn yale university press 1957 p 606

13bostoboston daily evening transcript 27 august and 3 october 1849
14 14bostonboston transcript 20 august 1849 see also mcdermott lost panoramas ppap 69 70 and new orleans

darlydailydurlydalldaildali picayune 16 december 1843
st louis reveille 29 october 1848 see also joseph earl arrington the story of stockwellsStockwells

Papanoramaorama minnesota history 33 autumn 1953 2842849090 and mcdermott lost panoramas p 192
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nauvoo and fifty other picturesque and memorable points along
the upper river 16 nauvoo and its temple were thus near the end of
the panorama that covered the east bank of the mississippi

although parts of stockwellsStockwells panorama were previewed in july
the whole of it was not presented until october 1848 the st louis
citizens were interested in both the lower river since it was their com-
mercial outlet to the sea and the upper river dominated by st louis
shipping which attracted many fashionable sightseeing tours the
painting was taken downriverdownriver arriving at new orleans early in
december 1848 and remaining until february 1849 the newspapers
called public attention to the river towns depicted including the
mormon city of nauvoo with the temple etc on the upper
river 17 viewers felt they had rarely seen anything more beautiful
and interesting than it is fromgrom the mouth of the ohio to the falls of
st anthony 18 in february 1849 the exhibition moved to mobile
alabama where it was shown for two weeks and had increased
patronage 19 then in march it was booked for passage up the
alabama river on the boat emperor to montgomery the capital
where it was displayed for a week it then went by railroad and
stagecoach to macon and savannah georgia in april it was in
charleston south carolina in may and in baltimore in july the
high point came in boston with a four month run fromgrom august to
december 1849 where a reporter wrote that its immense size excites
our wonder 20 it was taken to cuba in 1850 but that adventure was
financially unsuccessful the plans to take it to europe were not car-
ried out probably because other mississippi panoramistspanoramists were already
on the continent then in 1853 this panorama was sold for a small
sum at a substantial loss stockwell had returned to his theatrical
work in st louis in 1852 and in 1854 he died of yellow fever in
savannah he was eulogized as an untiring student of his profes-
sion who left no superior and few equals behind him 21

no illustration of stockwell s painting of the nauvoo temple has
come to light nor any clues as to the present existence or the past
destruction of his famous painting although it is hazardous to
speculate on the specific forms stockwell depicts of the nauvoo tem-
ple there are clues the press listing of nauvoo with the temple
suggests views of both city and temple in a summer setting and

boston transcript 27 august 1849
7newnewanew orleans picayune 7 december 1848
ibid 16 february 1849

19 19mobilemobile press register 21 february 7 march 1849
20bortonboston20boston chromotypechronotypeChronotype 31 october 1849

2mcderrnottmcdermott lost panoramas ppap 688068 80
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from the artists method of using striking effects of light on his
scenes we may assume that they were painted in some picturesque
form of sunlight or moonlight it is probable that his sketches were
made in 1848 while the temple was still standing

LEON DE POMAREDE

leon de pomaredePomarede was the third major artist who painted
nauvoo and the temple as part of a mississippi river panorama
pomaredePomarede was born in tarbes france about 1807 studied in the
best schools in paris germany and italy for an artistic career and
emigrated to america arriving in new orleans in 1830 22 two years
later he went to st louis where he painted an early view of that city
and in 1834 decorated the st louis cathedral then he opened a
studio in new orleans and by 1841 he had decorated the new st
patrick cathedral and married the daughter of a prominent artist
antonio mondelli he opened a permanent studio in st louis in
1843 beginning a lifetime of service to that community in 1850
artistic works by this parisian knight of the easel adorned many
public and private edifices of the far west 23

pomaredePom arede also wanted to produce a work of art representing the
scenery upon one of the mightiest rivers in the world 24while24 while he
was on a journey to the upper mississippi in 1844 the picturesque
grandeur of the scenery upon its borders and its other peculiarities
struck him as a subject worthy of his pencil two years later he
made definite plans for the project which he carried out from june
1848 to september 1849 after a long time spent upon the deck of
a flat boat ascending and descending this father of rivers and tak-
ing the necessary sketches he commenced the work of transferring
them to canvas at st louis and after four years of incessant labor he
finished it 25 he had tried to cooperate with henry lewis in this
undertaking but when that collaboration failed he enlisted the ser-
vices of charles courtenay his studio associate and charles wimar
a young and promising protege

pomaredePomarede painted only the upper mississippi including both
banks of the river the completed work was on a canvas 625 yards in
length similar to stockwellsStockwells and represented the continuous river

netodeivneiv orleans picayune 8 december 1849
23 bulletin odtheof taethefae city art museum oest louislouls winter 1949 ppap 9 12 newark newjerseynew jersey advertiser

19 november 1850 joseph earl arrington leon D pomaredesPomaredes original panorama of the mississippi
river missouri historical society bulletin april 1953 ppap 261 73

24newnew orleans picayune 8 december 1849
newark advertiser 19 november 1850
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prairie and other scenery from the mouth of the upper river at cairo
to the falls of st anthony a distance of 1500 miles 26 the double
route up the west bank and down the east bank increased the
coverage to 3000 miles pomaredesPomaredes guidebook lists four sections or
rolls of scenery section fourth bad axe river rock and battle
cassvillesassvilleCassville mouth of fever river galena water power mills on the
upper rapids new boston illinois nauvoo the mormon city
warsaw illinois quincy illinois hamburg illinois mouth of
illinois river grafton bluffs above alton alton bloody island and
conflagration of st louis 27 the new york herald notes addi-
tional scenes and details a grand buffalo hunt by indians the
mormon temple upper ferry by sunset and grand dissolv-
ing view of the city of st louis on fire which happened on
the 17th of may 1849 and destroyed 23 steamboats and 400400
houses 28

A brief preview of some parts of pomaredePomarede s panoramic painting
was shown in st louis in august and the entire canvas was exhibited
there in september 1849 for a six week run it is estimated that
three fourths of the city s population of 50000 people saw it 29 the
intineintineraryinrineraryrary then moved along the southern route toward the east
similar to the route stockwell had followed earlier it arrived in new
orleans on 26 november 1849 and remained there until 5 january
1850 the panorama received unparalleled success and patronage
because of its handsome villages and towering cities and new
beauties upon every yard of canvas 30 the route then included
mobile and montgomery alabama columbus and savannah
georgia charleston south carolina wilmington fayette and
raleigh north carolina and petersburghPetersburgh and richmond virginia
it arrived in new york city in september 1850 where the people
turned out in full assemblies to see the new little known views of the
upper mississippi river 31 the artist opened his exhibition in
newark new jersey on 14 october for a six week run to crowded
houses then on 19 november 1850 the hall and panorama were
consumed by fire leon de pomaredePomarede returned to his home in
st louis determined to reproduce the famous painting but he never
did he resumed his long studio and theater career which came to an

26thethe western journaljournalistjournalstJournalStst louis mo october 1849 p 70 newark advertiser 19 november 1850
27 27mcdermottmcdermott lost panoramas p 156

new21new york herald 17 september 1850
29newarkNewark29 advertiser 19 november 1850 J calvin smith harpers statistical gazetteer odtheoftheof rhetherge world

new york 1855 p 1528
anew3newnew orleans picayune 8 december 1849

3newnewanew york herald 7 september 1850
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end in 1892 after sixty years devoted to art the mississippi
panorama was his masterpiece 32

pomaredePomarede painted nauvoo and its temple as being situated be-
tween new boston and warsaw illinois the guidebook captioned
it nauvoo the mormonscormonsMormons city 191 miles above st louis
pomaredePomarede took most of his information about nauvoo from charles
lanmanslanhansLanmans summer in the wilderness in 1846 33 the guidebook men-
tions the growth of nauvoo to 20000 inhabitants and its later decline
to 500 souls the city was in decay yet in the midst of this scene of
ruins stood the temple one of the finest buildings in america
after a description of the temple its style its baptistry and its cost
he stated that in the fall of 1848 this object of architectural beauty
and monument of fanaticism was destroyed by fire 34

it is doubtful that the picture of the nauvoo temple by leon de
pomaredePomarede is extant most of the panorama was destroyed and no rem-
nant has come to light nor has any engraving of it been reported
although the time of the nauvoo drawing is indefinite the artist
worked on the whole panorama from 1844 to 1849 thus the temple
could have been shown under construction as it was in 1844 to 1845
or fully completed as it stood from 1846 to 1848 or in ruins as it was
in 1848 and 1849 since the guidebook deals with nauvoo after the
mormon exodus it is probable that the full temple structure was
shown in an abandoned nauvoo it is also probable that nauvoo and
its temple were painted with special lighting effects in keeping with
pomaredePomarede s other panoramic scenes his program seems to have
followed the regular daily sequence of light as the boat advanced up
and down the river the nauvoo temple was painted in the last sec-
tion of the panorama which was made on the return voyage south-
ward from the head of the river section three ends with a night
scene of a prairie on fire and section four shows a sunset some
distance below nauvoo 35 nauvoo could have been painted in a
moonlight scene showing the temple in ruins or in a full daylight
scene depicting the great edifice in abandonment

HENRY LEWIS

the fourth panorama artist who sketched and painted the
nauvoo temple was henry lewis born in scarborough england on

32bulletin odtheof tlethe cirycitycrry art museum ofstoast louis winter 1949 ppap 8 14 18 110
33chariescharles lanman summer inin the wilderness embracing a canoe voyage up the mississippi and

around lake superior new york D appleton & company 1847
14pomaredespomaredesPomaredes original panorama ofodtherhetherge mississippi river from the north odtheoftheof rhetherge ohio river to the falls of

st anthony new york minnesota historical society 1849
new33new york herald 7 september 1850
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12 january 1819 the son of thomas G lewis henry came to
america at the age of ten with his father and two brothers he lived
in boston from 1829 to 1836 the last two years as an apprentice to a
carpenter then he went to st louis with the family and gained
employment as a stage carpenter at the opera house it was there he
came in contact with theatrical artists whose scenic paintings fas-
cinated him by 1844 he had decided to become an artist himself by
1845 as a self taught painter henry had made such progress and
gained such proficiency that he opened his own studio sharing it
with another artist james F wilkins he began painting local land-
scapes including a panoramic view of st louis receiving much en-
couragementcouragement for his productions he soon began fruitful associations
with a small cluster of scenic painters this small group developed in-
to a western school of panoramistspanoramists gaining national importance for
their mississippi river subjects 36

like the other panorama artists lewis devised ambitious plans
for producing a gigantic and continuous painting of the mississippi
river from the falls of st anthony to the gulf of mexico he
made preliminary sketching trips on the upper mississippi in 1846
and 1847 returning with a number of painted scenes he hadtriedhad tried
to cooperate with both stockwell and pomaredePomarede in the project but
clashing temperaments and plans soon dissolved each of those part-
nershipsnerships finally he and charles rogers teamed up in 1848 for the
systematic sketching of the whole river early in that year rogers
worked on the lower river and both sketched the upper river during
the summer while floating down the river on a specially designed
boat the menehahah having the sketches in hand lewis decided to
produce the panorama in cincinnati where another group of pan-
orama artists was in residence and available they were john L leslie
and john R johnston scene painters at the local national theater
edwin F durang who had worked in the new york theaters and
james B laidlaw the talented artist from drury lane in london
they each worked in their specialties with johnston doing figures
boats and cities the upper river was painted from september 1848
to may 1849 and the lower river was painted later mostly from june
to august 1849 charles rogers joined the staff at this point and
laidlaw is credited with adding the burning of st louis to the end of
the lower section 37

it was planned to have the panorama painted on 100000 square
feet of canvas by including both the mississippi and ohio rivers

mcdermott lost panoramas ppap 81 84 see also heilbron making ofaodaof a motion picture introduction
mcdermott lost panoramas ppap 85 86 88 192 n70
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upper sketching boat meneatene haba babhahhab on the upper mississippi from lewis das
mississippitlialmississipjjitbal courtesy of new york public library lower artists who painted
the mississippi panorama portrait on the left from minnesota history courtesy of
minnesota historical society right from nenelunewij york cosmopolitan art journal
courtesy of new york public library
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since the latter river did not become a part of the painting the size of
the completed canvas was reduced to only 75000 square feet the
lower river painting was 30000 square feet or an actual length of
2500 feet and height of twelve feet while the upper river painting
was 3750 feet in length and 45000 square feet altogether the total
length of both parts was more than a mile several times longer than
any of the other mississippi panoramas 38 lewiss panorama covered
3500 miles of scenery along the banks of the whole length of the
river it was divided into six and sometimes seven sections or rolls
each spanning a convenient length of the river three for the lower
and four for the upper river the subject matter included the
geographical regions along the banks the cities and towns river crafts
and traffic agriculture business and industries indian life and pic-
turesqueturesque landscapes all in the colors of nature 39

the upper mississippi panorama was exhibited first in cincin-
nati in april and may 1849 where crowds gathered to view it with a
pleasure mixed with fear at being in a large group during a cholera
epidemic 40 in june it was taken to louisville kentucky where the
artist received 429 for twelve performances the painting returned
to cincinnati for the summer then the splendid lower
mississippi was exhibited on 18 august for the first time after
which it remained in the background until december when it
became a regular part of dual exhibitions other mississippi
panoramas were taken up the ohio and down the mississippi rivers
but lewis in order to avoid these routes and maximize patronage
decided on the northern itinerary he opened at st louis on
27 august and closed on 26 september the river scenes affording
much pride to his fellow citizens there then he went up the illinois
river to peoria and on to chicago where the mayor welcomed the
pictorial river for a ten day run an editor reported specifically that

the architectural view of the nauvoo temple is a magnificent
work 41

the exhibition moved eastward along the great lakes route
stopping at milwaukee detroit and arriving in buffalo in december
1849 here in the area of mormon origins the temple attracted
special attention As the viewers watched the giant canvas pass by

3 westernwesternjournaljournal october 1849 henry lewis guidebook of the lower mississippi river panorama
MS inin edgar and emile stehle collection upper montclair newjerseynew jersey see also mcdermott lost panoramas
p 8855

39playbill of warren lewis & co of the upper and lower mississippi river at worcester mass dated
worcester 7 10 september 1850 specimen inin american antiquarian society boston see p 206

40 40mcdermottmcdermott lost panoramas p 130
buffalo new york express 21 december 1849 see also mcdermott lost panoramas ppap 130 31
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I1 I1 the magnificent building seems to be placed directly before the eye
its white marble walls glitter with beauty and its enormous dimen-
sions stand out almost like a city itself 42 in buffalo the lower river
section was now ready and added as a second exhibition then the
dual shows crossed new york with stops at rochester oswego
syracuse and utica john rowson smith had been in this area more
than a year before so the exhibition was taken next to washington
DC in april and may 1850 where it was viewed by president
zachary taylor senators and other officials of the government 43

after a two week trip to richmond virginia the panorama
passed through new england probably bypassing boston where
patronage had been captured already by three of the other
panoramistspanoramists it was shown in worcester and salem massachusetts in
the summer and then in portland maine in september and october
1850 editors pointed out the surprising prairie view and mormon
temple that occupied the whole frame on the stage as being well
worthy of the attention of the lovers of the beautiful 44 it was not a
barnstorming tour however because this was the fourth mississippi
river painting to cross the continent the iteneraryitineraryitenerary moved across
canada during the winter of 1850 1851 with stops at halifax
toronto kingston quebec and montreal in october 1851 the
whole exhibition was placed aboard a boat at montreal and shipped
to liverpool for openings there and elsewhere in england the
panorama of the great river was shown to the people in the
netherlands and germany in 1852 and 1853 to conclude the euro-
pean itinerary henry lewis decided to get more training inin art inin
dusseldorf germany a place so congenial that he lived there the rest
of his long life which ended in 1904 his famous panorama was sold
and taken to the orient where it became lost to history much of his
painting was preserved in book form and published in germany as
das afississippithalmississippithalMississipp ithal which was reprinted in america and is still in-
fluentialfluentialial today

some of the sketchbookssketchbooks of henry lewis are at the missouri
historical society in st louis and six sketches ofofnauvoonauvoo and its tem-
ple are among them two each of the building the baptistry and the
city 45 it is fortunate that his exhibition pamphlets contain
lithographs of the river scenes including a view of the nauvoo
temple at a distance separately in its finished form they

4242buffalobuffalo express 20 and 21 december 1849
Mirmissourisouri HistohistoricalreviewHistoricalfical review 29 april 1935 248 49
portland maine advertiser 71 and 13 september 1850

451letters451ettersetters of marjory douglas 23 november 15 and 21 december 1949 missouri historical society
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reflect the views found in the panorama 46 his views ofofnauvoonauvoo and
the temple have been reproduced 47

the diary of henry lewis which gives an account of his sketching
journey down the river has also been preserved the artist passed
nauvoo 16 june 1848 on his way up the river and stopped only brief-
ly he wrote

1 I came in sight ofofnauvoonauvoo just as the sun was an hour up the scene
was beautiful in the extreme as the history of this unfortunate city is a
melancholy one we staid a short time but not long enough to get a
sketch of the place

the sketches of nauvoo were made 28 to 30 july on the return
voyage he wrote

we came to the celebrated city ofofnauvoonauvoo where as the sun was just
setting we encamped and I1 immediately hurried up to take a look at
the temple and see it by sunset the next morning july 30th we
started from our encampment and floated down to the lower end of
nauvoo city we stopped to take a look at the town and finish our ex-
amination of the temple by exploring the interior 48148411

he recorded his response to the temple

taking into consideration the circumstances under which it was built it
isis a wonderful building and considering too that it is of no particular
style it dones does not in the least offend the eye by its uniqueness like
all most all innovation from old establishdestablished standards do it bears
a nearer remseblanceremseblance to the bysantiumbyzantium of or roman grecian style than
any other altho the capitals and bases are entirely unique still the cor
nices are grecian in part 49

lewiss notebook sketch of the whole temple is fragmentary but
it contains some of the essential elements of the building and its orna-
ment as an architect would record them it shows the main body of
the walls with the cornice and attic front without the steeple or roof
balustrades it has a high basement requiring eight front steps to
reach the portals only some of the pilasterspilasters windows and triglyphs
are drawn to indicate the ornamentation for the whole wall ten side
pilasterspilasters are suggested one more than the actual number the cor-
nice is shown with its great projection and a detail of its composition

41letter41letter of stewart leonard 7 february 1950 city art museum of st louis
47 47seymourseymour dunbar A history odtofTofoftravelintraveltavelinravelinin america 44volskvolsvolsvois indianapolis bobbs merrill 1915 412394 12391259

papers inin illinois history and transportation for 1937 p 170 illinois state historical society david E

and deliadelladeila S miller nauvoo the city of ofjosephjoseph santa barbara and salt lake city peregrine smith 1974
p 82 improvement era july 1962 512 17

ahenry4henryhenry lewis diary 16junel6junelejune 28 30july30 july 1848 quoted inin heilbron making a motion picture p 20 51
49henryhenry lewis diary ppap 51 52 quoted inin mcdermott lost panoramas p 114
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is set in the attic front shows only its pilasterspilasters with the balustrade
pedestals suggested above

the artist probably made other sketches of the temple as this
one is incomplete there were some changes from this preliminary
sketch to the final lithograph at first the steps were only in front of
the entrance whereas later they mounted from each side of the por-
tals as well as in front of them the number of side pilasterspilasters was
changed to nine some details of the sketch like the arched window
transoms and the four keystones of the frieze windows are not found
in the generalized forms of the complete drawing

the lewis sketchbookssketch books first publicly displayed in the st louis
art museum in 1949 furnish new materials on the nauvoo temple
not previously seen by the public the guidebook to lewiss
panorama also displayed simultaneously contains some contem-
porary information about nauvoo and its temple none of which is

new 50 the finished painting of the temple shows a pretentious
building that in several respects differs from the constructed build-
ing it is rather high and narrow and the length also falls short pro-
portionately the basement foundation seems unusually high the
three large circular windows immediately over the front portals and
the central rectangular window in the inscription space of the pedi-
ment are not found in the temple photograph the steeple has ver-
tical panels on the sides of the base section the clock section is of
equal height when compared to the other steeple sections the high
cupola has rather tall pedimentssedimentspediments around its base

the well ornamented temple is given a luxuriant environment
there are large trees overhanging on the left front with small trees to
the right and in the rear A large home is on the right front with
smaller ones on the side and in the rear A fence of posts connected
with chains surrounds the temple on the front and side two spec-
tators and a dog are seen in the front yard the temple stands on a
prominent site and is yellowish in color the colors of its surround-
ings are naturalistic the green and brownish foliage of late summer
blue sky and white clouds above5iabove51 see page 211

As the panorama movement spread other artists selected the
nauvoo temple as a subject for their paintings unquestionably it
was regarded as one of the great sights along the mississippi river

letter of charles van revenswaayravenswaayRevenswaay 2 february 1965 old sturbridge mass village letters of marjory
douglas 15 and 21 december 1949 missouri historical society charles gaylor Gaygaylerierler lewirpanoramalewis panorama
A description of lewilewislewy mammoth panorama of the mississippi river cincinnati printed at the
dispatch office 1849 ppap 12 13

ahenryhenry5henry lewis and george douglas das lllustnrte111ustriite Mississippmississippithalmississipptthalithal dusseldorf instimtinstitutinstitute von arnz and
company 1857 p 230
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resurrection

our grievous hearts we spend
gnawing against unalterables
making loud crescendo louder
until the echoing question
batters the bounds of infinity
ricocheting
smashing against itself
turning interrogative into imperative

why

11

then hangs silence heavy
mind and heart insatiable
no answer to feed upon
turn carnivorous
upon indigestible self

illlii

still
hangs the silence

heavy
hangs and waits
waits the heart hush
the earth logic to be stilled
to free feeling hearings
for soft whispering
ministering along veins tissue
and all between pricking
the quick of thorny primeval knowing

energy from agony
and opposition

allie howe isis an associateassociate professor of english Brigbrigharnbnghambanghamharn young university
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A new knowing of the old
A resurrection a surge rising
from red coals and ash white hot
A virtue refined fired
from gut pains and seared edges
A fiber toughened yet
tender to the everlasting fire

yielding
1 I do I1 will
thou sayestgayest

allie howe
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golgothas dawn comes ever slow

when my heart breaks for sudden hurt to death for pride
the death pains late at the piercing tide
my spirit shrivels shamed but blessed blind
I1 live the dying dark is kind

unfrocking will waits weak awake
want s harsh glare bites I1 writhe
pull back and loathing shrink
the tearing vivisectionssectionsvivi brink

penance prongs me why stand I1 still
who thorns me docile
dumb
who crucifies me who dares
ist I1 pride other s wares

stiff seconds scourge and seethe and kill
come
you little empty ones come
stroke the red raw resurrected flesh
come stroke my life

stumble thou dumbweightedcorpse
self willedbleedingspirit stumble
spread coldbludgeonedbludgeonedcold stark displayed
nakedhangingNakedhanging death afraid

lord whence comes the blow
above below
who shafts it
Is t I1 lord

the lights too bright
my heart hurts oh
golgothas dawn comes ever slow

for me
and painful

richard G ellsworth

richard G ellsworth associate editor of BBYUYU studies is a professor in the english department brigham
young university
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the first presidency statement on MX
inin perspective

steven A hildreth

on 35 may 1981 the first presidency of the church ofjesusofjesus christ
of latter day saints issued a statement on basing of the MX missile 1

although it took many people by surprise and simultaneously evoked
widespread national criticism and praise the statement was neither
considered hastily nor did it lack precedent since the earliest days of
the restoration church leaders have exercised their rights and
responsibilities in speaking out consistently on the moral issues of
war arms and peace their persistent pronouncements consonant
with christs teachings have always demonstrated deep spiritual
concern for mankind

the gospel ofjesusofjesus christ is a gospel of love and peace while on
the earth the savior pleaded with mankind to preserve peace mak-
ing it clear that contention among men or nations arises from the re-
jection of his teachings he indicated that peace and happiness
yearned for by man will come about only when humanity follows the
teachings and principles embodied in the gospel apostle john A
widtsoe once said there is no other way 2 the gospel of peace
has been preserved and promulgated in this dispensation by the first
presidency and other church authorities 3 who have explicated how
the gospel comprises the solutions to the fundamental causes of
conflict and disharmony

steven A hildreth works with the center for strategic and international studies georgetown university
first presidency statement on basinggaiinggabing of the MX missile the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day

saints salt lake city utah 5 may 19811981 reprinted min the ensign 11 june 1981 76
ajohn2johnohn A widtsoeWidtsoe Is war ever justified improvement era 55 july 1952 502
wilford woodruff said the lord will never permit me or any other man who stands as president of

the church to lead you astray G homer durham ed the discourses of wilford woodruff salt lake
city bookcraft 1969 ppap 212 13 marion G romney said of the first presidency what they say as a
presidency isis what the lord would say if he were here inm person and itit isis scripture thus saith the
lord inin conference report april 1945 p 90 joseph fielding smith said neither the president of the
church nor the first presidency nor the united voicevolcevoicevolce of the first presidency and the twelve will ever lead the
saints astray or send forth counsel to the world that isis contrary to the mind and will of the lord eternal
keys and the right to preside ensign 2 july 1972 88
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the MX statement is another historically important link in a
chain of longstandinglong standing church declarations on arms defense and the
general issue of war in all its stages in order for one to understand
better its importance the first presidency s MX message must be
placed in a historical context with similar church authority
statements

RENOUNCE WAR AND PROCLAIM PEACE

the renunciation of the idea that belligerency is justification to
reconcile disputes and the proclamation of the belief that peace will
be attained only through adherence to gospel principles have proven
the nexus of nearly all church pronouncements on war and peace
since the churchchurchschurches organization in 1830 during periods of inter-
national tensions church leaders have urged long suffering restraint
and negotiation while delineating the limitations and conditions
whereby the righteous are justified to wage war they have ex-
plicated also fundamental causes of war

struggling through a period of mob violence and consequent de-
jection at kirtlandKirdand ohio in 1833 the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith received
and recorded a revelation to renounce war and proclaim peace
dacd&c 9816 the lord also indicated that persecution and even
physical abuse should be endured patiently with resultant exponen-
tial blessings to a point wherein the righteous use ofoffereeforce is justified
the lord said that before he would give a commandment to justify
battle against onesone s enemies that a standard of peace should be
lifted several times to those who would fight his own and then the
lord would fight their battles see dacd&c 9823 44 immediate
retaliation or revenge exonerates the original injustice only under
such conditions as specified in this revelation can war be justified

two instances characterize joseph smiths faithful resolve during
those troubled times on one occasion he wrote that a mob was
I1 I1 armed with weapons of war whereupon the elders led by
the spirit of god to stop the effusion of blood entered into a
treaty with the mob to leave the county within a certain time 4 A
few years later a letter to the brethren in missouri from the prophet
and his counselors said we advise that you be not the first ag-
gressorsgressors if the people will let you dispose of your property
settle your affairs and go in peace you have thus far had an asylum

joseph smith jr history odtheof taethetad church ofjesusof jesus christ ofoflatterlafterlatter duyday saints ed B H roberts 7 vols
2dad ed rev salt lake city deseret book co 1932 1951 13941 394
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and now seek another as god may direct preserve peace
with all men show yourselves men of god 5

president brigham young distressed by the senseless waste in
the civil war said that each side was destroying the other all to
satiate their unhallowed and hellish appetite for blood 6 and he
later reaffirmed that peace would come only when the people turned
to god and ceased to do wickedly 7 after the war he observed
of one thing I1 am sure god never institutes war god is not the

author of confusion or of war they are the results of the acts of the
children of men confusion and war necessarily come as the results of
the foolish acts and policy of men but they do not come because god
desires they should come 8

in 1898 and again at the outbreak of world war I1 the first
presidency made similar statements renouncing war and proclaiming
peace through conformity to christ s standards 9

president heberjheberd grant during world war I1 requested the
improvementimprovementeraenaeraerw a church publication to publish several articles on
war to express his sentiments as he felt they would be of great value
to the youth of israel who are trying to follow the teachings of the
prince of peace president grant said he was grateful to the lord for
the impressions these stories made upon him in his youth because
they gave me a loathing and a horror of war which has never left
me I1 ylo110yio10 apostle james E talmage said this war was lucifersluciferoLucifers belated
attempt to renew the issue of enforcing unrighteous domain and
despotism upon mankind george albert smith as an apostle
agreed stating the adversary was whispering this is the thing to
do 12

in 1941 president david 0 mckay referred to the rejection of
christ s gospel of love which brought on the war in 1914 and the
subsequent smoulderingshoulderingsmouldering hatred in german hearts against other na-
tions for imposing perceived unjust terms of peace as the root
cause of world war 11II 13 throughout world war II11 the first

ibid 24552 455 on another occasionoccasion the prophet passed near a wooded area where he felt much de-
pressed inin spirit for there had been a great deal of bloodshed inm that place he remarked that
whenever a man of god isis inm a place where many have been killed he will feel lonesome and unpleasant and
his spirits will sink ibid 2662 66

journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1854 1886 1025610 256
71bidbid 1029510 295
ibid 1314913 149
james9jamesajames R clarkdarkoark ed messages odtheof taethe first presidency odtheof taethetad church ofjesusofjesus chraftchnstchrift ofoflatterlatterlutter wayday saints

7 vols salt lake city utah bookcraft 1975 329852983 298 99 5525 52
10 war and peace improvement era 18 july 1915 777
ljamesjamesijames E talmage mormonism and the war improvement era 21 october 1918 1030

12 12georgegeorge albert smith inin conference report april 1918 p 41
david 0 mckay let not your heart be troubled improvement era 44 december 1941

ppap 715 764
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presidency reiterated formally the admonishment to renounce
war 14 they recognized that the saints only course of action was to

support that government to which they hold allegienceallegiance and to
pray that god would turn their leaders to peace for god is not
pleased either with war or with the wickedness which always heralds
it 15 president mckay told church members that they could not
perform any single act to eradicate global hate and war but that they
could individually promote peace by living the gospel he explained
the controversy between interventionists and isolationists and
their different approaches to terminate war saying my message

today is to keep hate and enmity out of the controversy 16

during the period from korea to pre vietnam a number of
church leaders explained that the causes ofwar were mens desires for
personal power 17 their hatred and their hunger for revenge 18 their
disobedience of the first two commandments 19 their desire to rule by
force and not by love 20 and their worldwideworld wide lack of trust making
it possible to change the cold war into a contest of actual physical
war 21 apostle ezra taft benson said that peace can come only by
following the teachings and the example of the prince of peace 22

during the vietnam era apostle boyd K packer reviewed the
admonition to renounce war and proclaim peace calling war a
heinous hideous ugly thing23thing 23 he referred to the 1942 first
presidency statement on war stating the church is and must be
against war it cannot regard war as a righteous means of settl-
ing international disputes these should and could be settled the
nations agreeing by peaceful negotiations and adjustments 24 on
memorial day in 1971 president harold B lee stated that the 1942
first presidency statement was just as valid in our time as it was then
he concluded the true christians position on war is clearly set

deejamessceseejamessee james R clarkdarkoark messages odtheof the first presidency 6116gilg6 116 19 139 140140141 148 63 passim 182 83

189 216 17 and 219
to a world at war improvement era 43 december 1940 712 from general conference

4 october 1940
mckay let not your heart be troubled p 764 elder stephen L richards stated

when mens minds are enlightened they will not permit themselves to be poisoned by the
most deadeadlydlyadly virusvirus inm all the world hate and enmity let us never forget that love isis ordained as the saving
grace for all mankind stephen L richards the church inin ivarwarparpurimar and peace independence mo zions
printing and publishing co 1943 p 181

17widtsoewidtsocWidtsoesoc Is war ever justified p 503
18 18spencerspencer W kimball to you our kinsmen improvement era 62 december 1959 939
19joseph19joseph fielding smith war and the gospel ofjesus christ improvement era 63 january 1960 16

davidiodavid 0 mckay for a better world improvement era 63 october 1960 702
alam2alvinalvmbalvin R dyer the fallacy salt lake city bookcraft 1964 p 85

ezra taft benson A world message improvement era 64 june 1961 433

doydboyd3boydeboyd K packer the member and the military improvement era 71 june 1968 5588

ibid p 60 message of the first presidency improvement era 45 may 1932 348
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forth by a declaration in which the lord says therefore renounce
war and proclaim peace 25

SUBsubjectionJECTION TO presidents AND KINGS

the twelfth article of faith states LDS belief in being obedient
and subject to civil authority 26 the church also believes in
befriending that law which is the constitutional law of the land
dacd&c 986 the lord will hold men accountable for their acts in
relation to their civil government dacd&c 1341 in light of the
saviors teachings regarding warfare military service is necessarily an
important moral issue in the past where a formal call to arms
was issued church authorities have urged members to serve their
respective countries if required

in both the mexican american war 1846 and the spanish
american war 1898 when the united states government asked for
volunteers the first presidency gave its consent to those mormonscormons
who desired to serve 27 during world war 1I president joseph F
smith urged those who would serve to remain men of honor with-
out a bloodthirstyblood thirsty desire to kill and to destroy 28 after the war
utah s brave sons were praised for their patriotic devotion 29

during world war 11II the first presidency praised church members
for their generous charitable contributions in suppportsuppport of the
government s war efforts 30 A formal constitutional call to armed
service was felt by church leaders to be an obligation of the highest
civic duty and was acceptable as long as men remained men of
honor 31 elder packer after quoting the previous statement add-
ed A man does not necessarily have to volunteer it was hoped
that the church s youth would have the strengthening stabilizing
development of missionary service and schooling before they
entered if indeed they are required to do so at all 32 this stand
remained unaltered through the korean and vietnam conflicts

although the honorable soldier who wages war in defense of
his country and on behalf of his government is guiltless nevertheless
there is accountability for warfare the first presidency has said

25haroldharoid B lee from the valley of despair to the peaks of hope new era I11 august 1971 4 and 5
26joseph smith jr the articles of faith oftheodtheof the church ofjesusofjesus christ oflatterof latter day saints inin history

odtheoftheof raetheram church 45414 541
seeeejamesdeejamesee james R clarkdarkoark messages odtheof rhetherge first presidency 1 294 304 and 3295293 29 298 99

2ibidbibidbid 5525 52
19 special notice james R clarkdarkoark messages of the first presidency 5175 1711 and james E talmage

mormonism and the war p 1029
30 the church s part m defense james R clarkdarkoark messages ofodtherhethe first presidency 6163gigy6 163 64
31 message of the first presidency improvement era 45 may 1942 348 49

seeee packer member and the military ppap 58 61 and gordon B hinckley A silver thread inin the
dark tapestry of war improvement era 71 june 1968 48 50
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that sin as moroni of old said is to the condemnation of those who
sit in their places of power in a state of thoughtless stupor those

rulers in the world who in a frenzy of hate and lust for unrighteous
power and dominion over their fellow men put into motion eternal
forces they do not comprehend and cannot control god in his own
due time will pass sentence upon them 33

UNHOLY RULE OF FORCE

church leaders have warned that wartime activities and
militarism should not affect postwar attitudes and behavior in work-
ing for peace or war could break out again elder widtsoe noted that

mans unappeased greed and selfishness cause war and with its
subsequent defeat greed is transmuted into hate and wars recur
again such is the ungodly downward sequence 34 the first
presidency disappointed with continuing european hostilities after
world wars I1 and II11 said the sword has not been fully sheathed
the voice of suspicion and strife has not been entirely stilled 35

following world war 11II nearly eighty percent of the american
people supported a oneyearone year universal military training program 36

opposing this proposition the first presidency warned the posses-
sion of great military power always breeds thirst for domination for
empire and for a rule by might not right by building a huge
armed establishment we shall belie our protestations ofpeaceof peace and
peaceful intent and force other nations to a like course of
militarismm 3377

president J reuben clarkdarkoark a counselor to church presidents a
brilliant statesman38statesman38 and spiritual leader said this is the unholy
rule ofoffereeforce the unholy rule that might makes right this is the
rule that has lain behind every great empire 39 president mckay
proposed that in order for peace to come the world must supplant
the rule ofoffereeforce by the rule of love 40

the churchechurchs part inin defense james R clarkdarkoark messages odtheoftheof rhetherge first presidency 61606 160igo 61
john34john A widtsoeWidt soe foundations of peace improvement era 43 february 1940 125
james R clarkdarkoark messages odtheof the first presidency 51855 185

36 george H gallup the gallup poll public opinion 193519711935 1971 33volskvolsvolsvois new york random house
1972197231972537233725725723 24

james R clarkdarkoark messages odtheof the first presidency 66241241 42 italics added
james E talmage saidjsaida reuben clarkdarkoark possessed the brightest mind to ever leave utah see bakhambnghambnkham

young university studies 13 spring 1973119731975 425 marion G romney referred to president clarkdarkoark s spiritual
greatness in his foreword totojJ reuben clarkdarkoark stand fast by our constitution salt lake city deseret book
1962 ppap v virviivrrvii

395J reuben clarkclarkjrjr in time of war improvement era 42 november 1939 657
mckay for a better world p 702 elder widtsoe said the weapons for fighting a righteous war

should be the teaching of truth and right and the exclusion of the unrighteous from associationassociation with the
righteous the bloody wars inin which we have engaged on earth are really a type of murder unacceptable to
the lord of heaven Is war ever justified 5 p 503
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church leaders recognized that militarism with its consequent
propensity for war and enmity is not a valid gospel approach to
secure peace postwar behavior dictates the nonantagonistic pursuit
of peaceful solutions recognizing that partisan rivalry and hard line
opposition to the post world war I1 treaties and league of nations
threatened future peace president heberjheberd grant said he regretted
the utilization of the standard works by some to oppose the treaty for
such use had nearly polarized the church 41 he felt the pursuit
of world peace should not be superseded by politics or other less
important considerations

instruments OF DEATH

invariably arms are employed their peacetime buildup en-
cumbers mens progress their use both threatened and real must
be limited by moral constraints this is especially true for nuclear
weapons

president brigham young said while civil war loomed from
the authority of all history the deadly weapons now stored up and
being manufactured will be used until the people are wasted
away 42 nations which manufacture instruments of death even-
tually use them A year later he added A large share of the in-
genuity of the world is taxed to invent weapons of war what a set of
fools 43 president lorenzo snow in 1901 urged world leaders to dis-
band their armies and turn their weapons of strife into imple-
ments of industry 44 in 1937 while europe prepared again for war
the first presidency warned the nations they were sitting on a
mountain of explosives accumulated in defiance of christs
teachings 454 5

during world war 11II the first presidency noted that the war
could no longer be settled peaceably although they renewed their
hopes for such a solution but that it would end only with superior
armed forces by increased number of swifter planes by more shatter-
ing bombs and other weapons of destruction but peace will be main-
tained only by nobler men and by more christlikechrist like nations 46 in

4heberdheberjHe berJ grant the treaty of peace restoration of the gospel improvement era 23 december
1919 109

42journaljournalofdiscoursesofdiscourres 81578 157
ibid 88324324

44jamesjames R clarkdark messages odtheof taethefae first presidency 3334535455543 334354554
45lbidibid 6396 39 during this time elder widtsoewicltsoe said it isis folly to build great armaments of steel for

defense or offense and fail to build the mightier weapons that issueissue from obedience to the gospel ofjesusofjesus
christ the gospel of peace warships airships or diplomacy may end a war but warfare will not
cease until men obey his word and seek unselfishly and inin might to love one another foundations of
peace p 125

lamesjames R clarkdark messages ofodtherhethe first presidency 61836 183185 and 189 italics inin original
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the post world war II11 era the attention of church leaders to ques-
tions of nuclear warfare and development were most clearly articu-
lated by president J reuben clarkdarkoark who saw nuclear weapons as part
of the ongoing abandonment of humanizing principles

we have been among the leaders in developing the great principles of
the laws of war that went to the humanizing of war most of which
went into the discard when we entered world war I1 and most that
were left went when we entered world war II11 we had developed since
the time of grotiusGrottus the doctrines that tended to control and limit the
destruction of noncombatantscombatantsnon old men women children all that
went by the board at hiroshima 47

nuclear weapons were considered the greatest potential curse
that man has yet known 48 none of the general authorities of
the church during the 1960s and 1970s modified president clark s

observations

THE FIRST presidency AND MX

since the time joseph smith copied into his journal an article on
the british chinese war and wrote oh the horrors of christian
warfare the church has demonstrated consistency in opposing war
and arms proliferation most recently president spencer W kimball
said

when enemies rise up we commit vast resources to the fabrications of
gods of stone and steel ships planes missiles fortifications

when threatened we become antienemyantienemy instead of pro kingdom
of god we train a man in the art of war and call him a patriot thus in
the manner of satansgatans counterfeit of true patriotism perverting the
saviors teachings 49

since the proposed MX plan was announced the first presidency
has twice denounced the nuclear arms race their 1980 christmas
message expressed dismay at growing international tensions and the
I1 cuntunrestrictedunrestrictedtunrestricted building of arsenals of war including huge and
threatening nuclear weaponry 50 they expressed confidence in the

47547 reuben clarkclarkjrjr our dwindling sovereignty address delivered at the 4thath annual pi sigma
alpha lecture at the institute of government university of utah 13 february 1952 p 22

48asAs quoted inin edwin firmage and christopher blakesly J reuben clarkclarkjrjr law and international
order BYU studies 13 spring 1973 306n the article containscontains many of clarks statements
appp 273346273 346

19 spencer W kimball the false gods we worship ensign 6 june 1976 4 in 1900 heberheberdheberjJ
grant said how natural itit isis for us to bow down and almost worship the warriorwarrior but with humble and
faithful men like the brethren referred to a warriorwarrior who isis such not from a high sense ofdutyofduty and patriotism
but simply from an ambition to be great inin the eyes of his fellows or to make a name for future
generations isis a pigmy inm comparison humble devotion vs military glory improvement ergera 3
february 1900 301 302

51 christmas51christmas message from the first presidency churchnewscounchchurch news deseretnewsdeseret news 20 december 1980 p 3
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negotiating process of conflict resolution which could save the
world from a holocaust their 1981 easter message warned of
increasing global tensions and the escalation of arms they urged
US and other world leaders to resolve their differences through
negotiation 51

the MX statement was issued after the brethren had spent con-
siderablesiderable effort examining the secular issues of the MX basing
mode while reaching a spiritual consensus this statement warned
of the inevitable consequences of arms proliferation even when
defensive in intent its fundamental thrust however was concern
over the physical socioeconomicsocio economic and human survival problems in-
herent in the current MX plan the first presidency stressed that it
would be ironic to base these weapons of mass destruction in the
same general area where the church carries forth the gospel ofpeace
to the peoples of the earth they concluded

with the most serious concern over the pressing moral question of possi-
ble nuclear conflict we plead with our national leaders to marshal the
genius of the nation to find viable alternatives which will secure at an
earlier date and with fewer hazards the protection from possible enemy
aggression which is our common concern 52

the arms race is of intense concern to the brethren and they
deplore nuclear weapons proliferation they stress the dangers of MX
to US national security 53 placed in historical perspective the first
presidency statement on MX clearly advocates an end to the arms
race urges reconsideration of alternatives not necessarily alternative
modes of MX and emphasizes negotiation

VIABLE alternatives

A number of alternatives to MX can be conceived these fall
within three general areas each presupposes certain assumptions
which the reader must consider each set of assumptions possesses its
own unique prospects and problems

the first area embodied by the dictum peace through
strength includes all aspects of coercive persuasion in the interna-
tional environment persuasion long suffering and love
unfeigned see dacd&c 12130 43 are not often mentioned this
area includes all forms of nuclear nonnuclearnonnuclear and conventional

51 easter message A plea for peace deseret news 18 april 19811981 p 3

52first52 first presidency statement on basing of the MX missile p 76 italics added
jerry cahill LDS church spokesman church office building salt lake city utah telephone conver-

sationssationslations on 6 13 and 27 may 1981
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deterrence in addition to any nonmilitary compulsory modes of
pressure

the second area includes arms control and disarmament efforts
these seek to reduce through stability in the balance of power the
chance of war in earlier years president J reuben clarkdarkoark said we
are being generously dosed with that sovereign narcotic which
designing militaristsmilitarisms have in the past always administered to their
peoples the doctrine that to ensure peace we must maintain a great
army and gigantic armaments 54

the third area the gospel of peace is best summarized in the
context of this article by three statements president mckay stated
that the most ominous threat to the peace of mankind is not
the probable misuse of the atomic bomb but the dwindling in mens
hearts of faith in god 55 president clark said you cannot bring
the millennium by negotiating a treaty but only by placing the
gospel of jesus christ in the hearts of all mankind 56 marion G
romney as an apostle similarly remarked this is the way peace
comes in this world it can be obtained in no other way the prom-
ised peace of our text emanates from christ he is the source of it
his spirit is the essence of it 57 true and permanent global security
can neither be purchased with force nor can it be negotiated it will
come only in following christ only obedience to gospel principles
will resolve the fundamental causes of war and bring about true and
permanent global security

conclusion

As the church expands rolling forth as the stone which is cut
out of the mountain without hands until it has filled the whole
earth dacd&c 652 see also daniel 234254234254 so shall the eyes of an
increasingly troubled world turn searching for peace a peace
ultimately to be found only in the gospel ofjesusofjesus christ the church
will emerge as the standard of christ s gospel and will stand in-
dependent above all other creatures beneath the celestial world
dacd&c 7814 individually as citizens of church and state and
world we must remember to

54jJ reuben clarkdark jr stand fast by our constitution p 7711 he also referred to the excess burden of
armaments which isis now bowing our backs to the breaking point ibid p 131

david 0 mckay faith triumphant improvement era 50 august 1947 507
oarkdarkclark dangers of the treaty pointed out quoted inin james B alienallenailen J reuben clarkdarkoark jr on

american sovereignty and international organizations BYU studies 13 spring 1973 353
57 marionmarlon G romney peace inin this world improvement era 70 june 1967 79
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keep hate and enmity out of the controversy there is no bet-
ter way to bring about harmony and peace in our country and
in the world than for every man and woman first to eliminate from his
or her heart the enemies of harmony and peace such as hatred
selfishness greed animosity and envy 58

certainly the first presidency had every right prophetically and
historically to make this official statement on MX that statement is
but one more prophetic warning among many such warnings and ad-
monitionsmonitions it is completely consistent in tone and message with all
that the preceding prophets have said

bmckaymckay5mckay let not your heart be troubled p 764
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leaving sunday school

brightly pastel as if tufting the air she twirls
at the door beribbons her hair and pats her dress
going out As if in gossamer she smiles distress
that her shoelaces undone bounce like curls
As she runs there by a sycamore tree squirrels
turn and dart before her up the bark to impress
sparrows robins and wrens observing not less

than spring and her especially who furis
A lilac with dextrous twist around her finger
As I1 say she should run she does down a walk
but then I1 wish I1 had asked her to stop and talk
to tell me why she should not solemnly linger
to consider furry and feathery creatures up there
how she could saucily teach them how better to care
for each other

clinton F larson

clinton F larson a professor in the english department is poet in residence at brigham young university
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mormon bibliography
L

1981

scott H duvall

in 1978 approximately 220 books pamphlets and articles were
published on mormon topics in 1979 the figure rose to 335 and in
1980 it increased to 367 this burst of publishing which took place
during the 1979 1980 years occurred in large measure we at special
collections in the harold B lee library thought because of the
sesquicentennial celebration frankly we expected a decrease in
mormon publication in 1981 we were wrong of the 531 items in
this mormon bibliography 19811981 44525 2 were published in 19811981 the
rest appeared in 1980 and are included in the figure for that year
several of these were masters theses and phd dissertations which

were not included in last year s bibliography the interest in mor-
mon topics by the non mormon as well as the mormon audience is
still growing

an analysis of the different sections of this bibliography and a
comparison with last year s bibliography will aid the readers under-
standing of this growth for example in the arts and literature
section this year there are fifty four entries compared with forty four
last year the publication of mormon novels in 1981 surpassed
the record set in 1980 there seems to be an audience for novels
which are set in mormon experience whether that experience be inir
the past or the present

the largest increase over last years bibliography occurred in the
contemporary books and articles section 121 compared to 69
articles on soniajohnsonSoniajohnson the ERA mormon women s concerns
the MX missile issue and the joseph smith III111ili blessing were the
major topics which attracted national and church attention in fact
these issues prompted more national press coverage in 1981 than did
the sesquicentennial activities of 1980

although in the inspirational section of the bibliography the
same number of entries appear this year as did last year the overall
emphasis among these publications shifted in 1980 the majority of

scott H duvall is assistantassistant curator of special collections harold B lee library brigham young university
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items listed in this section aimed at encouraging people to live better
personal lives see for example paul H dunns I1 challenge you

I1 promise you the ellsworthssworthsellsworthgEll getting to know the rearrealRearedrealyoulYouyou
or randall mehew s to lengthen ones stride A personal guide to
better living in 1981 however the amount of publication of this
nature decreased while several more items pointed specifically to
marriage and family relationships

change also occurred this year among those books and articles
listed under the doctrinal heading not only did the amount of
material in this section increase from forty nine to ninety two but also
publications appeared on topics not treated last year for instance
the coverage of marriage family and priesthood from a doctrinal
viewpoint marks a change in publishing and writing emphasis in
addition several items appeared which dealt with various church
doctrines in their historical settings see for example thomas G
alexander the word of wisdom from principle to require-
ment dialogue 14 fall 1981 78 88 or linda K newell A gift
given A gift taken washing anointing and blessing the sick
among mormon women sunstone 6 september october 19811981

16 25
in short the amount of publication on mormon topics continued

unabated in 1981 some shifts of emphasis and some increases in the
amount of material listed in different sections of the mormon bib-
liographyliography 1981 have been noted it is hoped this analysis will aid
those students of current mormonism who watch for such changes
however subtle these changes may be

ARTS AND literature
agrelius mike comes a poet whittier calif happy valley publishers 1981
agrelius mike bagley pat benson steve and call bruce especially for anyone

whittier happy valley publishers 1980
alienallenailen jean five women portraits in sourtourfourbour acts provo utah new century press

1981
alienallenailen pat M love Is easy love Is hard and other stories salt lake city

utah bookcraft 1981
allred gordon starfire salt lake city deseret book co 1981
arnold marilyn art and the noble idea this people 2 conference 1981

24 27
bart peter thy kingdom come new york the linden press simon &

schuster 1981
blake jennifer golden fancy new york fawcett gold medal 1980
booth wayne C art and the church ororthethe truths of smoother dialogue

13 winter 1980 9 25
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bradshaw merrill toward a mormon aesthetic brigham young university
studies 21 winter 1981 91 99

card orson scott saintspeakSaintspeak the mormon dictionary salt lake city orion
books 1981

chaffin bethany legacy of a long and gentle season orem utah noble
publishing 1980

cheney thomas E ed mormon songsfromsongs aromfromatom the rocky mountains A compilation
of mormon folksongs salt lake city university of utah press 19811981

christmas R A another angel dialogue 14 summer 1981 117 131151
cracroft richard H seeking the good the pure the elevating A short history

of mormon fiction part 1I ensign 11 june 1981 56 62
seeking the good the pure the elevating A short history of

mormon fiction part 2 ensign july 1981 56 61
cox janet summer green salt lake city deseret book co 19811981

crockett maline C aforemore stories to see and share salt lake city deseret book
co 19811981

decker delynn concerning love and other things provo MC printing 1980
durrant george D and durrant matthew M theres an enemy sub in potters

pond salt lake city bookcraft 1981
egbert robert L shocks of grain dialogue 13 winter 1980 66 70
eyre richard M the awakening salt lake city bookcraft 1981
gardner john afickelssonsmickelssonsMickels sons ghosts new york knopf 19811981

gerstner nickolaenickolagNickolae and andersonandersonjuanitajuanita B no bed in deseret new york ace
books 1981

gunn richard L A search for sensitivity and spirit saltlakecitysaltsait lake city deseretbookdeseret book
co 19811981

henrie maxine anderson spurlocksSpur locks saint orem randall publishers 1981
hughes dean hooper hallerholler salt lake city deseret book co 19811981

jones helen walker A proselytors dream dialogue 14 spring 1981 77 83
keele alan frank trailing clouds of glory artistic treatments and

mistreatmentsMistreatments of the pre existence theme sunstone 6 july august 19811981

47 51
lambert neal E ed literature of belief sacred scripture and religious ex-

perienceperience provo religious studies center brigham young university 1981
mccloud susan evans for love ofofivyolivyivy orem kenning house 19811981

morgan howard pancho andeeandmeand me newport beach calif crown summit books
1981

nance debbie my family tree begins with me salt lake city hawkes
publishing 1980

newman marsha reflections of eve and her daughters concord calif well-
spring 1981

pearson carol lynn overheard at the dance salt lake city bookcraft 19811981

the ready relief societysSocietys sisters notebook salt lake city
bookcraft 1980

seven poems this people 2 winter 1981 32 33
perry dennis R clinton larsons the witness the quest for a mormon mythic

consciousness masters thesis brigham young university 19811981

peterson levi S the shrivepriceShriveprice sunstone 6 september october 1981
50 58

randle kristen home again N hollywood calif embryo books 1981
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richards aurelia the mormon trail salt lake city hawkes publishing 1980
scripture stories salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

1980
sealy shirley dont tell me no salt lake city RIC publishing co 198119 8 1

sillitoe linda demons sunstone 6 may june 1981 40 43
new voices new songs contemporary poems by mormon

women dialogue 13 winter 1980 47 61
stewart doug and thomson linda higham starchilystarchildStarchild pleasant grove utah

ensign productions 1981
straubhaakstraubhaarStraubhaak sandy and joe science fiction and mormonism A three way

view sunstone 6 july august 1981 52 56

takahashi jeannie happily ever after salt lake city bookcraft 1919818 1

terry ann the secret of the diamond fireside salt lake city RIC publishing
co 19811981

turner jessie silhouettes ofthoughtthoughtof salt lake city hawkes publishing 1980
waite lu jones downwind clouds of fire orem randall publishers 19811981

weyland jack first day of forever and other storiesforstories rorfor LDS youth bountiful
utah horizon publishers 1980

punch and cookies forever and other storiesforstories fotfor LDS youth boun-
tiful horizon publishers 1981

sam salt lake city deseret book co 1981

contemporary

all on fire an interview with soniaSonisoniajohnsonjohnsonajohnson dialogue 14 summer 19811981

27 47
allenalienailen james B and harris john B what are you doing looking up here

graffiti mormon style sunstone 6 march april 1981 274027 40
anderson lavina fielding messages from the manuals exponent 11II 8 fall

1981 1 4
mormon women and the struggle for definition contemporary

women sunstone 6 november december 1981 12 16

bahr howard M religious intermarriage and divorce in utah and the mountain
states journal for the scientific study of religion 20 september 19811981

251 61
baker terry R A marital strengthening program for latter day saints phd

dissertation brigham young university 1980
barber phyllis culture shock utah holiday 11 november 1981 31 40
barker janet freeman up from depression again exponent 117II11 7 winter

1981 13

bennion francine russell mormon women and the struggle for definition
what Is the church sunstone 6 november december 1981 17 20

biggest gene study ever science digest 89 june 1981 25
bitton davis embracing the whole truth sunstone 6 march april 1981

50 51
bradlee benbenjrbenarjr and van atta dale prophet oxbloodofbloodof blood the untold story ofervil

lebaron and the lambs of god new york G P putnamsputnamsrPutnams sons 19811981
brennan janice hartman analysis of clothing needs of LDS families in

guatemala city and the extent to which homemakers meet those needs
through home sewing master s thesis brigham young university 19811981
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brigham janet shades of black and white living the gospel in the business
world this people 2 conference 1981 38 41

A thousand lights christmas on temple square this people
holiday 1981 12 13

bringhurst newell G saints slaves and blacks the changing place of black
people within mormonism westport colo greenwood press 1981

britsch R lanier on the pacific frontier the church in the gilbert islands
ensign 11 october 1981 28 31

brockbank linda LDS church educational objectives and motivational
influences for seminary attendance A comparative analysis mastersthesismasters thesis
brigham young university 1981

brown robert L and brown rosemary they lie in wait to deceive A study of
anti mormon deception mesa ariz brownsworth publishing co 1981

brown victor L human intimacy illusion andrealityundand reality salt lake city parliament
publishers 1981

buckley william fjrajrF jr strange declaration of the mormonscormonsMormons nationalreviewnational review
33 26 june 1981 740

burke frank edward A demographic study of a singles branch in the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints masters thesis university of utah 1980

cahill jerry P the seattle temple ensign 11 february 1981 7755 76
campbell beverly challenges of thethe80s80s the new era 11 april 1981 18 21
carpenter teresa courage and pain women who love god and defy their

churches redhookredbookRedbook april 1980 p 19
christensen david alma an analysis of the speaking style of ezra taft benson

1943 1968 masters thesis brigham young university 1980
church of jesus christ of latter day saints mormonscormonsMormons in handbook of

denominations in the united states 7thath ed rev edited by frank S mead
ppap 91 98 nashville tenn abingdon 1980

church of jesus christ of latter day saints the well known secret of
happiness readers digest november 19811981 ppap 63 66

collins william P the bahai faith and mormonism A preliminary survey
world order 15 fall 1980 winter 1981 33 45

contrerasContreracontrerasjcontrerasjosJJ selling ERA to mormonscormonsMormons newsweek 13 july 19811981 p 2266
A conversation with beverly campbell dialogue 14 spring 1981 45 57

crowther jean decker what do I1 do now mom growing up guidance for
young teenage girls bountiful horizon publishers 1980

dastrup suzanne little succeeding as a single parent implications for divorced
latter day saints masters thesis brigham young university 19811981

dean brucebrucejohnjohn marvin chinese christianity since 1949 implications for the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints masters thesis brigham young
university 1981

derr jill mulvay one comanswomans perspective exponent 117II11 7 spring 1981 5

education in zion intellectual inquiry and revealed truth sunstone 6
january february 1981 59 61

ehlers carol jeanne robinson vickiVickvickijoijojo and newbold elisha M the daughters of
god prophecy andpromiseand promise salt lake city hawkes publishing 1981

elberteibertelbertjoanjoan mormonscormonsMormons and the MX missile christian century 98 15 22 july
19811981725725 26

esplin fred the saints go marching on learning to live with success utah
holidaholldayholiday 10 june 1981 33 48
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flintjerryflint jerry bye bye birdie forbesforces 8 8junejunebjune 1981 ppap 31 32
gardner marvin K taking the church anywhere ensign 11 june 1981

38 44
goodman vera ERA the new face of missionaries new Directiondirectionsdirectionsorsorjornorforyor

women 10 july august 1981 1

gruss edmond C cults and the occult phillipsburgPhillipsburg NJ presbyterian and
reformed publishing co 1980

hall bill yesterdays minorities how quickly we forget liberty 76 march
april 1981 9

harper bruce T the church publishes a new triple combination ensign 11
october 1981 8 19

hawkinshawkinsjeanjean davey reminiscence growing up female and mormon expo-
nent 118II11 8 fall 1981 7

hill donald Ggjrajr jr the beginning of actual life sunstone 6 july august
1981 25 27

hill jonathan rice A kinship survey of cancer in the utah mormon popula-
tion phd dissertation university of utah 1980

hogan edward R A mighty change of heart dialogue 13 winter 1980
71 74

howard richard P the joseph smith III111ili blessing designation the story of the
LDS RLDS exchange saints herald 128 1 may 1981 12

hrebenar ron utah the most republican state in the union the social
sciencejournalsolencescience journal 18 october 1981 103 14

in the battle for the ERA a mormon feminist waits for the balloon to go up
people magazine 29 december 1980 5 january 1981 ppap 66 67

james kimberly between two fires women on the underground of mormon
polygamy the therean 1981 68 82

johnson sonia from housewife to heretic garden city NY doubleday 19811981

the woman who talked back to god and didnt get zapped
Ms november 1981 p 51

kan stephen H and kimkirnkimnkimm yunyuriyurl religious affiliation and migration intentions
in nonmetropolitan utah rural sociology 46 winter 1981 669 87

kimble teena the mormon way A guide to the mormon lifestylelife style salt lake
city bookcraft 1981

kocol cleo F civil disobedience at the mormon temple humanist 41
september october 1981 5

larsen kenneth L the mormon prophet search 148 fall 1981 42 43
lebaron verlan M the lebaron story lubbock tex keels & co 1981
lee rex and janet woman an LDSLD S perspective this people 2 fall 198119 8 1

20 23
lubeck kathleen sweet harmony mormon youth symphony and chorus

the new era 11 march 1981 20 25
lynn karen sensational virtue nineteenth century mormon fiction and

american popular taste dialogue 14 fall 1981 101 11

MX basing change sought aviation week andspaceundand sadoespace technology 114 11 may
1981 26

madsen harold S A new direction in language testing concern for the one
brigham young university studies 21 spring 1981 189 204

marcusruthMarcumarcussRuthruth NOW revives attempt to remove mormon judge nationallawnational nawlaw
journal 3 6 october 1980 6
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marlow holt carleton mormonism and the womens rights movement orem
mormon council on public information 1981

mckeever william answering Morbormormonscormonsmormonsquestionsmonsmont questions npap 19811981

means howard inside the mormon church washingtonian 16 march 1981
125

miller heather rosemary conversion the mass media and the church ofjesusofjesus
christ of latter day saints phd dissertation united states international
university 1981

mormon judge wont disqualify self in ERA recission case ADA world35world 3355
winter 1980 12

mormonscormonsMormons and MX the nation 232 16 may 1981 588
mormonscormonsMormons and the MX missile christian century 98 15 22 july 1981

725 26
mormonscormonsMormons register gain ecumenical churches drop christianity today 25

26june26 june 1981 33
mouritsen maren M ed ye are free to choose agency and the latter day saint

woman provo brigham young university press 1981
mower Ggjeanneajeannejeanne dietary evaluation and education of missionaries masters

thesis brigham young university 1980
newell LLJjacksonackson personal conscience and priesthood authority dialogue 13

winter 1980 81 87
nielsen larry how would youyom like to see the slides of my mission bountiful

horizon publishers 1980
nielsen margaret W sex and the sister saint exponent 111117 summer 1981 8

nilson alleen pace language as a revelation of values exponent 117III111ili711717 winter
1981 5

nix to MX time 18 may 1981 p 28
nye george A church as countercultureCounterculture club christian century 98

25 november 1981 1230 32
palmer david A in search ofcumorahofcumorah new evidences for the book of mormon

from ancient mexico bountiful horizon publishers 19811981

petty neilcraigneilneli craig factors influencing enrollment and nonenrollmentenrollmentNon in selected
LDS institutes of religion edd dissertation brigham young university
1980

piette christian lumiere sur ie mormonismeMormon isme braine lalleudialleud belgium editeursEditeurs
de litteratureLittera ture bibliqueBib lique 1981

populations at low risk of cancer A workshop held in snowbird utah jour-
nal of the national cancer institute 65 november 1980 1055 96

raish martin all that glitters uncovering fools gold in book of mormon
archaeology sunstone 6 january february 1981 10 15

ritchieRitchiritchiejeJJ bonner the institutional church and the individual how strait the
gate how narrow the way sunstone 6 may june 1981 28 35

romney richard M heroes of manhattan the new era 11 march 1981
28 33

rytting marvin the need for moral tension sunstone 6 july august 19811981

20 24
saints encouraged to respond appropriately to joseph smith III111ili blessing saints

herald 128 15 april 1981 1

schueler donald G our family trees have roots in utahs mountain vaults
smithsonian december 1981 ppap 86 95
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senzee kay single survival exponent 171111117 winter 1981 6

sherlock richard abortion politics and policy A deafening silence in the
church sunstone 6 july august 1981 17 19

shippsshippsjanjanpan the mormonscormonsMormons looking forward and outward in where the spirit
leads american denominations today edited by martin E martymany ppap 25 40
atlanta ga john knox press 1980

smith ida the psychological neddsneeds of mormon women sunstone 6 march
april 1981 59 66

spicer judith lee cox fertility change in utah 1960 19719755 phd disserta-
tion university of utah 1981

stahlestable linda measuring the reading level ofofldsoflasLDS materials A supplement to
the dale word list masters thesis brigham young university 19811981

stathis stephen W mormonism and the periodical press A change Is
underway dialogue 14 summer 1981 48 73

stewartStewarstewartjonstewartsontJonjon and wiley peter cultural genocide the american indians two
greatest resources their children and their land are threatened by the
mormon church penthouse june 19811981 p 80

stewart jon syfrit A protestant response to the belief of the mormon church in
america phd dissertation drew university 1981

stott gerald norman the impact of education on religiosity A study of mor
mons and southern baptists phd dissertation southern illinois university
at carbondale 1981

stringham joseph G the church and translation brigham young university
studies 21 winter 1981 69 90

taylor grant hardy A comparative study of former LDS placement and non
placement navajo students at brigham young university phd dissertation
brigham young university 1981

thirty minutes with the prophet exponent 117111 winter 1981 9 11

thomasson gordon C latter day liberation exponent 117II11 7 spring 1981
15 16

torkildson tim clinical notes on the RM sunstone 6 may june 1981
22 23

van camp L the mormon tabernacle choir A unique national institution
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notes and comments

the husband and children of grace fort arringtonarlington a member of
the mormon history association who died in march have established
the grace arrington award for historical excellence A prize of

500 will be awarded annually in honor of grace to that person who
during the previous calendar year published a book or article of
distinction or performed other service which in the opinion of the
judges represents a signal contribution to understanding of the mor-
mon past judges are leonard arrington davis bitton and james
B alienallenailen

the first recipient of the award is dean C jessee senior research
historian with the joseph fielding smith institute of church history
and associate professor of history and church history at brigham
young university dean jessee is editor of the volume letters of
brigham young to his sons published by deseret book company in
1974 and author of articles of distinction that have appeared minpourjour-
nal of mormon history western Histohistoricallical quarterly brigham
young university studies dialogue the ensign and other church
and professional magazines and journals
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book reviews

CLEMENT RUSSELL T comp cormonsmormons in the pacific A
bibliography laie hawaii the institute for polynesian studies
1981 239 ppap 129512.951295 hardbound 7957.95795 paperback

reviewed by R lanier britsch professor of history brigham young university
provo campus

the prophet joseph smith jr called the first four missionaries
of the church ofiesusofjesus christ of latter day saints to the islands of the
pacific in 1843 the result of that act has been 139 years of con-
tinuous mormon history with a peculiar pacific or polynesian bent
few parts of the world have captured the imagination of contem-
porary latter day saints more than hawaii samoa tonga tahiti
and new zealand but ironically few geographical areas have
received less scholarly attention than these exotic places

although I1 doubt that great numbers of new researchers and
writers will now immerse themselves in the waters of pacific LIDSLDS
history simply because russell T clement has published cormonsmormons in
the pacific A bibliography I1 do believe he has made the job con-
siderablysiderably easier for those few who do take the plunge cormonsmormons in
the pacificpacimicficmig provides a useful research tool carefully researched itself
it includes 2873 entries including books pamphlets periodicals
personal diaries journals mission histories ephemera and so forth
many of the items are voluminous and merit extensive research
scholars interested in the various island missions schools building
projects travels of missionaries and the almost countless topics that
exist in this area will find that cormonsmormons in the pacific is the best
place to begin

in addition to the LDSLIDS materials clement lists a number of
reorganized LDS sources because the bibliography was compiled
from three libraries and archives the joseph F smith library at
BYU hawaii LDS church archives in salt lake city and the harold
B lee library at BYU in provo it is obvious that many sources may
have been overlooked both LIDSLDS and RLDS clement encourages
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further compiling of sources and items that can lead to a comprehen-
sive bibliography in the future

cormonsmormons in the pacific is generally well organized and useful
however several problems will bother some users for example
clement fails to list all of the manuscript histories compiled by
assistant LDS church historian andrewjensenandrew jensen item 655 instructs
the user to look under name of church unit to find each manuscript
history by country but a spot check reveals that the items are
generally not listed elsewhere likewise item 656 suggests checking
names of church units to find details regarding minutes ledgers
and historical records again the records seem to be absent from the
bibliography both of these categories of information are extremely
important to pacific historians perhaps because of size and produc-
tion limitations the bibliography is not cross referenced or indexed to
a very specific degree

but even with its limitations I1 recommend cormonsmormons in the
pacificc for all research libraries and for scholars with any degree of
interest in LDS pacific history

MATHESONMATBESON PETER ed the third reich and the christian
churches A documentary account of the christian resistance and
complicity during the nazi era grand rapids mich william B
eerdmans publishing co 1981 103 ppap 5955955.95 paperback

reviewed by douglas F tobler professor of history brigham young university

in the third reich and the christian churches peter matheson
has presented us with the first collection of documents in english on
the complex relationship between the christian churches and the
hitler regime even the subtitle A documentary account of the
christian resistance and complicity 1I would have exchanged the
order of these last two nouns during the nazi era accurately reflects
the difficult and problematic nature of that relationship from the very
beginning even though some excellent english monographs john
conway the nazi persecution of the churches gunter lewy the
catholic church and nazi germany and more recently ernst C
helmreich the german churches under hitler with extensive use
of documentary material have been available for some time teachers
students and adzajzaficionadosicionados generally will I1 think welcome an oppor-
tunity to read this kind of a cross section of documents for themselves
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reviewers are justly warned to beware of being too critical of
what the author or in this case editor did not intend to do cer-
tainly in the choice of what to include and what to leave out there is

considerable room for differences of opinion and taste nevertheless
a suggestion or two may not be out of place

mathesonsMathesons spectrum of representative documents for the two
major churches evangelical and catholic together comprising over
ninety percent of the german population and for the specific
twelve year period seems adequate enough I1 cite the following ex-
cellent and informative selections 1 the central office of the
federation of protestant churches june 1933 memorandum which
vividly portrays the prevalent negative protestant opinion about life
and church life during the weimar years 2 the roman catholic
conference meeting with hitler 25 26 april 1933 where he
mesmerized catholic prelatesprelatessprelates while reaching for their jugular vein on
the jewish question hitler complained to the prelatesprelatessprelates that he had
frequently been reproached with opposition to christianity and the
reproach had hurt him deeply for he was absolutely convinced that
neither personal life nor the state could be built up without chris-
tianityti he hitler had been attacked because of the handling
of the jewish question the catholic church had regarded the jews
as parasites for 150015 00 years at that time thejewsthe jews had been seen
for what they really were in the era of liberalism this danger had no
longer been seen I1 return to the previous period to what was done
for 1500 years p 20.20 here one is reminded of israel zangwillsZangwills
sardonic comment that the jews are a frightened people nineteen
centuries of christian love have broken down their nerves1nervesplnervestnerves pl1

3 rudolf hesss silencing of the churches 12 september 1938
where much of hitlershillersHitlers real attitude toward religion and the churches
is finally expressed semipubliclysemipublicly to the gauleiters other
documents there are sixty eight in all of equal significance could
be cited

but the collection is not quite complete it does not include
hitlershillersHitlers early frank evaluations of christianity and the churches in
mein kampfekampfokampfor his table talk and conversations with danzig mayor
hermann rauschning neither of the denominations catholic or
protestant they are both the same has any future left at least not
for the germans fascism italian may perhaps make its peace with
the church in gods name I1 will do it too why not but that

israel zangwill the warwlarforfor the worldnewworld new york the macmillan company 1917 p 416
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wont stop me from stamping out christianity in germany root
and branch one is either a christian or a german you cant be
both 2 another possible inclusion is the infamous ordinance on
religious associations and societies in the reichsgauReichs gau warthelandWartheland
13 september 1941 widely reviewed as the prototype for the
nazi church relationship of the future after world war II11 was suc-
cessfullycessfully over which would have effectively destroyed the traditional
churches as they had existed up to that time finally such a collec-
tion hardly seems complete without the stuttgart confession of oc-
tober 1945 where protestants did public penance for their complicity

we accuse ourselves for not witnessing more courageously for not
praying more faithfully for not believing more joyously and for not
loving more ardently3ardently3 the strugggle was over the evil had been
destroyed but the guilt remained

one improvement in this collection over comparable german
speaking anthologies is the inclusion of two documents concerning
the brutal treatment of the thejehovahsjehovahsJehovahs witnesses by the nazis but
perhaps a document or two on christian science the salvation army
the new apostolic church or even the mormonscormons all like the
witnesses viewed as dangerous in gestapo reports but treated less
harshly would illuminate the manner in which the different sects
were perceived while at the same time rounding out the larger
church state question

more important than this representation of the sects however is
the need for an introductory essay to aid students and laymen the
presumed audience in understanding the larger setting of which the
documents are an integral part and for a brief synthetic analytical
epilogue where some of the important political and moral issues that
have been raised would be discussed the introduction for example
might well call the readers attention to the unhappy relationship of
the churches with the weimar republic to protestants many of the
republic s strongest supporters were godless liberals interna-
tionaliststionalists bolsheviks or worse catholics had similar concerns and
particularly lamented the failure of the vatican to achieve a
concordat with weimar germany similar to the 1929 agreement with
mussolini as a protection for their own believers and institutions
both catholics and protestants decried the german national humilia-
tion since versailles the political weakness of the government and
moral decadence symbolized in berlins loose cabaret life against

yohn S conway the nazi persecution odtheoftheof rhethe churches 19334519534519331953 45 london zeidenfieldweidenfieldWeidenfield & nicolson
1968 p 15

ibid3ibidbibid p 332
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this background the seductiveness of hitlershillersHitlers national renewal
and positive christianity is more understandable such additional
information it seems to me would enhance the readers appreciation
of the documentary content and the actual historical circumstances at
the time and would preclude the ever tempting rush to judgment

finally this historical episode raises some of lifes big questions
especially for christians what responsibilities do we and our
churches have in the political realm why did all the german chris-
tian churches do so little for the jews does this experience provide
us individual christians with any guidance for the moral and
political issues of our own time can todays christian churches con-
tinue their traditional fratricidal war in the face of secular challenges
potentially more destructive than hitler at what point may accom-
modationmodation with earthly powers constitute betrayal of the duty to be a
witness for christ matheson has undoubtedly thought about these
and other questions I1 would like to see a brief epilogue exploring
some of them neither facts nor documents ever speak completely for
themselves and being able to read his insights would not destroy our
own independence of mind

mormon readers will I1 believe find this collection of more than
usual interest the lessons for individual christians most certainly
apply to us but the experiences of the larger churches have taken on a
new meaning as the LDS church has become significant enough at
least in part of the world to exert an influence on some
politicalmoralpolitical moral issues of our own day
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